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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the results of Tasks I through V portion of the Fuel 
Quality/Processing Study project for production of gas turbine fuels. The 
objective of the study was to pr~vide a data base to be used to establish an 
intelligent trade-off between advanced turbine technology and liquid fuel 
quality. Synthetic fuels (synfuels) to be emphasized include those derived 
from coal and shale. 
The intent is to use the data base to be produced in this study to guide the 
development of tipecifications for future synthetic liquid fuels anticipated 
for use in the time period 1985-2000. It is also to be used as a basis for 
evaluating the value and benefits Df federally sponsored R&D efforts in the 
field of advanced gas turbine technology. 
The project assessed relat~.i·'e fuel costs t quality and energy efficiency for a 
number of fuel sources and processing alternatives. An objective was to 
accelerute implementation of fuel-flexible combustors for industrial and 
utility stationary gas turbin·e .systems. This is to be accomplished in the 
broader U.S. Department ~f Energy (DOE) Low NOx Heavy Fuel Combustor 
Program by generating and demonstrating the technology base for development 
of reliable gas turbine combustors which are capable of sustained environ-
mentally acceptable operation when using minimally processed synthetic fuels. 
Work on this program was done for NASA-Lewis Research Center under contract 
DEN3-183. NASA's guidance in the performance of this study was most helpful 
and we express our appreciation. 
The program structure consisted of five technical performance tasks which are 
briefly defined as: 
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TASK 1 - LITERATURE SURVEY 
Define the properties and characteristics of near-future (1985-2000 
time period) petroleum and synfuels, synfuels processes using coal 
or oil shale, fuel additives, on-site treatment processes and 
exhaust gas clean-up processes. 
TASK 11 - ON-SITE PRETREATING 
Evaluation of fuel treatment requirements and relative costs of 
pretreating and processing requirements for various levels of fuel 
i~purity removal and fuel throughput. 
TASK 111- EXISTING REFINERIES TO UPGRADE FUELS 
Investigation of fea&ibility an~ relative costs of upgrading oil 
shale derived and coal direct liquefaction synfuels in existing 
refinery complexes. 
TASK IV - NEW REFINERIES TO UPGRADE FUELS 
Definition of the technical capability and economics of new 
refinery processes and/or refineries and/or integl'llted "confiners" 
to produce acceptable gas turbine t\lels from oU shale derived and 
coal direct liquefaction synfuels. 
TASK V - DATA EVALUATION 
Evaluation of results obtained frl)m program Tasks I, 11. Ill, and 
IV. 
The Task 1 Literature Survey was transmitted to NASA-Lewis Research Center in 
April, 1980; it is presented here as an APPENDIX to this final report as a 
separate volume. The results from the Tasks 11 through V program are 
presented in the report sections which follow. 
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SECTION 2 
SUMMARY 
This section summarizes the key prolrem results for the followinl subject 
areas: 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Li~~cature Survey 
On-Site Fuel Pretreatment 
Exbtinl Refineries to UPlrade ,Fuels 
New Refineries to UPlrade Fuels 
Environmental Considerations 
An inhouse linear prolramminl model served as the basis for determining 
economic proce&sing paths for the existing refineries and new refineries 
sync rude uPlrading. This involved development of. extensive input data 
comprised of fuel propertj.,)s. yields. component blending characteristics. 
incremental capital and operating costs, feed and produc~ costs. 
Economics are based on March. 1980 price levels. This applies to estimated 
fixed capital investments (FCI). operating costs and required product selling 
prices (RPSP). RPSPs are based on a 15% discounted cash flow (DCF) rat,e of 
return for all operations. 
2.1 LITERATURE SURVEY 
The volume entitled Tas~ I - Literature Survey completed in April. 1980 
is presented as the Appendix to this Fuel Quality/Processinl Study report. 
Much of the information contained in this survey summary was used as 
reference material for completion of the subsequent tasks of this Fuel 
Quality/ Processing Study. 
'.~---­
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2.2 ON-SITE FUEL PRETREATING 
Section 3 (.f': this report summarizes the results of three process 
procedures consilting of water wash IYltems for reduction of .lkali metals 
content of gal turbine liquid fuels prior to use. Thele are: 
(1) Conventional walh system using electrostatic precipitation 
(2) PQssible alternate continuous centrifugal conta~tors 
(3) Expansion of conventional wash systems by addition of continuous 
centrifugal contactors 
The procedures, facilities, and economics for three (3) separate levels 
of alkali metal contamination were aasessed; these were 20 ppm max, 20-200 
ppm, and 200-2000 ppm •. Each of these systems also include heating and 
filtration equipment for achieving operable fuel viscosity levels and removal 
of particulates, respectively. 
The use of NOx removal processes to achieve permissible gas turbln~/ 
waste heat boiler stack efflu~nts was investigated. Development status for 
the large gas turbine effluent volumes is unfavorable. Accordingly, we 
suggest that fuel bound nitrogen content be reduced, along with aromatics and 
cyclic compounds, in the refinery upgrading processes. 
Su(.pl1ers of conventional and continuous centrifugal contactor water 
wash equipment and systems were given copies of fifty-eight data sheets, from 
th~ Literature Survey Appendix report, representing a variety of synfuel 
liquids considered to be gas turbine fuel candidates. The assessments made 
regarding suitability of their equipment for processing the resid ,Oil shale 
and coal derived liquid fuels were: 
o Conventional Systems - 40% of the fuels would present problems. 
o Centrifugal Contactors - 16% of the fuels would present problems 
which could probably be circumvented. 
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Preliminary asSlossmeM. of the coSU of water washi'g indicate that they 
5re in the range of 20-30 cents per barrel. exclusive of treatment for 
vanadium. Cost estlmates and analyses indicate fixed capital investment and 
operating cost for the proccss portions could possibly be approximat~ly 30% 
lower for the alternate continuous centrifugal contactor systems than for the 
conventional wash system using electro.taUc precip1tati~n. 
2.3 EXISTING REFINERIES TO UPGRADE FUELS 
Section 4 of this report describes a basic 200,000 barrel per day (BPD) 
representative petroleum refinery. An operation i& defined in which the 
necessary equipment required to process the various oil shale and coal 
derived individual raw syncrudes compatibly at the rat~ of 50,000 BPD is 
added to. the existing refinery while petroleum feed is reduced to maintain a 
normal product sl~te. Linear programming models were devetoped to quantify 
the description of the 'f~ci:'iUes and operation. Input files were prepared 
which comprised capital and operating cost items, fuel characteristics, raw 
material feed costs, utilities, product slates and their market values. The 
linear progr~mming computer runs deter~ined the optimum economic process 
path. Hydrotreating is a necessary processing step common to upgradin~ of 
alternate sy~crudes. Re&ction with hydrogen serves to reduce fuel bound 
nitrogen, sulfur and aromatics contents and to increase fuel stability. 
A minimum of seven scenarios, with a total of 20 case and turbine fuel 
product variations, were developed for this phase of the study. These can be 
summarized as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
Existing Refinery Normal Operation 
Shale Oil Upgrading 
a. Hydrotreating raw feed before distillation and subsequent 
processing. 
b. Distillation of raw feed ~fore hydrotreating and other 
processing of distillation products. 
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(3) H-Coal Liquid Upgra~ing 
a. Hydrotreating raw feed before distillation and subsequent 
processing. 
b. Distillation of raw feed before hydrotreating and other 
processing of distillation products. 
(4) SRC-II Liquid Upgrading 
a. Hydrotreating of the total 950°F minus portion of the SRC-II 
liquid feed before distillation and subsequent processing. 
b. Distillation 0.: the total SRC-ll liquid into cuts before 
hydrotreating and other processing. 
Computer input diagrams are presented in Section 4, depicting the 
processing of each of the syncrude feeds. 
The Exxon Donor Solvent (EDS) syncrude was not assessed due to 
limitation of time and cost resources. We judge that the properties 
of EDS wouJd fall between those of H-Coal and SRC-ll syncl"!J.des, and therefore 
the results of an EDS assessment would be expected to fo.<) oetween those of 
H-Coal and SRC-II syncrudes. 
2.4 NEW REFINERIES TO UPGRADE FUELS 
Suggeste~ configurations were developed for new grass roots "stand 
alone" refineries processing 50,000 BPD of syncrude without petroleum crude 
feedstock. In these cases, a sizeable hydrogen facility must also be added. 
Since the severity of hydrotreating an~ hydrocracking the s,ncrudes is 
necessarily greater than is required by the refinery ope~ating on petroleum 
crude feed, capital costs and operating costs are proportionally higher. The 
smaller capacity, 50,000 versus 200,000 BPD, constitutes a further 
proportionally higher cost for the "stand alone" sync rude refinery. 
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Six major scenarios, with a total of 15 cases and turbine fuel product 
variations, are involved in the upgrading of ahale oil, "-Coal and SRC-II 
liquids in the new "stand alone" r~fineries, similar to the scenarios 
outlined under subsection 2.3. 
Table 2-6 summarizes the parameters used for the 36 scenarios developed 
for this study. Variables included type of feedstock, re f1 nery conf igura tion 
(mod i f ied existing and new "stand-alone" refineries), hydrot reating before or 
after distillation, and turbine fuel specifications. Key characteristics of 
the turbine fuel sp~cifications used are summarized in Table 2-7. 
Comparative technical and economic information is contained in the Data 
Evaluation section, Section 6 of this report. 1able 2-1 at the end of this 
section summarizes fixed capital investments for pr~' 40 units and equipment 
added to the existing refinery and equipment for new syncrude reUneries. 
Data for Table 2-1 are contained in Tables 6-3, 6-9, 6-11, 6-16, 6-17, 6-22, 
6-28, 6-29, and 6-34 for the three sync rude feeds: shale oil, "-Coal and 
SRC-II oils, for Case 1 and Case 2 modes of operation. Case 1 refers to 
oper~tion in which the raw syncrude feed to the refinery is hydrotreated 
before distillation. Case 2 hydrotreats after distillation. 
The capital costs of the "stand alone" syncrude refineries to process 
50,000 BPD of syncrude are indicated to be of the order of twice that 
required for equipment added to the existing refinery to process the same 
amount of syncrude. 
An exception is found for SRC-ll "stand alone" refinery in Table 2-1, 
Case 2, T12. Here the fixed capital investment is the same for the existing 
and new refineries at about 75 million dollars. This change in equipment cost 
results from allowing a higher boiling point distillate for turbine fuel T12 
in the new SRC-II refinery. Directionally, this specification change results 
in lower priced turbine fuel which indicates the impact of deleting refinery 
units. 
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Table 2-2 i8 a summary of RPSP from turbine fuel. expressed as dollars 
per barrel. produced in the sync rude plus petroleum crude feed refineries and 
the "stand alone" syncrude refineries. The data are from the required revenue 
summaries in Tables 6-4. 6-10. 6-14. 6-15. 6-23. 6-26. 6-27 and 6-)5. The 
required revenue shown i8 the selling price per barrel of turbine fuel 
required to maintain the refineries' normal profitability of 15% dilcounted 
cash flow at no penal ty to other products. The required revenue is based on 
raw sync rude costs to the refinery which were selected from published 
information. it is nevertheless arbitrary. The 8ensitivity of RPSP to 
syncrude prices was later developed. 
The saleable products normally proliuced in the refineries are: 
(1) Non-Leaded Gasoline (4 ) LPGS 
(2) No. 2 Fuel Ou (5) Coke 
(3) No. 6 Fuel Oil (6) Byproduct Sulfur and Ammonia 
The assessment envisioned these products to be sold at published market 
prices. The estimated gas turbine fuels' high required unit selling prices 
result from a combination of factors: 
o Sync rude feed price is high. 
o Severity of hydrogen treatments exceeds that for petroleum crudes 
necessitating greater quantities of hydrogen. 
o Operations are capital intensive requiring more costly equipment 
than required for average petroleum operations. 
Turbine fuels produced from syncrudes in an existing refinery are 
estimated to have a required revenue ranging from $29 to $44 per barrel for 
the paramet'!.r& used for this study. This compares with the $23 and $32 per 
barrel market price for No. 6 fuel oil and No. 2 oil, respectivelyw Required 
revenue for the "stand alone" 8yncrude refineries range from $67 to $155 per 
barrel, which is definitely beyond current market prices. This indicates 
refining costs for processing syncrudes while producing conventional products 
are higher than for petroleum refining. in all cases. 
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2.5 DATA EVA!>;!_U~_T_I_O_N 
Review of the linear proara.mina results. al summarized in Tables 2-1 
and 2-2. indicates that uparadina of Iyncrudel miaht be done at lower COlt in 
exiltina larae petroleum crude refineriel rather than in new refineriel 
delianed for Iynthetlc crude proce.sina. Incremental capital investment for 
the foemer 1s lower - about half of that required to install a new 5O.000-BPD 
refinery to process the same quantity of Iynthetic crude. 
The operatina costa for processina the 50.000 BPD of synthetic crude 
throuah the 200.000-BPD petroleum refinery a10na with petroleum are 
considerably lower than for the alternative syncrude ref~nery. Required 
product revenues for gas turbine fuels is approxima~ely one-third that 
required for a new synthetic crude refinery. based on use of this study's 
parameters and procedures. 
The study indicates the highest capital invest~ent addition to the 
existing refinery 1s required for processing shale oil. the lowest for SRC-II 
and that for a-Coal processing in between. The lowest overall operating costs 
are achieved by the shale oU cases with a-Coal and SRC-II operati.ng costs 
being comparable. These are related to the feed costs used. The appreciably 
lowp.r shale oil feed cost differential more than compensates for the higher 
FCI addition. The comparison is as follows: 
Rounded ,.\verage 
Turbine Fuel 
Feed Cost Used FCI Average Required Revenue 
Feed ($ per barrel) ($ mUllon) ($ per barrel) 
Shale OU 25 215 32 
a-Coal 011 32 121 40 
SRC-ll OU 30 95 41 
Petroleum Crude 30 
The fixed charge for petroleum crude is shown to indicate its relation-
ship to the synthetic crude feed costs. 
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Operation of the existing refinery on the combibation of petroleua crude 
and .ynthetic crude results in a reduction of the noraal 200.000 IPD 
petroleum crude feed by 30.000 to 40.000 IPD while aaintaining the near 
normal gasoline and other main products output plus the production of 20.000 
IPD of gas turbine fuel. 
The study results indicate that the processing of .yncrudes in an 
existing large petroleum refinery. with the addition of equipment as required 
for thf, synfuels processing. is the most economical route. Processing through 
a new sgaller sync rude refinery is more costly. A comparison summary of these 
factors and feed costs is as follows: 
Turbin£ Fuel 
f'CI Average Required Revenue 
(~ Million) 
Newri 
(! Eer barrel) 
Feed Cost Ex1sting8 Existing New 
($/bbl) Refinery Refinery Refinery Refinery 
Shale Oil 25 215 488 32 103 
H-Coal 011 32 121 247 40 101 
SRC-ll 011 30 95 213 41 119 
Petroleum Crude 30 
a FCI of' process unit additions to a 200.000 IPD petroleum refinery having 
a base FCI of approximately $600 million. 
b FCI of process units for refining 50.000 IPD of syncrudes. 
Sensitivities were developed for apsp to (1) raw synfuel cost to the 
refinery. and (2) fixed capital investment for the refineries. Availability 
of the sensitivity values provides the reader flexibility to determine the 
effect of differing .yncrude values and facilities costs on synthetic turbine 
fuel values. Results showing the sensitivities are presented in tabular form 
at the end of this Summary section. 
The sensitivity assessment results indicate required product selling 
price (RPSP) to be more sensitive to sync rude feed cost than to total capital 
investment costs. Roughly. for the "stand alone" new refinery. a change of $1 
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per barrel sync rude cost results in a turbine fuel required sellina price 
chanae of $8-10 per barrel. For existina refineries. RPSP is chanaed about 
$2.50 per barrel per $1 chanae in syncrude cost. 
2.~ ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Section 7 presents an outline of current emission standards. The 
uparadina hydrotreatina processina serves to reduc~ sulfur and fuel bound 
ni t roaen content of the gas turbine fuels. and other process streams. so that 
fuel maximum sulfur and nitroaen contents of 0.8% and 0.25%. respectively. 
can be met. 
The uparadina of the synthetic crudes throuah hydrotreatina reduces 
their polycyclic and aromatic hydrocarbon content. This represents a 
reduction of contained carcinoaens. thus reducina the biohazards of the 
sync rude based intermediates and products • 
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Table 2-1 - lixed Capital Invest_ent 
Onsite Facilities, $ Million 
Process Units Added 
To Existing Refinery 
Process Units for New 
Synfuel Refinery 
Synfuel TF1 TF2 TF3 Til T13* TF1 TF2 TF3 !!! T12 
Case 1: 
Shale 011 237 
H-Coal 152 
SRC-Il 139 
Case 2: 
Shale 011 236 
H-Coal 107 
SRC-Il 55 
Synfuel 
Case 1: 
Shale 011 
H-Coal 
SRC-lI 
Case 2: 
Shale 011 
H-Coal 
SRC-lI 
-
236 500 
152 152 267 236 
TF1 
33 
44 
45 
34 
39 
42 
130 126 
209 189 184 
113 82 87 
58 84 75 
263 
497 
239 
245 
270 277 
479 
112 
Table 2-2 - Turbine Fuel Required Revenue 
$ per Barrel 
Existing Refinery 
486 
Plus Synfuel Feed New Synfuel Refinery 
TF2 TF3 Til T13 TF1 TF2 TF3 Til T12 
44 
40 
33 
43 
42 
32 
39 
39 
30 
37 
116 
121 
40 151 
29 103 
36 
37 
67 
155 
114 
151 150 
98 101 
119 107 
75 
T13 
150 
98 
T13 
278 
476 
* See Table 6-1, page 6-14, for turbine fuel specifications. The specifications differ 
in such characteristics as nitrogen content, boiling point range and viscosity. 
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Table 2-3 - Required Product Sellina Price Senlitivities 
Cale 2, Turbine Fuel TF1 
$ per barrel 
Sync rude Feed 
':;xistina ReUn=e~ri-y~~ 
:1Q! Bale Cale ~ New Sync rude Refinery 
-30% Base Cale +30~ 
-
Sensitivity to Total 
Capital Investment: 
Shale Oil 29 34 40 57 103 149 
H-Coal 37 39 41 49 67 84 
SRC-II 41 42 43 132 155 178 
Sensi t1 vHy to 
Sync rude Feed Cost: 
Shale Oil 15 34 54 26 103 180 
H-Coal 15 39 63 - 8 67 141 
SRC-II 20 42 65 65 155 :45 
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Table 2-4 - Sensitivity Ratios of Turbine Fuel Required Product 
SelUna Price (RPSP) to fixed Capital. Invest.ent (FCI) 
Exi.tina Refinery - New Refinery -
Sen.itivity in Sensitivity in 
A IPSP (§/bbl) 6IPSP (§/bbl) 
Sync rude AI FCI A I FCI 
Shale 011 0.183 1.53 
H-Coal 0.067 0.58 
SRC-ll 0.033 0.77 
Table 2-5 - Sensitivity Ratios of Turbine Fuel Required Product 
Sellina Price (RPSP) to Sync rude Feed Cost 
Ext8tina Refinery - New Refinery -
Sensitivity in Sensitivity 1n 
A IPSP (§/bill) 6 IPSP (!/bbl) 
Sync rude AX Syncrude Cost A I Sync rude Cost 
Shale 011 0.65 2.57 
H-Coal 0.80 2.48 
SRC-II 0.75 3.00 
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Refinery 
Feedstock 
Petroleum 
Crude 
H-Coal Liquids 
+ PC 
H-Coal Liq:lids 
SRC II 
Liquids + PC 
SRC II 
Liquids 
Shale 011 + PC 
Shale 011 
Specification 
Designation 
TFl 
T11 
TF2 
T12 
TF3 
T13 
TF4 
Table 2-6 - Synthetic Turbine Fuels 
Production/Refining Scenarios Analyzed 
Refinerx Configuration 
New 
Modified "Stand 
Existing Existing Alone" 
1 
7 
3 
7 
7 
6 
5 
Total Scenarios 
Operations Mode 
Case 1 Case 2 
Hydrotreat Hydrotreat 
Whole Feed Individual 
Before Cuts After 
Distillation Distilletion 
2 4 
2 1 
3 4 
4 3 
2 4 
1 4 
Analyzed • 36 
Table 2-7 - Synthetic Turbine Fuel Specifications 
Product 
Specifications 
1 
5 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Distillation Sulfur, Nitrogen, --Yiscositx @ 100°F 
% Max End Point % Max Min, CST Max, CST 
650°F 0.7 0.25 1.8 5.8 
650°F 0.7 1.0 1.8 5.8 
<1000°F 0.7 0.25 1.8 30.0 
<lOOO°F 0.7 1.00 1.8 30.0 
>1000°F 0.7 0.25 1.8 160 
)lOOO°F 0.7 1.0 1.8 160 
>lOOO°F 0.7 0.25 1.8 900 
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SECTION 3 
ON-SITE FUEL PRETREATING 
The gas turbine is a high speed, high temperature machine whose life and 
performance is vulnerable to foreign fuel constituents, even in trace 
quantities. Accordingly, on-site pretreatment of even the best grades of fuel 
is common utility ~nd industrial practice. The advent of coal and shale 
derived liquids and even petroleum resids introduce the possibility of the 
presence of new and increased quantities of harmful impurities. It is the 
purpose of this section to present the methods of conventional pretreatment 
and discuss the possible new requirements which may be introduced by new 
sources of gas turbine fuels. 
3.1 GAS TURBINE FUEL IMPURITIES 
The impurities considered objectionable and which are limited in 
quantities by accepted specifications 1,2,3.4 are summarized and described 
below: 
o Particulates. Combustible and non-combustible material which is 
suspended i.t the fuel which can cause deposition on turbine blades 
ana can contribute to blade corrosion and/or erosion. 
o Alkali metals. Sodium and potassium combine with vanadium to form 
low melting salts which are corrosive to the turbine blades. 
Calcium causes hard-bonded deposits on the turbine blades which are 
difficult to remove. 
o Vanadium. Forms molten vanadium pentoxide which causes severe 
corrosion of gas turbine blades. 
o ~. Causes corrosive deposits and also inhibits beneficial 
effects of vanadium anti-corrosion additives. Howev~r, lead is not 
expected to be present in synfuels. 
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o Copper. An oxidation catalyat cauainl poor fuel theraal 
atability. Copper ia not expected to be preaent in aynfuela. 
o Sulfur. On combuation contributea to objectionable S02 eaia.iona. 
o Nitrolen. Fuel bound nitrolen contributea to nitrolen oxide 
pollutanta in exhauat I~aea, addinl to thoae foraed from nitrogen 
in ait durina combuation. 
Of the above, all but the l.at two impurities are uaually rendered 
unobjectionable by on-site fuel pretreatment. It must be noted that up to 4% 
sulfur does not affect performance or have an adver.e effe~t on the las 
turbine components. 
Use of NOx removal ~rocelses on las turbine/waste heat boiler emissions 
was investilated. Delree of development is limited and pertains to 
conventional steam boiler rather than las turbine operation. The major 
drawback for lal turbine application 1~ the extremely large and expensive 
catalyst chamber due to the large las volume per kilowatt lenerated. 
Accordinlly, it was considered fuel bound nitrogen could b6 reduced in the 
refinery upgrading process. 
Turbine manufacturers have formulated fuel specifications pertinent to 
optimum operation and compatible with their machines. Tables 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 
are tabulations of liquid fuels specifications of three major U.S. gas 
turb1tie manlufacturers. Accordingly, specification items not met by the 
delivered tu\;-bine fuels are corrected by appropriate pretreatment procedures. 
3.2 CONVENTIONAL PRETREATMENT METHODS 
The following summarize conventio~al pretreatment methods currently in 
use for systems burning petroleum based las turbine fuels. 
Figure 3-1 is a simplified diagram of a conventional two-stage electro-
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static precipitator fuel pretreataent systea. This .yste. will satisfactorily 
handle fuels havina le.s than 200 ppm alkali .etal. content. 
ASH AND PARTICULATE REMOVAL 
Minor quantities of a.h and particulate. such as .cale 
particles from tanks and piping are removed by filtration. Filters are 
standard equipment ~n the fuel feed circuit to all gas turbines and should be 
capable of removing material down to at least ten microns in size. 
VISCOSITY CORRECTION 
Viscosity can usually be corrected. as necessary. by heating. 
Heaters are standard equipment included in the pretreatment systems. 
3.2.3 ALKALI METALS REMOVAL 
These impurities are removed by water washing. using high 
quality clean water. Many gas turbines are provided with heat recovery steam 
generators. In these cases wash water is provided from the boiler feedwater 
make-up system. usually evaporated or deionized. The use of normal potable 
water may be unacceptable because sodium salt content could further 
contaminate the fuel. 
The wash water and oil are contacted in stationary line mixers 
such as eductors. mixing Ts or valves. Wetting ~gent is injected ahead of the 
mixing point for easier contacting of the fuel oil and wash water. The 
mixture is then passed through low velocity treater tanks in which the 
separation of oil and water is effected by electrostatic precipitation. This 
separation is sometimes accomplished using centrifuges alone. and also in 
combination with electrostatic precipitators. 
Figure 3-2 is a plot plan of the typical on-site fuel 
pretreating system portrayed in Figure 3-1., 
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VANADIUM INHIBITING 
The detrimental effects of vanadium in exce •• of 2 ppm in the 
fuel can be inhibited by the addition of .aanesiua compound solutions 
formulated using various vehicles. Generally 3 ppm of inhibitor solution is 
utilized per 1 ppm of contained vanadium. 
3.3 PRETREATMENT COSTS 
The costs involvEd in the pretreatment. of gae turbine fuels wi!l vary 
in accordance with the level of impurities contents. Three levels of alkali 
metals content are considered for this study with an 01 processing rate of 
300 gallons per minute or approximately 10.000 BPD. equivalent to 3 million 
barrels per year based on an 801. equipment load factor. This would supply 
fuel to a nominal 200 megawatt power generating plant operating at base load. 
Concentration levels included are: 
o To 20 ppm 
o Over 20 to 200 ppm 
o Over 200 to 2000 ppm 
Eac h of the se 1 evel s requires a different size system for proper 
reduction of contained alkali metals to a maximum of 3 ppm of combined 
sodium, potassium and calcium. Fixed capital investment and operating costs 
will accordingly vary. 
3.3.1 FIXED CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
The estimated fixed capital investments for required 
conventional pretreatment process systems are summarized below with 
investments expressed in March, 1980 dollars, exclusive of laboratory and 
fuel supply storage tanks. 
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Fixed Capital 
Alkali Metals System Investment 
(ppm) Required ($ Thousand) 
To 20 2 stage 1.680 
Over 20 to 200 3 stage 2.050 
O\.·er 200 to 2000 4 stage 2.560 
The two. three and four stage systems would be adequate for higher 
levels of alkali than shown. namel; 150, 500 and 2000 ppm for 29°API 
fuels. However. practice has been to provide additional capacity as a 
precautionary measure against varying fuel deliveries. 
3.3.2 Operating Costs 
The estimated annual operating costs and the average cost per 
barrel (treated at an 80% load factor) for the above systems are: 
Average 
per barrel 
Alkali Metals Direct Indirect Annual cost 
(ppm) ($Thousand) ($Thousand) ($Thousand) (cents/bbl) 
To 20 286 302 588 19.6 
Over 20 to 200 320 369 689 22.9 
Over 200 to 2000 358 461 819 27.3 
The details for these estimates are presented in Table 3-4. 
Electricity. ste.am and wetting agent are principal utilities and 
material costs for the water wash pretreatment. The computations are based on 
an 80% load factor. Vanadium inhibitor costs are shown separately on a unit 
basis and must be added to the annual cost shown above to obtain the total. 
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3.4 SYNCRUDE PRETREATMENl' ASSESSMENT 
We conferred with manuf&cturers of fuel treating equip.ent and systems 
concerning performance of their equipment relative to use of coal and shale 
derived liquids as gas turbine fuels. Since such experiElnCe is lacking we 
submitted a total of fifty-eight coal and shale derived liquids and resid 
potential gas turbine fuel property data sheets, developed as part of Task I, 
asking for their opinion regarding suitability of their equipment and .ystems 
for water washing these fuels. Copies of these sheets are included as tables 
in the Literature Survey Appendix to this report. They are located in 
Section 2, S~ction 3 and Appendix B of the Literature Survey. The fifty-eight 
data sheets are identified in Table 3-5 at the end of this section. 
3.4.1 COI'N~NTIONAL EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS 
The following tabulation summarizes the opinion of a prominent 
manufacturer regarding the "suitability for washing" using electrostatic 
precipitator equipment with reference to the fifty-eight fuels property 
sheets submitted: 
Opinion 
No Difficulties 
Possible Problems 
Unable to Process 
Total 
!IE! Number 
Distillates & Blends 35 
Coal and Shale Oil 3 
Heavy Distillates and 
Petroleum Resid 
Heavy Coal, Shale Oil 20 
Fractions and Petroleum 
Resid 
58 
% of Total 
60 
5 
35 
100 
The major hindrance to processing was fuel specific gravities 
being nearly equal to or greater than that of water. Satisfactory 
separation and water removal may be difficult in the equipment normally used. 
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In leneral. most of the coal and oil shale derived fuels could 
be handled in the conventional pretrea~ment equipment and systems. 
Accordingly. the cost information presente~ in subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 
applies to the fuels in the "No Difficulties" category. However. with 40% of 
the fuels assessed as presenting problems in water washing in conventional 
equipment. there was cause for concern. Alternate equipment. more adaptable 
to the new fuels, was deemed to be desirable. 
ALTERNATE EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS 
We considered that a continuous centrifugal extractor could be 
advantageously used for water washing prett~atment for reduction of alkali 
~etals. This machine is widely used for similar extraction operations. The 
petroleum industry uses these for the solvent extraction step in the 
manufacture of lubricating oils. 
The expectation is that the centrifugal extractor with its 
multi-stage contacting and separ~tion feature might more effectively perform 
the water washing functions, particularly with respect to the heavy 
distillates, heavy fractions and resids. 
Discussions with a centrifugal extractor manufacturer were held. 
To their knowledge. none of their machines are in turbine fuel water washing 
service. They were of the opinion that their machine would be applicable. They 
are in the process of expl10ring this application and are desirous of running 
tests in their pilot units. It was deemed advisable to explore this application 
in view of the opinion that nearly forty percent of the likely list of possible 
future gas turbine fuels might n6t be amenable to satisfactory processing in 
the conventional electrostatic precipitator systems. 
The fifty-eight sync rude derived and resid fuel property data 
sheets, listed in Table 3-5, were also sent to the manufacturer of the 
centrifugal contactor. Their assessment of the applicability of their machine 
to the fifty-eight fuels is summarized as follows: 
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Opinion !ZP! Number % of Total 
No Difficulties Sp. Gr. differences 
0.02 or greater 49 84 
Requires slight dilution Sp. Gr. differences 
with lighter oil less than 0.02 9 16 
Total 58 100 
Since the consensus is that there. is a possibility that centri-
fugal contacting and separation may be advantageously u~ed for water 
washing new fuels, preliminary economics were derived. These are considered 
only indicative of the possibilities, requiring confirmation by subsequent 
test work. 
A single contactor, because of the multi-stage operating 
effect, will properly handle fuels containing up to 200 ppm alkali metals. 
Two machines would be r~quired for levels to 2000 ppm. Diagrams of these two 
systems are shown as Figures 3-3 and 3-4 respectively. 
Estimated fixed capital investment (FCI) costs for these 
systems compared to conventional installations are summarized below: 
Alkali 
Metals Conventional 
(ppm) System 
To 20 2 stage 
20 to 200 3 stage 
200 to 2000 4 stage 
Alternate 
System 
1 Contactor 
1 Contactor 
2 Contactors 
FCI 
Conventional 
System 
$ Thousand 
1,680 
2,050 
2,560 
Alternate 
System 
$ Thousand 
1,200 
1,200 
1,725 
Estimated annual operating coats for the alternate centrifugal 
contactor systems, compared to conventional installations also relate 
favorably: 
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Alkali Total Annual Averale7bbl 
Metals Cor.vent 10nal Alternate Conventional Alternate 
(22m) ($ Thou.and) ($Thou.and) (cenu/bbl) (cenu/bbl) 
To 20 588 432 19.6 14.4 
20 to 200 689 432 22.9 !4.4 
200 to 2000 819 563 27.3 18.7 
The use of wetting agent should not be necessary for the 
centrifugal contactor system. This amounts to 0.7 to 0.9 cents per 
barrel and is included in the conventional system operation only. Details for 
the alternate centrifugal contactor case ~stimates are presented in Ta~le 
3-6. 
The above figures indicate the alternate centrifugal contactor 
system to be worthy of further in-depth investigation. 
The advent of coal, shale and resid-derived turbine fuels 
~ould, in some cases, require expansion of existing conventional systems. 
This might be accomplished by the installation and operation of a centrifugal 
contactor in conjunction with the existing conventional system. This concept 
is shown in Figure 3-6, wherein a two-stage system is augmented by a single 
centrifugal contactor unit in order to increase capacity from 200 ppm alkali 
metals content fuel to fuel containing 2000 ppm. 
Equivalent total fixed capital investment and operating cost 
for this combination system, operating at 300 gpm and 80% load factor, would 
be expected to result in net overall lower costs compared to expansion by 
addition of two conventional stages: 
Alkali 
Metals 
(ppm) 
2000 
Fixed Capital 
Conventional 
4-stage 
($ Thousand) 
2650 
3-9 
Investment 
Combination 
2-stage plus 
Contactor 
($ Thousand) 
2335 
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02eraUna Costs 
Averale7bbl Total Annual 
Conventional Combination Conventional Combination 
Alkali 4-stage 2-stage plus 
Metals Contactor 
(ppm) ($ Thousand) ($ Thousand) (cents/bbl) (cents/bbl) 
2000 819 748 27.3 24.9 
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Table 3-1 - Gener.l Electric Liquid Fuel Specifications For Gas Turbines 
Property 
Specific Gravity, 60°F 
Kinetic Viscosity, cs, 100°F, min 
Kinetic Viscosity, cs, 100°F, max 
Kinetic Viscosity, cs, 210°F, max 
Flash Point, of, min 
Distillation Temp, 90% Point, 
of, max 
Pour Point, of, max 
Carbon Residual (10% Bottoms), 
Wt %, max 
Carbon Residual (100% sample), 
wt %, max 
Ash, ppm, m91C 
Trace Metals, ppm, max 
Sodium Plus Potassium 
Lead 
Vanadium (untreated) 
Vanadium (treated 3/1 wt 
ratio mg/Vol) 
Calcium 
Filterable Dirt, mg/100 ml, max 
Water & Sediment, Vol X, max 
Thermal Stability, Tube No., max 
Fuel Compatibility. Tube No., max 
ASTM 
Test 
Method 
b1298 
D445 
D445 
D445 
D93 
D86 
097 
0524 
0524 
D482 
D2276 
01796 
D1661 
(50/50 mix with second fuel) D1661 
Sulfur, wt X. maxa 
Hydrogen, wt X, min 
Nitrogen, wt %, max 
0129 
a Or compliance to any applicable. codes. 
DistUlates 
Light Heavy 
Report 
0.5 
5.8 
Report 
650 
o 
0.25 
50 
1 
1 
0.5 
2 
4 
0.1 
0.5 
12.0 
Report 
1.8 
30 
4 
Report 
Report 
Report 
1.0 
50 
1 
1 
0.5 
2 
40 
0.1 
2 
2 
0.5 
12.0 
Crudes and 
Blended 
Residual 
Fuels 
0.96 
1.8 
160 
13 
Report 
Report 
1.0 
Report 
1 
1 
0.5 
100 
10 
Report 
1.0 
2 
2 
1.0 
11.3 
Heavier 
Residual 
Fuels 
0.96 
1.8 
900 
30 
Report 
Report 
Report 
0.5 
500 
10 
Report 
1.0 
2 
2 
1.0 
11.3 
Fuel-bound nitrogen may be limited to 
meet any applicable codes on total NOx 
emission. 
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Table 3-2 - Westinghouse Fuel Specification 
Property 
Gravity, °API 
Viscosity 
SUV at 100°F 
SFV at 122°F 
SUV at 210°F 
Distillation, of 
90% Evaporation 
Water and Sediment, wt % 
Ash, wt % 
Metals - No Treatment 
Sulfur, wt % 
Vanadium, ppm 
Sodium, ppm 
Calcium, ppm 
D1stUlate Fuel 
26 min 
32-45 
675 max 
0.01 max 
2.0 max 
2.0 max 
2.0 max 
10.0 max 
Metals - Additive treatment for Vanadium Content 
Sulfur, wt % 
Vanadium, ppm 
Sodium, ppm 
CalCium, ppm 
Metals - Treatment required for Both Vanadium and Sodium 
Sulfur, wt % 
Vanadium, ppm 
Sodium, ppm 
Calcium, ppm 
a Sodium must be reduced to 10 ppm max by water washing. 
I L ... __ _ 3-12 
Residual Fuel 
12 min 
300 max 
220 max 
1.0 max 
0.1 max 
4.0 max 
5.0 max 
5.0 max 
10.0 max 
4.0 max 
200 max 
10 max 
10 max 
4.0 max 
200 max 
60 maxa 
10 max 
Table 3-3 - P&WA Fuel Specification, 
Distillate Fuel, Marinp. and Industrial Gas Turbine Engine 
Property 
Distillation Temp, of 
IBP 
10% Evaporation 
20% Evaporation 
50% Evaporation 
90% Evaporation 
Flash Point, OF 
Pour Point, OF 
Cloud Point, OF 
Viscosity, Cs at 100°F 
Carbon Residual (lOr. Bottoms), wt % 
Sulfur, wt % 
Corrosion at 212°F, ASTM Code No. 
Ash, wt % 
Gravity, ° API 
Neutrality 
Net ht of Comb., Btullb 
Luminometer Number 
High Temp Stability 
Pressure Change, in Hg 
Preheater Dep Code 
Sediment, mglgal 
Free Water Content, Vol % 
Trace Metal Contaminants, ppm 
Vanadium 
Sodium 
Potassium 
Calcium 
Lead 
Copper 
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ASTM 
Test Method 
D-86 
D-93 
D-97 
D-97 
D-445 
D-524 
D-129 
D-130 
D-482 
D-287 
D-I093 
D-240 or D-2382 
D-1740 
D-1660 
D-2276 
Limits 
To be reported 
440 max 
To be reported 
675 max 
725 max 
110 min or legal 
To be reported 
To be reported 
3.0 max 
0.15 max 
1.0 max 
1 max 
0.005 max 
To be reported 
Neutral 
To be reported 
25 min 
12 max 
2 max 
24 max 
0.01 max 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0:£ 
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Table 3-4 Fuel Oil Pretreatment 
FCI and Operatina Coata, 
Conventional System, 300 apm Fuel Rate 
All Fiaures in $ Thousand 
Item 
-
Fixed Capital Investment 
Operatina Costs (Annual) 
Direct Costs 
Openting Labor (O.L.) 
UtUiUes 
Electricity 
Steam 
;"rocess \¥ater 
Supplies (30% of O.L.) 
Wetting Agent 
Ha~ntenance (4% of FCI) 
Total Direct Costs 
Indirect Costs 
Interest & Amortization, 
Depreciat1ton, Taxes, 
Insurance, License 
(18% of FCI) 
Total Operating Costs 
Average Cost per Barrel 
Water Washing, cents/bbl 
Additional Operating Costs 
Vanadium Inhibitor, 
cents/bbl/ppm Vanadiuma 
2-Staae 3-Staae 
1,680 2,050 
17.5 17.5 
43.8 57.8 
126.1 126.1 
4.7 4.7 
5.3 5.3 
21.6 26.4 
67.1 82.0 
286.1 319.8 
302.1 368.8 
588.2 688.6 
19.6 22.9 
- -
0.9 0.9 
- -
4-Stage 
2,560 
17 .5 
75.4 
126.1 
4.7 
5.3 
26.4 
102.4 
357.8 
461.0 
818.8 
27.3 
-
0.9 
-
a Vanadium content can range from 0.1 ppm to 400 ppm. Property data 
sheets indicate most coal and oil shale derived fuels will contain 
less than 1 ppm Vanadium. Petroleum resids from heavy crudes can 
contain up to 400 ppm. 
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Table 3-5 - Fuel Properties Data Sheets Supplied to 
Pretreatment Equipment Manufacturing 
Listed are table number. located in the Literature Survey Appendix. 
Section 2 Appendix 8 (cont'd) 
2-1 8-1 8-33 
2-2 8-2 8-34 
2-3 8-3 8-35 
2-4 8-4 8-36 
2-5 8-5 8-:P 
2-6 8-8 8-38 
2-6a 8-9 8-39 
2-7 8-10 8-40 
2-8 8-11 8-41 
2-9 8-12 8-42 
2-10 8-13 8-43 
2-11 8-14 8-44 
2-12 8-15 8-45 
2-13 8-16 8-46 
2-14 8-17 
8-18 
Section 3 8-19 
3-1 8-22 
3··2 8-23 
3-3 8-24 
3-4 8-30 
3-5 8-31 
3-6 8-32 
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Table 3-6 Fuel Oil Pretreataent 
Es:iaated FCI and Operat1nl Coata, 
Alternate Centrlfulal Contaetor Syatea, 300 I,. Fuel Rat .. 
(All Filurea in $ Thouaand) 
Item 
Fixed Capital Investment 
Operating Costs (Annual) 
Direct Costs 
Operating Labor (O.L.) 
Utilities 
Electricity 
Steam 
Process Water 
Supplies (30% of O.L.) 
Maintenance (4% of FCI) 
Total Direct Costs 
Indirect Costs 
Interest & Amortization. 
Depreciation, Taxes, 
Insurance, License 
(18% of FCI) 
Total Operating Costs 
Average Cost per Barrel 
Water Washing, cents/bbl 
Additional Operating Costs 
Vanadium Inhibitor, 
cents/bbl/ppm Vanadiuma 
1 Contaetor 
Syatem 
1,200 
17.5 
15.1 
126.1 
4.7 
5.3 
47.9 
216.6 
215.5 
432.1 
14.4 
-
0.9 
-
2 Contaetor 
Syatem 
1,725 
17 .5 
30.2 
126.1 
4.7 
5.3 
69.0 
252.8 
310.3 
563.1 
18.7 
-
0.9 
-
a Vanadium content can range from 0.1 ppm to 400 ppm. Property data 
sheets indicate most coal and oil shale derived fuels will contain 
less than 1 ppm Vanadium. A few petroleum res ids can contain up to 
400 ppm. 
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SECTION 4 
EXISTING REF!NERIES TO UPGRADE FlmLS 
T~is section presents the result. of an investigation of the feasibility and 
relative costs of upgrading oil shale derived syncrudes and caal derived 
syncrudes in an existing refinery complex. To achieve the task objectives, a 
typical U.S. Midwest refinery having a capacity of 200,000 IPD, processing a 
60/40 volume percent mixture of South Texas/Light Arabian crudes was 
!el~cted. 
Linear program (LP) model development, cost and process data generation and 
results obtained are described. A copy of representative results from an 
individual computer run is included as Exhibit 4-A at the end of this 
section. 
4.1 REFINERY MODEL 
The objective in use of £ refinery model is to allow a linear program to 
select the optimum path to produce a given product slate. The optimized 
refinery output becomes a base case refinery for determining the relative 
costs of upgrading coal syncrudes and shale syncrudes in an existing refinery 
by adding necessary expansion units. 
The scope of work involves crude selection, product slate selection, 
refinery unit selection, calcula tion of prolcess unit yields, de termi na t ion 0 f 
physical property data, development of investment and operating costs, 
definition of product specifications, and establi~hment of program files for 
the linear program. 
4.1 1 SELECTION OF REFINERY MODEL 
The selection of a refinery model was based on an analysis of 
in-house refinery projects and a literature review. The final selection was 
based on the Annual Refining Survey, which appeared in "Oil and Gas Journal", 
March 26, 1979. 
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Two refi~i~~ies identified as typical IIOdern day coaplexes were the Mar"lthon 
Oil Coapany refinery at Robinson, Illinois, and the Mobil Oil Corporation 
refinery at Joliet, Illinois. Both refineries utilize about 200,000 barrels 
per stream day (BPSD) crude capacity. 
The following process units were included in the refinery aodel 
based on an analysis of the Marathon and Mobil refinery configurations: 
0 Crude Unit 
0 Vacuum Unit 
0 Naphtha Hydrotreating Units 
0 Distillate HydrotreaUns Unit 
0 Gas Oil Hydrotreating Unit 
0 Fluid Ca~alytic Cracking Unit (FCC) 
0 Distillate Hydrocr'ack1.ng Unit 
0 Catalytic Reforming Un,it 
0 Alkylation Unit 
0 Delayed Coking Unit 
0 Sulfur Recovery Plant 
0 Waste Water Treating Plant 
4.1.2 INPUT TO REFINERY MODEL 
A. Crude Oil Feed 
Crude oil feed to the refinery LP model is shown in Table 4-1 
as a 60/40 vol % mix of South Texas and Light Arabian crudes. It is baserl on 
importing foreign crude oil in a quantity adequate to meet the product volume 
consumed in the U.S.A., that is, about 40% imported foreign crude. The South 
Texas domestic crude and the Light Arcbian crude analyses were taken from 
inhouse data sources. 
B. Product Slate, Specifications and Product Values 
Product slate and specifications applied to the refinery LP 
model are shown in Table 4-2 along with Jes1gnated product values in $/bbl. 
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Product values represent selling price at the refinery gate. The product 
slate for the eXisting refinery is also shown on Figure 4-1. 
Table 4-2 also includes the refinery feed purchase prices. 
The shale oil price of $25 per barrel is a rounded average of published costs 
for sbale oil from surface processed underground mined 011 shale. The H-Coal 
sync rude pri~e wa~ placed at $2 per barrel above the $30 petroleum crude 
price based on a publi~hed eVMluation wherein H-Coal liquid was estimated by 
UOP to have ,A value $2 per barrel greater than a 65/35 Light/Heavy Arabian 
crude oil blend. The SRC-II syncrude price of $30 per barrel is in the price 
range cited by the process developer. 
The refinery simplified product slate represents the output 
of a typical refinery. It consists of LPG, non leaded gasoline, distillate 
fuels and heavy residual fuels, with coke and sulfur as byproducts. The 
distillate fuels produced are in the specification range of No. 2 fuel oil 
ar.d the heavy resid meets Midwest market specifications for No. 6 fuel 011. 
The following major product distribution is chosen to determine the operation 
of an existing refinery: 
LPG 4 Vol % of Crude 
Gasoline 54 Vol % of Crude 
No. 2 Fuel Oil 27 Vol % of Crude 
No. 6 Fuel Oil 10 Vol % of Crude 
(Total plyduct volume shown above is not equivalent to total crude volume due 
to density differences and noninclusion of solid products and fuel gases 
formed in the processing.) 
The gasoline specification is set to meet a 91 research 
octane number (RON) for non-leaded gasoline with a Reid vapor pressure of 10 
pSi, maximum. 
The specifications and product values were selected to 
conform to those existing in March, 1980, which is used as the base time 
period for this analysis. Product values were~aken from the OU and Gas 
Journal as averages for the first six months of 1980 to conform with the 
March, 1980 base period. 
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C. Utility Data 
The total refinery energy requirements, i.e. fuel, electri-
city, etc., are provided by refinery products such that the refinery opera-
tion is autonomous except for make-up water. This assures that the utility 
costs and crude and product costs are consistent. The utility requirements 
are based on providing a 1250 psig steam plant for driving let down turbines 
to provide power requirement and low level process steam. Fuel for firing 
heaters and boiler facilities is supplied from refinery fuel gas and fuel oil 
generated internally. Cooling water circulation, condensate recovery, and 
sour water stripping facilities are also provided. 
D. Investment Cost Data 
Investment coat data for refinery process units are based on 
in-house estimates prepared by the cost estimating group for a 200,000 BPSD 
refinery processing South Texas crude. The reference date for all cost data 
is March, 1980. Capacity ratio exponents used were based on past experience 
with similar refinery process unit costs. 
Royalty, catalyst and chemical requirements coat data are 
based on in-house data for similar process refinery units. 
E. Operating Cost Data 
Operating cost data is based on chemical, catalyst, and water 
usage. Chemical usage is from "Guide to Refinery Costs" W.L. Nelson, 1976. 
Chemical costs were taken from "Chemtcal Marketing Reporter" publication. 
Catalyst costs and usage are based on data for process refin~ry units. 
F. Product Slate 
The refinery product slate is based on maximum gasoline 
production while providing fuel oiils, No. 2 and No.6, for use in home 
heating and as boiler fuel in utility plants. Coke and LPG are also produced. 
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No. 6 fuel oil il produced in limited amountl by blending hydrotreated vacuum 
gal oil with lighter productl lince a relid hydrodelulfurization unit il not 
provided. 
4.1.3 OUTPUT OF REFINERY LP HODEL 
A. Refinery Optimized Path 
The optimized refinery path is shown in Figure 4-1 and 
repre,sents the existing refinery configuration to be used as the basis for 
sync rude upgrading. Several aspects of the existing refiner:y are important 
to the development of the sync rude upgrading and are listed as follows: 
1. The refinery configuration shown in Figure 4-1 sets the 
process units size. which will remain fixed. in the 
syncrude upgrading. 
2. The refinery requires no hydrogen plant since adequate 
hydrogen is available from reforming to meet all 
hydrotreating and hydrocracking requirements. 
3. All fuel requirements for the refinery are satisfied from 
fuel gas and 011 generated by J.nternal refinery units. 
4. All steam and energy requir,\)ments are generated in the 
refinery from available fuels. 
5. The product slate shown in Figure 4-1 represents the 
petroleum based products from the existing model 
refinery. As sync rude feed is added to the fxisting 
refinery, and turbine fuels are produced with varying 
specification, the No. 2 and No. 6 fuel oils quantities 
will vary while the gasoline production remains about t~e 
same. 
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6. As sync rude is added to the exi.ting refinery, crude 
petroleum feed will be reduced to aeet a required product 
slate by utilizing all proce.s units in the most 
economical manner. 
7. When synfuels are added to the existing petroleum 
refinery feeds and equipment added to the refinery for 
processing the new feed material the following criteria 
are observed: 
(a) Gasoline market shall remain unchanged; thus no 
increase in refinery gaacline production is allowed. 
(b) Where turbine fuels are produced (production fixed at 
20,000 BPD) it is considered that these fuels replace in 
part other fuels dedicated to generation of electrical 
energy. Thus the existing refinery plus sync rude is 
required to produce only 8,000 BPD of No. 6 fuel oil 
compared to the former 20,000 BPD in the petroleum fed 
refinery. Maximum No. 2 fuel production is set equal to 
that made by the basic refinery. 
(c) Where product limits cannot be exceeded, the 
petroleum charge rate is reduced to bring fuel and 
products into balance. This is considered consistent with 
the purpose of manufacture of synthetic fuels, namely, to 
reduce crude oil imports. In this model the crude 
reduction is in the same ratio of domestic to foreign as 
the stated base. 
(d) Extensive hydrotreating of the syncrudes and their 
fractions will be p~rformed. This field, relating to 
syncrudes, is in a developing stage. The best available 
published information coupled with judgment based on 
in-house experience is utilized. 
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B. Refinery Capital Cost 
The existing refinery battery limits process units' fixed 
capital investment (FCI), Table 4-3, is approximately $400 million based on 
Marc~ 31, 1980 dollars. This represents 65% of the total refinery FCI. 
Offsites constitute 35% of the total tel of approximately $610 million. 
C. Refinery Profitability 
Refinery Profitability is approximately a 15% discounted cash 
flow (DCF) rate of return. Table 4-3 contains the calculation of the petrol-
eum 'refinery's operating margin of $702,000 per stream day which consists of 
the recovery of capital associated costs and a profit approximating a 15% 
DCF. This operating margin will appear in tables involving co-processing of 
syncrudes in the existing refinery in the calculation of case required 
revenues. The economic parameters used in developing the costs include: 
o 20-year operation 
o Fixed Capital Investment 
o Profit - 15% DCF 
o Income Tax, 50% using double declining balance depreciation 
with 16 year useful life 
o 10% Investment Tax credit 
o 4% of FCI annual maintenance labor and materials 
o 2.5% of FCI annual property taxes and insurance costs 
o Allowance for spare parts inventory and working capital. 
The above capital cost factors amount to 35% of the fixed capital 
investment. This is applied to the FCI additions and new refinery FCIs for 
determination of turbine fuel required revenue in each of the cases in the 
summary tables contained in Section 6. 
D. Utility Output 
Utility and fuel requirements for the existing refinery 
operating on petroleum feed are summarized in Table 4-4. 
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Table 4-1 - Petroleum Crude Feedstock to Existina Refinery 
Crude Type: 60/40 Mixed South Texas and Liaht Arabian 
°API 36.9 
Sp. Gr. 0.8403 
Sulfur, wt% 0.948 
Nttroaen, wt % 0.20 
OxYaen , wt % 0.03 
Metals 
(Iron, Vanadium, Nickel) 
ppm, wt 30.0 
TBP Analysis : 
wt % OF 
ST/I0 IBP/210 
10/30 210/405 
30/50 405/570 
50/70 570/775 
70/05 775/990 
85/EP 990/1,000+ (resid) 
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Table 4-2 - Refinery Model - Product Characteristics, 'eed and Product Valuea 
t 
1 
Non-Leaded Gasoline 
Re8earch Octane Naber 
Reid Vapor Pressure 
Product Value 
No. 2 ruel Oil 
Vi8cosity 
°API 
Sulfur 
Product Value 
No. 6 'uel 011 
Viacoa1ty 
°API 
Sulfur 
Product Value 
aeflnery 'uel Oil 
91 (ain) 
10 PSI (aax) 
40 $/Bbl 
2 C8t @ 100°' (ain) 
3.5 C8t @ 100°' (aax) 
30.0 (ain) 
0.2 wt % (aax) 
32 $/Bbl 
50 cat @ 122°' (aiD) 
500 cat @ 122°' (aax) 
Report 
1.0 vt % (au) 
23 $/Bbl 
Sa .. aa No. 6 'uel 011, Except Vlscoslty 9.5 cst 
@ 122°' (aln) 
'eed Values 
Petrolea Crude 
Shale Oil 
H-Coal 
saC-ll 
$30/Bbl 
$25/Bbl 
$32/Bbl 
$30/Bbl 
Turbine Fuel 
V18cosity 
°API 
Sulfur 
Nitrogen 
1.8 cat @ 100·' (aln) 
200 cat @ 100·' ( .. x) 
15.0 (aln) 
0.7 vt % (au) 
0.25 wt % (aax) 
LP calculation at 0 value. Requlred selllng prlce 
to be band coaputed for eacb case. 
LPG 
Propane, butane coaponente 
$25/lbl, Product value 
Coke 
Beat of eoabuetion (RBV), 30 .. tu/ton 
$20/Ton, Product value 
Sulfur 
Beat of coabuetlon (BBV) 8.937 "tU/LtOD 
$109.5/Lton, Product value 
-.ollla 
Beat of coabu' ~on (RBV) 19.336 .. tU/tOD 
$190/ton, Pr~~~t Value 
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Table 4-3 - Refinery Capital Costs and Profitability Analysis 
Process Units Fixed Capital Investm .. nt: 
Capacity 
(BPD) Process Unitt $ Million 
200,000 Crude 44.0 
74,900 Vacuum 31.2 
60,140 N"'phtha HDS 14.9 
21,670 Atm Gas Oil HDS 16.2 
5,110 Vac Cas Oil HDS 5.6 
49,480 FCC 56.0 
10,190 Hydrocracker 44.5 
12,350 Coker 30.0 
48,215 Reforme'l 49.0 
7,930 Alkylation 16.0 
132 LTPD Sulfur Plant 5.2 
5,259 M IbID SWS Plant 2.2 
15,022 M Ib/J>Cl Power Plant 75.0 
194,000 M GallD ewc Plant 6.4 
396.2 
Process units @ 65% of Total FCI, "fisites at 35% of Total FCI. 
Total Fixed Capital Investment • 396.2 mi~lion • $609.5 million 
0.65 
Daily Operating Margin (Capital 
Associated Costs and Profit): 
Prod uc t Val ue 
Deduct: Feed Cost 
Operating Cost 
Operating Marginb 
$6,000,000 
41,796 
$6,750,000 
$6,047,796 
1. 702,204 
a 1250 psig steam, approximately 50 kW electricity generation. 
b The operating margin is the gross return from operations and 
consists of the product value less the cost of feed and opera-
ting costs. Operating costs in this case include catalysts, 
chemicals, operating labor and supplies. When expanding the 
refinery only operating revenues greater than those at the 
existing refinery are required to provide an equivalent return 
on the additional investment required for expansion. 
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Table 4-4 - Refinery Total Utilities Requirement 
(Computer Output) 
Unit Usage Rate 
Sour Water Stripping 5,260 M lb/D (440 Ipm) 
Cooling Water Circulation 195 HM lal/D (135,400 gpm) 
Power Generation 1,240 M kWh/D (51,650 kW) 
Steam Boiler (1200 psil) 15,020 M lb/D (626 M lb/hr) 
Fuel Consumption 79,098 MM &tu/D (lJIV) (13,183 BPD FOE) 
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Figure 4-1 • Computer Output Data Diagram, 
Existing Petroleum Crude Refinery 
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4.2 SHALE OIL PLUS EXISTING REFINERY 
The objective in development of a model of an existing petroleum 
refinery to procp-ss shale oil is to use linear programming to select the 
optimum economical path to meet s given product slate. The optimized output 
result will be evaluated for relative costs of upgrading shale oil to turbine 
fuels and petrQleum-grade products. 
The scope of work involves shale oil feed selection, product slate 
sel~ction, shale oil process path configurations, calculation of process unit 
yields, determining physical property data, obtaining cost and operating 
value~, definition of product specifications~ and establishing program files 
for entry to the LP program. 
4.2.1 SHALE OIL MODEL 
The selec tion of a shale oil model is based on pilot plant work 
carried out and still underway by Chevron Research Ccmpany as performed under 
Contract No. EX-76-C-OI-2315 for the U.S. Department of Energy. Two process 
paths were selected as potential rout~s for economic evaluation as follows: 
a. Hydrotre~ting the whole shale oil syncrude to a low nitrogen 
level before distillation with subs~quent upgrading in 
process units to petroleum grade products, and 
b. Hydrotreating individual cuts after distillation to a low 
nitrogen level with subsequent upgrading in process units to 
petroleum grade products. 
4.2.2 INPUT TO SHALE OIL MODEL 
A. Shale Oil Input Diagrams 
The computer input paths are shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3 
which represent the configurations used as the basis for shale oil upgrading 
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and economic evaluation for a given product alate. The configurations ahow 
process yield' data, hydrogen consumption, stream names, procea. unit., and 
optional paths for optimization. 
Figure 4-2, hydrotreating before distillation, depicts 
two-stage hydrodenitrification of whole shale oil to a nitrogen level of 
about 550 ppm (wt.). The low pressure first-stage hydrotreating serves to 
saturate the olefinic molecules resulting from the pyrolysis of shale oil and 
to remove metals such as arsenic and iron which are potential catalyst 
poisons. The low pressure stage, or guard bed, may be located either in the 
production facility, if hydrotreating is required to prevent polymerization 
in the pipeline, or at the refinery if the transportation problem can be 
overcome. The availability of a hydrogen source at the refinery enhances the 
economics of this location. 
In the second stage high pressure hydrotreater; hydro-
denitrification occurs along with considerable upgrading of the 650~ F plus 
fraction which results in an excellent feed for FCC and hydrocracklng 
processes. The naphthas from the hydrotreating operation are upgraded to high 
octane gasolines by catalytic reforming. The middle distillate fractions may 
require additional hydrotreating to produce diesel or jet fuels, or may be 
bypassed around the hydrotreater to make No. 2 fuel oil. There is essentially 
no residuum boiling above 1000°F available~ the heaviest frac tion being the 
650-950°F cut, which eliminates the need for resid hydrotreating. The process 
units that would be required for upgrading shale oU as shown in Figure 4-2, 
are as follows: 
0 Low pressure Hydrotreater 
0 High pressure Hydrotreater 
0 Distillation 
0 Naphtha Hydrotreater 
0 Distillate Hydrotreater 
0 Catalytic R~former 
0 Hydrocracker (single-stage) 
0 Catalytic Cracker 
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Figure 4-3, hydrotreating after distillation, is based on 
singl~ stage stabilization and hydrotreating of whole shale oil with about 30 
percent nitroge~ removal to a nitrogen level of about 1.4 wt%. The process 
u'Rits involved are as follows: 
0 Low pressure hydrotreater 
0 Distillation 
0 Naphtha Hydrotreater 
0 Distillate Hydrotreater 
0 Catalytic Reformer 
0 Hydrocracker (two-stage) 
0 Catalytic Cracker 
0 FCC H.ydrotreater 
0 Heavy Fuel Hydrotreater 
The individual fractions from low pressure stabilization must 
be hydrotreated in high pressure, low space velocity reactors to reduce the 
nitrogen to the low levels required to prevent poisoning and deactivation of 
the cat~lyst in the subsequent processing units listed above. After 
hydrotrcating, these fractions will be upgraded to high octane gasolines, 
No.2 fuel oil, No.6 fuel oil and turbine fuels. 
It should be pointed out that the configurations shown in 
Figures 4-2 and 4-] are to be combined with the existing refinery, and as 
such, may be using existing refinery unit capacity or may be adding new 
capacity to existing refinery units. The LP model will use this option in the 
combined refinery in selecting the optimum path to meet a given product 
slate. 
It should also be pointed out that hydrotreating whole shale 
oil or shale oil fractions in Figures 4-2 and 4-3 requires special reactors 
(high pressure and low space velocities) and that these will be new units in 
the shale oil refinery. 
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B. Shale (.1 Feed 
The shale oil feed characteristics used as input data to the 
refinery aodel is dewatered Pareho shale oil produced from an indirectly 
heated mode as shown in Table 4-5. 
C. Product Slate, Specifications and Values 
Product slate and characteristics for the shale oil LP aodel, 
the same as for petroleum products, are shown in Table 4-2 along with 
designated product values in $/bbl. Turbine fuel specifications are also 
shown in Table 4-2. 
D. Investment Cost Data 
Investment cost data for shale oil hydrotreatlng process 
units was based on in-house estimates. These estimates provide for the 
pressure levels and space velocities used to treat the raw shale oil. The 
reference data for all cost data is March 31, 1980, capacity ratio exponents 
(powers) were based on past experien,;! with refinery unit costs. 
Royalty and cost data are based on in-house data for process 
refinery units. 
E. Operating Cost Data 
Operating cost data is based on chemical, catalyst, water 
usage and labor. Chemical usage is fr.om "Guide to Refinery Costs," w. C. 
Nelson, 1976. Chemical costs were taken from "Chemical Marketing Reporter" 
publication. Catalyst costs and usage are based on data for process refinery 
units. 
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Table 4-5 - Raw Shale Oil Feed 
Properties 
°API 21.4 '4~ 
J 
Sulfur, wt% 0.6 
J Nitrogen, wt% 2.0 ~ 
Carbon, wt% 84.8 I Hydrogen, wt% 11.4 Oxygen, wt% 1.3 
Arsenic, ppm 12.0 ~ ~ 
Iron, ppm 33.0 ~ 
J Vanadium, pp" 0.2 
Nickel, ppm 2.0 I Sodium, ppm 1.4 
, Viscosity @122°F, cst. 17.0 
Viscosity @210°F, cst. 7.0 ~ j 
Pour point, of +85 J 
~ 
1 
J 
Compos! tion 
~ ~ 
C5-350°F Naphtha 6.0 
350-650°F Distillate 26.0 
650°F+ Bottoms 68.0 
100.0 
*.: 
1 
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Figure 4-2 - Computer Input Data Diagram, 
Shale Oil Refining, Case 1 
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Figure 4-3 - Computer Input Om Oiagnm. 
Shale Oil Refining. Case 2 
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4.3 H-CI)AL OlL PLUS EXISTING REFINERY 
-
The objective in development of a model of an existing petroleum 
refinery tl) process 'a-Coal syncrude is to allow linear programming to select 
the opt imumeconomical path to meet a given product slate. The optimized 
output result will be evaluated for relative costs of upgrading a-Coal to 
turbine fuels and petroleum-grade products. 
The scope of work involves H-Coal oil feed selection, product slate 
selection, H-Coal oil process path configurations, calculation of process 
unit yields, determining physical property data, obtaining cost and opera t ing 
values, definition of product specifications, and establishing program files 
for entry to the LP program. 
4~3.1 H-COAL OIL MODEL 
sources: 
The selection of the H-Coal oil model is based on the following 
(l) "Analytical Studies for the H-Coal Process," Mobil Research 
and Development Corporation, November 28, 1978, performed 
under Contract No. EF-77-6-01-2676 for the U.S. Department of 
Energy. 
(2) "Crude 011 Versus Coal Oil Processing, Compariso" Study," 
UOP, Incorporated, August 22, 1979, performed under ';ontract 
No. EF-77-C-01-2566 for the U.S. Department of energy. 
Two process paths were selected as potential routes for economic 
evaluation as follows: 
(1) Hydrotreating the whole H-Coal oil syncrude to a low nitrogan 
level before distillation with subsequent upgrading in 
process units to petroleum grade products, and 
4-20 
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(2) Hydrotreatin~ individual cuts after distillation to a low 
nitrogen level with subsequent upgrading in process units t() 
petroleum grade products. 
4.3.2 INPUT TO H-COAL MODEL 
A. H-Coal Oil Input Diagrams 
The computer input paths are shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5 
which represent the configurations used as the basis for H-Coal upgrading and 
economic evaluation for a given product slate. The configurations show 
process yield data. hydrogen consumption. stream nac.es. prOCi!SS units. and 
optional paths for optimization. 
In Figure 4-4. hydrotreating before distillation is based on 
single stage hydrodenltrification of H-Coal oil sync rude to a nitrogen level 
of about 50 ppm (wt). During the hydrodenitrification reaction. considerable 
upgrading of the 550°F plus fraction occurs which results in an ~xcellent 
feed for the fluid catalytic cracking process. The naphthas from the 
hydr.otreating operation are upgraded to high octane gasolines by catalytic 
reforming. The 350°F plus fraction makes an excellent feedstock for the 
hydrocracking process. The middle distillate (350-550°F) fraction may be sent 
directly to No.2 fuel oil blending. while the 550°F plus fraction may be 
bypassed around the FCC unit to fuel oil blendb\g. 
In the H-Coal cases. there is essentially no residuum boiling 
above 900°F. the heaviest fraction being the 550-900 0 F cut. which eliminates 
the need for resid hydrotreating. All heavier fractions produced in the 
H-Coal process are either recycled or used for hydrogen production in the 
liquefaction process. The proceu units that would be required for upgrading 
H-Coal. as shown in Figure 4-4. are as follows: 
o High pressure hydrotreater 
o Distillation 
o Naphtha Hydrotreater 
4-21 
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o Distillate Hydrotreater 
o Catalytic Reformer 
o "ydrocracker (.inale-.taae) 
o Catalytic Cracker 
In Fiaure 4-5, hydrotreatina after distillation 11 ba.ed on 
di£tillation of the H-Coal syncrude followed by hydrotreatina of the 
individual fractions. The process units involved are as follows: 
0 Distillation 
\) Naphtha Hydrotreater 
0 Distillate Hydrotreater 
0 Catalytic Reformer 
0 Hydrocracker (two-staae) 
0 Catalytic Cracker 
0 FCC Hydrotreater 
0 Heavy Fuel Hydrotreater 
The individual fractions from distillation must be 
h)l'drotreated in high pressure, low space velocity reactors to reduce the 
nitroaen to the low levels required to prevent po1sonina and deactivation of 
the catalyst in the subsequent process ina units listed above. After 
hydrotreatiDg, these fractions will be upgraded to high octane gasolines, No. 
2 fuel oil, No.6 fuel oil and turbine fuels. 
It should be pointed out that the cont1aurations shown in 
Fiaures 4-4 and 4-5 are to be combined ~ith the existing refinery, and as 
such, may be using existina refinery unit capacity or may be adding new 
capacity to existing refinery units. The LP model will use this option in the 
combined refinery in selectina the optimum path to meet a given product 
slate. 
It should also be poi'nted out that hydrotreatina whole H-Coal 
sync rude or H-Coal oil fractions in Figures 4-4 and 4-5 requires special 
4-22 
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reactors (high pressure and low space velocities) 3nd that these will be new 
units in the H-Coal oil refinery. 
B. H-Coal Oil Feed 
The H-Coal oil feed used as input to the computer from the 
liquefaction process is shown in Table 4-6. 
C. Product Slate, Specifications and Values 
Product slate and specifications (characteristics) for the 
H-Coal oil LP model, the same as for petroleum products, are shown in Table 
4-2 along with designated product values in $/bbl. Turbine fuel 
characteristics are the same as shown in Table 4-2. 
D. Investment Cost Data 
Investment cost data for H-Coal oil hydrotreating process 
units is based on in-house estimates. These estimates are factored to the 
pressure levels and space velocities used to treat the H-Coal oil. The 
reference data for all cost data is March 31, 1980. Capacity ratio exponents 
(powers) were based on past experience with refinery unit costs. 
Royalty and cost data are based on in-house data for process 
refinery units. 
E. Operating Cost Data 
Operating cost data is based on chemical, catalyst, water 
usage and labor. Chemical usage is from "Guide to Refinery Costs," W. C. 
Nelson, 1976. Chemical costs were taken from "Chemical Marketing Reporter" 
publication. Catalyst costs and usage are based on data for process refinery 
units. 
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Table 4-6 - H-Coal 011 Feed 
ProperUe. 
°API 
Sulfur, wt% 
Nit rogen, wU 
Carbon, wt% 
Hydrogen, wt% 
Oxygen, wU 
Nickel, ppm-wt 
Vanadium, ppm-wt 
Arsenic, ppm-wt 
Viscosity @ 122°F, CIt 
Viscosity @ 210°F, cst 
Pour pOint, of 
Co.pod tion 
IBP-350°F Naphtha 
350-550°F Distillate 
Bot tOIlS 
4-24 
30.5 
0.15 
0.37 
86.7 
11.0 
1.72 
1.0 
1.0 
0.5 
4.2 
1.7 
-45 
Volume % 
45.0 
42.0 
13.0 
100.0 
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4.4 SRC-II OIL PLUS EXISTING REFINERY 
The objective in an SRC-II oil plus existing petroleum refinery model is 
to use linear prograllllling to select the optimum economical path to meet a 
given product slate. The optimized output results will be evaluated for 
relative costs of upgrading SRC-II oil to turbine fuels and petroleum-grade 
products. 
The scope of work involves SRC-II oil feed selection, product slate 
selection, SRC-II oil process path configurations, calculation of process 
unit yields, determination of physical property data, obtaining cost and 
operating values, setting of product specifications, and establishing program 
files for entry to the LP program. 
4.4.1 SRC-II OIL HODEL 
The selection of an SRC-il oil model is based on pilot plant work 
carried out by Chevron Research Company under Contract EF-76-C-01-2315 for 
the U.S. Department of Energy as published in several differant quarterly 
reports during the period 1978 and 1979, as follows: "Refining and Upgrad ing 
of Synfuel s from Coal and Oil Shales By Advanced Catalytic Processes," R. F. 
Sullivan!! !l., FE-2315-31, 34, 37, and 40, Chevron Research Company, 
Richmond, California. 
Two process paths were selected as potential routes for economic 
evaluation as follows: 
(1) Separation of the 950°F plus fraction by distillation, 
hydrotreating the SRC-II oil 950°F minus fraction to a low 
nitrogen level before distillation with subsequent upgrading 
in process units to petroleum grade products, and 
(2) Separation of the 950°F plus fraction by distillation, 
hydrotreating individual cuts of 950°F minus fraction after 
distillation to a low nitrogen level with subsequent 
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upgrading in process units to petroleum grade products. The 
950·' plus fraction 1. also upgraded to petroleum grade 
products. 
Il.. .2 INPUT TO SRC-ll OIL HODEL 
A. SRC-II Oil Input Diagrams 
The computer input paths are shown in 'igures 4-6 and 4-7 
which represent the configurations used as the basis for SRC-ll ou. upgrading 
and economic evaluation for a given product slate. The configurations show 
process yield data, hydrogen consumption, stream names, process units, and 
optional paths for optimization. 
In the SRC-II cases, the syncrude from the liquefaction 
process contains the 950·F plus residuum fraction. Unlike the H-coal process 
where the heavy bottoms fraction was recycled or used for hydrogen 
production, in the SRC process the bottoms fraction is upgraded to petroleum 
products. 
In the feed to the vacuum distillation, Figure 4-6, there is 
about 49 volume % residuum boiling above 950·' which requires further 
processing by delayed coking with coker product hydrotreating to petroleum 
grade products. Some 95O·F plus resid fraction may bypass the coker to fuel 
oU blending. 
In Figure 4-6, hydrotreating before dis~illation is based on 
single stage hydrodenitrification of the SRC-II 950·F and lighter fraction 
from vacuum distillation to a nitrogen level of about 350 ppm (wt). During 
the hydrodenitrification reaction. c~nsiderable upgrading of the 550·F plus 
fraction occurs which results in an excellent feed for the fluid catalytic 
cracking process. The naphthas from the hydrotreating operation are upgraded 
to high octane gasolines by catalytic reforming. The 350·F plus fraction 
makes an excellent feedstock for the hydrocracking process. The middle 
distillate (350-550·F) fraction may be sent directly to No. 2 fuel oil 
4-28 
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blending, while the SSO·F plus frae Uon lIay be bypassed around the FCC unit 
to fuel oil blending. The process units that would be required for upgrading 
SRC-II in Figure 4-6 are as follows: 
0 Distillation (vacuulI and atllospher.ic) 
0 High pressure hydrotreater 
0 Naphtha hydrotreater 
0 Distillate hydrotreater 
0 Catalytic reformer 
0 Hydrocracker (single-stage) 
0 Catalytic cracker 
0 Delayed coker 
0 Coker product hydrotreaters 
In Figure 4-7, hydrotreating after distillation is based on distillation of 
the SaC-II 950°F- fraction followed by hydrotreating of the individual 
fractions. The process units involved are as follows: 
o Distillation (vacuum and atmospheric) 
o Naphtha hydrotreater 
o Distillate hydro.treater 
o Catalytic reformer 
o Hydrocracker (single-stage) 
o Delayed coker 
o Coker product hydrotreaters 
o 400·F+ hydrotreater 
The individual fractions from distillation must be 
hydrotreated in high pressure, low space velocity reactors to reduce the 
nitrogen to the low levels required to prevent poisoning and deactivation of 
the catalyst in the subsequent processing units listed above. After hydro-
treating, these fractions will be upgraded to high octane gasolines, No.2 
fuel oil, No. 6 fuel oil and turbine fuels. 
4-29 
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It should be pointtd out that the configurations shown in 
Figures 4-6 and 4-1 are to be combined with the existing petroleum crude 
refinery, and as such, may be using existing refinery unit capacity or may be 
adding new capacity to eXisting refinery units. The LP model will use this 
opt ion :f,n the combined refinery in selecting the optimum path to meet a given 
product slate. 
It should also be pOinted out that hydrotreating SRC-II oil 
fractions in Figures 4-6 and 4-1 requires special reactors (high pressure and 
low space velocities) and that these will be new units in the SRC-II oil 
refinery. 
B. SRC-II Oil Feed 
The SRG-II oil feed used as input to the computer from the 
liquefaction process is shown in Table 4-1. 
C. Product Slate, Specifications and Values 
h"oduct slate and specifications (characteristics) for the 
SRC-II oil LP model, the same as for petroleum products, a:-e shown in Table 
4-2 along with designated product values in $/bbl. Turbine fuel 
characteristics are the same as shown in Table 4-2. 
D. Investment Cost Data 
Investment cost data for SRC-II oil hydrotreating process 
units is based on in-house estimates. These estimates provide for the 
pressure levels and space velocities us~d to treat the SRC-II oil. The 
reference date for all cost data is March, 1980. Capacity ratio exponents 
(powers) were based on past experience with refinery unit costs. 
Royalty and cost data are based on in-house data for process 
refinery units. 
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E. Ope~ating Cost Data 
Operating cost data is based on chemical, catalyst, water 
usage and labor. Chemical usage is from "Guide to Refinery Costs," W. C. 
Nel son, 1976. Chemical costs were taken from "Chemical Marketing Reporter" 
publication. Catalyst costs and usage are based on data for process refinery 
units. 
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Table 4-7 - SRC-II Oil 'eed 
" Proeerties 
°API 5.2 
I , 
Sulfur. Wt % 0.4 
Nit rogen. Wt % 1.~ 
Carbon. Wt % 84.6 
Hydrogen. Wt % 9.1 
Oxygen. Wt % 4.7 
Distillate (C4 to 950·') lIetals: 
Nickel. PPIl-wt 1.0* 
Vanadiull. ppm-wt 1.0* 
,Arsenic. ppm-wt 0.5* ~ • 1 
Resid (950·') metals .j (NA) I Viscosity @ 100·', cst 38* ~ 
COlleosl tion 1 ) 
i , 
j 
Volume % j 
Butane C4 4.9 I 
1 
Naphtha C5-4OO ·' 11.6 
Distillate 400-950·' 34.5 
Bottolls 950·'+ 49.0 
100.0 
* estillated 
(HA) not available 
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Exhibit 4-A - Linear Programming Computer Run. hullof9 
H-Coal Plus Existing Petroleum Refinery. c.. 1 
--"tt-("OlL "CAU I 'LUS 'URoUUM 
''"'IINI FUlL NO.1, MU MaO.U W" 
NAMe VALUE SJUUS MIM VALUE MAX VALUE COS1 OF INDIOJI INPUI COSlICJI 
-- - ~ - .. --
--- --------- --- ---~- --- -_ .. PltOFIT -104.8Z10]0 ••••• OBJEC'IVE ••••• 
~~--SLACK"v •• r"LEsr-
1 ... SYLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 1.9U5n NONE 
z H2'YLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 MONE 2.).110. NONE 
J" tt2'LGS" 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONt 1.011161 NONE 
• H2UYLO 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 1.)f)9519 NONE 5 Cl'YLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 4.4)5727 NONE 
'" - -CIOVLD "" 0.0 -SUC.K 0.0 NONE ~.Y.'90) MONE 
., (2-'LO 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONI 1.492)61 NONE 
• (ZPYLO "0.0 -SLACK 0.0 MONE 1.911912 MGNE :. 
.- C2UYLO 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE '.0161~1 NONE 1 
10 C3-LOS 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 1."17320 NONE 1 
11 C3-aAL 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE zs.oooooo NONE 00 ij --12 0'\.0"5 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NOllIE 7.45323<\ NONE "';:0 11 cnl ... 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 25.000000 NONE 
"tJO ! 1. CJULOS 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 7.2.7725 NONE 0-
- 15 CJUIAL 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NOME 25.000000 NONE 0 2 1 I. IULOS 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 5 ... 27064 NONE ~~ 17 IC.IAL 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 25.000000 NONE ' l 
11 C4-LOS 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 4.21110. NONE .0." 
It C.-aAL 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 25.000000 NONE C).J> 
~ 20 Nt4LOS 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 5.042' .. MOllE > r,."; 
I U" Nt.IAL 0.0 
-S"ACK 0.0 NONE 25.000000 NONE r- rtS c".a 22 COKYLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 10.UOOOOO NONe ~in en 2) ALJYLD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 17.1.7731 MO .. 
-2. AUYLO 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE ' .... 22.0 NONI 
" 
SU,L.O 0.0 -SUCK 0,,0 NONE 0.01.418 NONE 
Z6 S6SYI.D 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.01)917 NOlIE 
n 540YLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONe 0.OLZ240 NONE 
ZI S15'1LO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.U093.1 IIDNE 
Z9 SOSYLO 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 0.006953 ...-
10 SOIYLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.0024"- ~ 
J 
11 CMeYLO 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 0.161113 NONE 
'2 """LO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.1H:"::~ ..,.. 
lJ "WHYLO 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 0.131103 NONE 
34 CON'ILO 0.0 -~UCK 0.0 NONE 0.00004' NONE 
n FULYLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE ... 99IZ43 ... 
36 TSWYLO 4717.461221 -SLACK 0.0 NONE NONt NONE ... ftI&1D 1Il1'R .- ... 1IdIa .. fi 17 
"""'u 174<\.119012 -SUCK 0.0 NONE NONE NONE .... VAftl1IA1U'-~ ...... a 31 A .... VLO .. ,.'91060 -SLACK 0.0 NONE NONE NONE .... AI&1I.A1'I. IIUB 1IdIa ij 
" 39 FULPilO 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 4.9912 .. 3 NONE II 
40 K .. H'RO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.13130] lID .. , 
.1 TOT,,"T 0.0 +SLACIt 0.0 NONE O.314~46 NONE :1 
.2 TOTREF 0.0 +SLAC.K 6.0 NONE 1.904690 NONE Ij H 
.3 101,,"' 0.0 +SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.000001 NONE ,j 
4<\ TOfFCC 0.0 +SLAtK 0.0 NONE 0.«1000«11 NONE i1 
.5 TOTR£I( 0.0 +SLACk 0.0 NONE 0.(100001 NONE ~ .. TOTGHt 0.0 +SLA(.K 0.0 NONE 0.000001 NO .. i 47 TOTALK 0.0 +SLAtK 0.0 NONE O.OooOUI NONE 
.. NLGRDN 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.106132 NONE SUCK (W fllCllllarli. 10 IftCmcan. 
[,9 NLGRIIP ~ n +SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.05"429 NONE " " " " " SO NOlMJ(V _ 11 - - 11t1Z ·SlACr.. '\.0 NONE IWNE NONE " " " " " 
,""",.' ..... '>~,. ___ .v._ .. "',.f-"_ .... "~,,,c~_"'......-.-~ .aIP, 1'IIIIfI 
he T tn;t";'i~""':;"~#: .... ""'lP ..... wg li:rw tof'fi1i.rbsf.tN.' ~a:.·...?··l"f 'hit ." ~·dl: _ ·~L~ .•• i';lk~~~~"'" -"·~-l'-____ rl~..w.ri~i§t,:.;.,;,,,",,...1 .. ~, ... ..olil"'---'''-''''''';' sed ~~,,,,,,~,_,,, 
pw" 4 "'''l'<~T' ---~-
, ~:" ,.-
~1~! 
"~> __ ~"~'~:"~"r~'" 
H-COAL CASE I PLUS PETROLEUM 
'URIINI FUEL NO.1, MAX N-0.25 NT. 
" 
-'1 
~' 
Exhibit 4-A (Cont'd) ,...2011 
NAME YALUE STATUS MIN VALUE MX VAlUE COS, OF IIND'OJ. I .. " cosnc ... 
1 
i 
.,. 
, 
til 
Q\ 
~I N02MY 
'2 NOZMIlS 
S3 ..,ZMXD 
54 _6MXY 
" .....v M N06MXS 
57 """'0 
51 AFOMXY 
It AFIJIIIIV 
60 .FOMX~ 
•• "' ... XD 
.2 JFIMXV 
., TF I""" 
.. ",,'XS 
., 'IIlM'" 
.. "IMXD 
.7 "I •• ' 
.. TFIX95 
.. LNCYLO 
10 HNCYLO 
71 "ICYLO 
72 ACYLO 
71 AECYLD 
74 GQYYLO 
lS AIYYLO 
,. ASTYLD 
n LtCYLO 
71 HHtYLO 
'" KHCYLO 
10 GHCYLO 
II GHYYLO 
.2 "'KYLO 
II "¥LD 
14 GOULD 
IS .FYLD 
.. GAFYLO 
11 QAFYLO 
.. "FYLO 
.. GlFYLO 
90 "FYLO 
91 ICfYLD 
92 GCfYLD 
9J otFYLO 
... NOFYLO 
., .FYLD 
.. ODFYLO 
91 LAHYLO 
.. GHFYLO 
" ttAHYLO 
100 KANYLO 
101 LIHYLO 
101 HMtYLD 
101 UHYLO 
-- ---- ---- -----n •• 75.21. 
0.0 
0.717390 
12.24060' 
59.15919. 
0.0 
0.""" 
9,.701.'162 
11 ••• 10'9' 
0.0 
0.'91702 
247 •• 0'.,.. 
72.1.4204 
0.0 
1.ln9," 
0 •• 50411 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .. 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-SLACK 
·SLACK 
• SLACK 
·SLACtt 
-SLACK 
+SUtK 
+SLACK 
.Sl.ACK 
-SLACK 
+SUCK 
+SLACK 
·RACK 
-SLACK 
+SLACK 
·Sl.ACK 
+ SUCK 
+SUCK 
+SLACK 
-SUCK 
-SUCK 
-SUCK 
-SLACK 
-SU~ 
-SUCK 
-SLAtK 
-SUCK 
-RACK 
-SLACK 
-SUCK 
-SUCK 
-SLACK 
-SLAo{ 
-SUCK 
-SLACK 
-SUCK 
-SUtK 
-RAtK 
-SUCK 
-SLACK 
-SLACK 
-SLACK 
-SLACK 
-SUCK 
-SLAU 
-SLACK 
-SUCK 
-SUCK 
"SLACK 
-SUtK 
-SUCK 
-SLACK 
-SLACK 
-SLACK 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
------IIOItl 
0.314217 
IIION£ 
IIIONt 
MONt: 
•• 119.60 
NONE 
MONk 
NONE 
9.4255.5 
IIK)NE 
IiIONt 
NONE 
0.109547 
NONE 
..... E 
.... 7595 
NONE 
2 ..... 40' 
10.94'4'5 
31."'.9, 
11.'0040. 
30.57.705 
n.020nl 
24. 241S21 
27.)2 •• 10 
JO •• 14164 
12.365911 
1l.)57106 
~1.~5J5n 
.U .... 741 
)).0674., 
31."'42. 
30.964336 
, .. ,.., .. 
32.104466 
21.011761 
J4.~A717. 
Jl.490 • ." 
n.06Sln 
'4. 564'J70 
:ll.1l4101 
".2IU" 
'4.4U.ZO )1.1.71.1 
11.9104"" 
32."U05 lZ.ST".' 34.729'41 
II.n •• taZ 
)2.l1li" •• '34.ll5324 lI.:)!)"'. 
IIOIIIE 
NONE 
NOlIE 
NOllIE 
.... 
IIQIIIE 
IIOIE 
..,. 
lUCK ..... d .. Ie IIICIPICAft. 
•• •• • 
NONE 
IIQIIE 
... 
...,.. 
NOlIE 
IIQIIE 
... 
.... 
..... 
NOlIE 
NOlIE 
.... 
..,.. 
... 
NOllIE 
..... 
.... 
--
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
... OtC N&.WI "'tIt r 
IIIOtIl "l: N.J. 0:; 
.... 0> 
_I ::0 r-~ 
.... 0." 
.... C):. 
..,.. > f,;1 
NONE rM 
• • • 
• • • 
• • .. 
• • " 
• • 
• • .. 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
• • 
• " 
• " 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
j 
.~ 
I 
1 
IIONE =t _ 
= -<ttz j 
1IQIIIE
1 
..,.. 
:: I 
5 1 ..,.. . 
NONE :' 
= ... , ._ ... U'U_H' YO>· .~ .'""~~<. 'hWf wd ISi¢ ·'of"¥."i=iH'dH • 
~' ""I':.~ -~-' : ---:.-- ---
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Exhibit 4-A (Cont'd) 
H-COAL CASE 1 PLUS PETROLEUM 
TURllNt FUEL NO.1. MAX NaO.25 ~T& 
; 
! 
~ , 
t.-I 
..... 
104 
105 
106 
107 
101 
109 
110 
111 
112 
U3 
U. 
U5 
116 
117 
111 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
U5 
126 
12'7 
UI 
129 
UO 
Ul 
13% 
U3 
Ute 
U5 
U6 
III 
UI 
U9 
I teO 
NAME 
---
L(HYLD 
HtHYLO 
KCHYLO 
LOHYLO 
HDHYLO 
KOHYLO 
L"'H'LO 
*HYLD 
"HYLO 
LVHYLO 
HVHYLD 
KVHYLO 
"SSYLO 
RlSnO 
R~KYLO 
"lULO 
RKSYLD 
RKlYLO 
HNAYLD 
"HNYLO 
"SHYLO 
RlHYLO 
BlOnD 
CHIYLD 
010YLO 
OIFYLD 
~10YLO 
GlFYLO 
G1HYLO 
"'OYLD 
H1O.,LD 
H1H"LO 
LlDYLO 
LlHYLO 
NI'YLD 
"" YLD R16YLO 
VALUE STATUS 
----- --0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SUCI( 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SLACK 
0.0 -SLACK 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SU(.lt 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SLAC" 
0.0 -SLAtK 
0.0 -SLACK 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SU(.K 
0.0 -SUtK 
0.0 -SLACK 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SLACK 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -$lAC-K 
0.0 -SLAt.!'. 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SLACK 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -suce 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -suu 
0.0 -SUCk 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SUtI( 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SUCK 
0.0 -SLACK 
0.0 -SUtK 
"IN VALue MAX VALUE (051 OF DNDCOJ. INPUT COS1CCJ. 
----- ------ ------0.0 NONE 32.836311 IWONE 
O.? NONt 1 •• 157392 NOllIE 
0.0 NONt )).06.329 NONE 
0.0 NONE ,3.1 •• 312.2 NONE 
0.0 NONE 3 •• 762067 NONE 
0.0 NONE 31.)59152 NONE 
0.0 NONE 12.Mln. NOllIE 
0.0 NONE 1l.61.041 IIONE 
0.0 NONE )1.359116 ..,. 
0.0 NOME 32.9~1I1 NONE 
0.0 NOME 32."7759 NO. 
0.0 IIOftE n.359021 IIQNE 
0.0 NOtE .n.IM90l NONE 
0.0 NONE lS.SS9UI IIIONt 
0.0 NONE n.onl61 IIIQIIIf 
0.0 NONE U •• U216 NONE 
0.0 NOllIE 3S.te5teOte7 NONE 
0.0 NONE )5. SS2tel2 NONE 
0.0 NONE )).3n396 NONE 
0.0 NONE JS.S699teO fIIONt 
0.0 NONE n.1953.' NONE 
0.0 NONE n.61.011 NOllIE 
0.0 NONE 31.360336 NONE 
0.0 NOME 29.lteOte9. NOllIE 
0.0 NONE 1I.lS9." NONE 
0.0 NONE 32.itete292 NONE 
0.0 NONE J1.J61te92 NOllIE 
0.0 NONE ~."S20'7 NONE 
0.0 NONE 31.J63055 NOlIE 
0.0 MOME 1l.6OIao. NONE 
0.0 NONE 30.3209)2 IIOIIIE 
0.0 NONE 3te.a151l1 NONE 
0.0 MONE JJ.9M920 NONE 
0.0 NONE ~.124023 NOllIE 
0.0 NOlIE Jte.631964 .., .. 
0.0 NONE 35.9191,. NONE 
0.0 lI0II£ 35.219327 IIOIIE 
,r 
-'1 
j 
1 
..... 3of9 
~~ 
-II 
~i i 
I ~ ... ~iI 1 
1 j 
1 
i , 
I 
, I • ~'''Io:.:'''~-'''&''''L~~~..r<.<.", .... ;:.A~'''::'~","-"_+ .. ,,,.... l!.,_~~",_hiL_.,_"XZ .. :z::t!li:i!.::I!4lt!tlIW:ZZ •. ;;~,"_ ' ... h_' .... h~lL.'" ~C:-~:;;'''':::J:;';:'' t;tm tit? ... ··: ., c+e"? a;;;;· k& 
,¥ ; '; '" .. iQf'~~' 
" 
;", __ " ~~~~~"'~"~!'-:~?'·'''.c.:.~v,,~<.:~'''''' 
Exhibit 4-A (Cont'd) 
H-COAL CASE 1 PLUS PEDOLEUM --. - -------
TURIINE FUEL NO.1. MAX NaO.Z5 Mfl 
NA"1 WALUE STUUS "IN VALta MAll VALUE ,OSI QI' _UOJ •• ..vl COSt'~. 
~ 
I 
c... 
GO 
.... 
1 
2 
3 
4 
I) 
• 
" I 
• 10 
U 
12 
U 
1" 
15 
16 
11 
II 
19 
Zo 
Zl 
2Z 
23 
24 
Z5 
Z6 
Z7 
21 
29 
30 
II 
JZ 
JJ 
34 
" 
,. 
37 
31 3. 
40 
41 
4Z 
43 
4It 
45 
46 
47 
48 4. 
50 
51 
~ . -. - . --- - -- . 
-- - - -- ------ --.. -
STRUCTURAL VARIAILES 
IN IDS 
IN IDS 
IN IDS 
-. 0;'0 -- - -- - - -NOlIE -
0.0 NONE 
0.0 NOlIE 
NONE- - - - -.- 1 ...... 
..... e 
IIONE 
-1.000000 
-1.000000 
1Onov 
TOTFOt 
TOTOftt 
TOTllt 
TOlltz 
TO TRee 
TOTRC2 
TOTeAP 
AOOtAl' 
TOTLPG 
TOTM.G 
NOLNLG 
TOTNOZ 
"UNOZ 
TOT,.,. 
•• 97.3U76O 
6571.5UIIO 
Z •• 0I0300 
26S.141tlSI 
87.114052 
21.673.16 
4.32.393 
-IN -IOS-· --O.O'~·'--·---- 'NONE- ----NONE---- . 0';0 
-Z.l60000 
0.0 
"UND6 
IOlSUL 
TOT .... 3 
TOTeoa 
TOTRFO 
"URFO 
HT¥LPG 
HTVNLG 
HTVNDZ 
HTVN06 
H'VTFl 
HTVSUL 
HTV ... 3 
HTveOK 
TOTliTV 
HTVFEO 
HTVRFO 
LHVFUL 
TOTTFI 
"L81Fl 
"'''01 
ADONHT 
REHOT 
AIlOREf 
OHT1OT 
AOODHT 
FceTDT 
AOOFet 
RElTOI 
AOOREI( 
,",TOT 
AUOGHt 
AUTOI 
AOOALK 
HZPPLT 
AOO"2' 
ZI7.41IZ3tt 
91.453445 
l'f.329110 
101.-100000 
27 •• 81,.34 
53.100000 
15.766.30 
8.000000 
2.693814 
0.101424 
0.0 .... 4It 
0.106131 
7.0103.Z 
2.462JJI 
10.nn15 
Sol.6n.!). 
304.11,,17. 
41.902431 
U6.515671 
0 •• 06490 
0.9405'1 
21. \13916 
1124.618641 
1245.116275 
44.17Z224 
77. 26Z981 
20.000000 
•• 105~69 
61.000000 
3.519743 
49.000000 
3.067656 
2.124196 
0.0 
47.U6U95 
0.0 
10.863547 
0.0 
'.41'9413 
0.0 
3.u9065" 
0.0 
0.0 
3.66336 ... 
IN aDs 
IN 80S 
IN IDS 
IN IDS 
IN 80S 
.N aDs 
AT "AX 
IN IDS 
AT MX 
IN IDS 
AT ".N 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN IDS 
.N IDS 
IN IDS 
.N 80S 
IN 80S 
IN 811S 
IN IDS 
IN IDS 
.N IDS 
IN .,OS 
IN IDS 
IN 80S 
.N IDS 
IN aDs 
.N IDS 
AT MIN 
IN .,05 
AT "AX 
'NIOS 
AT "AX 
IN aDs 
IN 80S 
AT "IN 
.N 80S 
AT MIN 
IN 80S 
AT MIN 
IN 80S 
AT "IN 
IN 80S 
AT 'UN 
AT "AX 
IN aDs 
0.0 
0.0 
0.-0 
0.0 
0.0 
--0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
20.000000 
0.0 
0.0 
(i.CI 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
NONE 
NONE 
_."- ..,..---
NONE 
--
NONe--
101.100000 
NONE 
53.100000 
NOllIE 
II(JtE 
NOlliE 
NONE 
NONE 
NOlIE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NOfIl 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NOllIE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
61.000000 
NOlIE 
49.000000 
NONE 
Z2.00OOO0 
NONE 
50.000000 
N)NE 
lZ.50oo00 
NOlIE 
10.300000 
NONt 
... 000000 
NONe 
0.0 
NONE 
NOllIE 
NONi 
NONE 
..... E 
NONE 
--NONE 
.... 21 •• al 
NONE 
-0.65'10. 
NONE 
•• 2147~3 
NONE 
NONE 
NOlIE 
NOttE 
NONE 
NONE 
NOME 
NONE 
..aNE 
NONE 
IIIOIIIIE 
NONE 
NOllIE 
NOllIE 
NONE 
NONE 
NOllIE 
NONE 
31.294244 
NONt: 
-0.:.74545 
NONE 
-1.904'" 
NONE 
NOllIE 
1.010 •• 5 
IION~ 
2.~'Z9 
NONE 
Z.413ZOI 
NONe 
5.750715 
NON~ 
2. 45Z".5 
-0.416650 
IIIQIIIE 
---2.160000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
~'.O 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-0.000001 
-0.000002 
-0.000001 
-o.OOOOOl 
-0.000001 
-o.oooooz 
-0.000001 
-0.000002 
-0.000001 
-o.oooooz 
-0.000001 
-o.oooooz 
-0.000001 
-o.0CIG002 
0.0 
-o.OOOOOl 
~"-l 
""4of9 
.. toraL.-:r ... 
_ toraL ... con 
00 
~:D 
"'05 
8 2 ::u1! 
.0,. 
c~ ~'" ~~ 
.. CIBII&I'ma COlI tt-rM4 • ..., 
.. 8IJrAU." c:u. con • 1ft .... . 
.. 8IJrAU .... c:u. con • _ ... . 
"'!OrALua~ 
... !OrAL _ .... CIftIl_ IWWCD 
-.ftIDI._ ....... ~._ 
... 1OaL_ ....... ~ • 
at' toraL ..... ___ _ 
... ~....--
• • ...... ·~N ..... 
.................. 
-.rv ~"'.~I. 
....ru .. .... .. 
-.rv .. .... .. 
-.rv .. .... .. 
MIIIIV .. .... .. 
-.rv .. .... .. 
MIIIIV .. .... .. 
MIIIIV .. .... .. 
-.rv toraL -.m: ..... 1II...c-.r!'II~' 
MIIIIV .. .. .... ... 
-.rv 1IAft ............. on 
__ .... IIA~ ......... CI 
."1OaL~"""'*CD 
........ 1'IIIIDn. ClNiClft (DIft.) 
... AlDm ......... ft CANiClft 
-. ..... CANiClft (DIft.) 
..... m ........... CAllllClft 
... DIftIU.lB a-ft. CAllllClft (DIft.) 
... "11'. DIft. a-TF..ABa ClNiClft 
... n.uu CA~ c:u&:ID CM¥:lft (Dlft.) 
... AlD11'. fa: CAllllClft 
... .aD a.a CAlliClft (Dlft.) 
... "11' ..... CANiClft 
... GIl on. a-ctM:ID CAllllClft (DIft.) 
... AllD11'. a-cuan CANaft 
... AJDIAn_ CAPM:lft (Dlft.) 
... AlD11'. Al.&ft.An_ CAlliClft 
.... III'DIDIiD fI.Mr CAlllClft (DIft.) 
.... AllD11'. 1\ .... fI.Mr CAllllClft 
,~ 
j 
, ~ 
! 1 
• j 
j 
:1 
i 
J 
l 
1 
i 
:j 
'1 
• i 
, 
I 
.. 
F;;;:;:-:-:;W:-;:;:;:;:;:'-;;':;:,.·;;':;::-:,i~1t ~~~)~:.:;,;:::: : -",,::L~~!~"":"~_:"~~:~"~"'~"_ '" ~~~ •. ~ :::;!~e~',='4!!'~._~~,,- ,!,'-.! niI.:',!~~ '-,ft. ... Hftm=!!¥luS S! .... 
~ -
- ~,- --- -~ - -- ~---~ --
._-- -., 
r ;;v (I''''fiX:'':--~ 
l' 
" ~-
Exhibit 4-A (Cont'd, .-.,Sof8 
"-COAL CASE 1 PLUS 'ETROLEUM .-~--.-.- - -_ .. _---
TUlIINE FUEL NO.1, MAX N-0.25 WTI 
~ME VAL"E __ __ JTATUS . Mill. '-A~W_ 
__ ..... IU'ALUI. 'ys1.1I.F' _ .... 0 ... _~I. ~Q.$'"'''' 
------ -- - ---51 POXPLI 0.0 AT MIN 0.0 NONE ) •• 2Ua. 0.0 .... fAIIlIL cmaa_ IUft CAftCIft 
5l COK'"" 0.0 AT MIN 0.0 NONE 5.000000 ____ O"!O. 
54 HzPPUIt 0.0 -AT MI" 0.0 NONE 7;.,.. .. 0.0 
" 
SULPLT 0.101424 I.. lOS 0.0 0.1)5000 IIIDIIE 0.0 -.or .u. lUll c:a.1II (alft.) ,. AOOSUL 0.0 AT Mill _0.0 
-.- ~ 
idlE ______ ~~ 75H5I _~"!99000z ~ AlDII • ...,. IUIIr 
-'7 SNSPLT 5)00 000000 AT-MAX 0.0 5Joo.000000 -0.000.90 0.0 .. ...... Iftl ... CIIICIft (alft ,. ADDS"S 959~3"3~ IN 80S 0.0 NOME IIOIItE -0.000002 
.. ~II."." IftUIII. CANCl1'I 59 caNTS" 0.0 AT MIN 0.0 NONE O.OOO~ 0.0 l 60 NKIPLl 0.017000 AT MAX . 0.0 0.017000 ... a • ...,242 0.0 .. .au IUft CUIICIft (D1ft.) j .1 AODNHS 0.0316"" IN 80S 0.0 NONE IIONE -0.000002 • ~II. ~ IUIIr CANiCIft .2 CWCPLT 1.' .... ...0 ... .OS 0.0 196.000000 __ . __ 'IOIIE - - _f"!' IIUL CDIII.IIC .... (CUI:) CANe. GIIIII 6) AOOCWC 0.0 AT Mill 0.0 NONE 0.060 .. 2 -0.000002 IICAL MHt. CGGL • .aD CAftCIft .4 CONPLT "566.429197 IN ac.s 0.0 NONE lI0II£ 0.0 
.5 """'LT 1277.7]0211 IN iDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ..... ...., ... ..-crl. 
.. SU'LT 15100.000000 AT MAX 0.0 15100.000000 -o.OO6.U 4.0 .. IGIID IU' 1250 .. I ......... ('al 
.7 AooS12 4".321764 IN 80S 0.0 NONE IIIDIIE -0.000000 .. ~II.'" IUIIr __ ......... ~ 
.. K"H,TI 211.141 •• 5 IN lOS 0.0 IIONE IIIOIIE 0.0 1 
.1 69 "'''HPJ 2 119. 541159 IN 80S 0.0 NONE .... E 0.0 I 
70 ""HPJ 3 21'.123073 IN MOS 0.0 NONE IIIONE 0.0 
71 K"H'T4 &4 •• 629511 IN 80S 0.0 IIDNE IION£ 0.0 
12 ",,",T5 214.60123' IN IDS 0.0 NONE IIDIIE 0.0 
~ 73 IU.H'U 1 ..... 5937 III IDS 0.0 IIIONE IIOIIE 0.0 
I 74 fOTCOF 1.0971" III IDS 0.0 IIONE IIIOIIE 0.0 ~ 75 101C"0 0.0 IN 80S 0.0 NOlIE NONt 0.0 j 10 .~ 
16 TOIIH' 241."'05632 IN IDS 0.0 NONE IIONE 0.0 1 ~ n 1""'01 241.405632 IN &liS 0.0 NONE IIONt 0.0 ~ 
71 I"PTUIt 0.0 IN IDS 0.0 NONE IIDlit 0.0 j 
79 TOTITU 22.4""421 IN 80S 0.0 NONE IIIDIIE 0.0 1 
10 C)-ALK 0.000000 III 80s 0.0 IIONE lI0II£ 0.0 ... cJ· ... 1'0 ar:n.an. 1 81 C4-ALI( a.776236 I'" IDS 0.0 NONE NONt 0.0 ... .,.. __ 1'0 &III.ftI. 
82 UPHPI 0.915841 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 III&1CP Cl 1'0 ...... IUIIr 00 
"::0 83 C2PH" 0.0 AT "'IN 0.0 NONE 0.215460 0.0 ...:r C2" .. .. 
-05 84 UPH" 0.0 AT MIN 0.\') NONE •• 72 •• "'1 0.0 ... C, .. .. .. 
15 H2PFUL 0.914565 IN 80S 0.(1 NONE IIOIIE 0.0 -=r J.tGIIr GAllI 1'0 .... 0'2 
86 ClPFUL 2.915542 III IDS O.CI IIONE NONE 0.0 ...:r .. .. .. II 0,. 
17 ClPFUL 3.974996 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NOlIE 0.0 -=r .. II .. II :::Or 
88 C3Pf\JL 0.5U264 IN 80S ->.0 NONE IIIONE 0.0 ... .. II .. .. .0." 
69 IC4FUL 0.254J •• 'N IDS 0.0 NONE IIONt; 0.0 ... II .. II .. C:»> 
90 NC4F~" 0.159001 IN aDs 0.0 NONE IiIOIIIE 0.0 .... II .. .. .. ~ C') 
91 H2UFUL 2.231914 IN 80S 0.0 NONE IOIE 0.0 ...:r .. .. .. .. r-M 
92 C1UfUL 7.0016)4 .N IDS 0.0 N(IiI' MQIIE 0.0 ...:r II II .. .. ~iil 9J C2-FUL 2.185572 IN etOS 0.0 NONE NONI: 0.0 ...:r to .. II .. 
94 C2UFUL 3.7f16t143 'N .OS 0.0 NONE NONE o.~ ...:r II II II to 
95 tl-FUL 0 •• 59910 .N 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... .. .. to to 
.6 C3UFUL 0.145831 IN 8115 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... to to to to 
97 C4-FUI. 0.Z77946 IN 80S 0.0 NONE IIDIIE 0.0 ... .. II II II 
98 TOTCl- ",.299." IN eos 0.0 IIONE IIOIIE 0.0 
99 TOTC)' )."'68426 IN 80S 0.0 ~E NONE 0.0 
100 T01C3U 2.305540 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
101 fOTIC4 2.626S4l IN IDS 0.0 NONE IIONt 0.0 
102 IOTl4U 3.535567 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NOlla: 0.0 
103 rOTC4- 4.632471 IN 8(;S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
104 TOTNC" 7 ," 0028 IN 80S 0.0 IIONE IIONE 0.0 
,' .• ,...."* •..... , ... ·~ .... ~·~~"""~""'_' .• ..;a..l.,~-~-.c..-~"~,,~,:"/'I*IIBf1'ffit't,....·"'~· •• tr F l t fP 'Illi 
b''tY' , tlf#'".. .. ~t.;"h!_iV't 'tNbw+£*~~Uo-":""'f,. 'j·1IJijHr·'4'trlf"~.a.:o& Mm"", "'_~"'ot:l,~~~-'--_~Jiri e.1'~:.-.~~.w~~.,......t-w""'-"--~-'-''''''''~1"''''''"'';. rtffll Wf 
~ --------- ~-i Ni'~~'Wiii:-T- .-~ --- --- ---~ - --
_~C, 
~ .. 
~; , 
.. "H, ,,' . 
~~~~"'-....... ",:.' ",f;j 
.. ~ 
00 
":1J 
"QCl ",,-
Exhibit 4-A (Contott, 
..... 8of9 0'-
J 
02: ::u~ 
~~O.l CASE 1 PLU~ PETROLEU" 
.0.,. lURII"E 'UEL "0.1. ~X "aU.25 WI. C~ 
"AM VAL~l $lATUS "'N VALUE "AX Y~~ue COS, OF 8IiIID10". INPUT cosn,,,. >~ 
-----. 
-- ------ ----
------ rill 
h':' ,O,""'W 1.0no"'O IN 80S 0.0 NONE NOltE 0.0 ~ta 1<:J< TOlSF~ 9.l"S.~ II't lUiS 0.0 NONE NOIIIt: 0.0 
tl)· TOT"2" 16 .. 162"" I" 80S 0.0 NONE NON" 0.0 
• !til cao.:ltU 16S •• 50~Z9 IN 80S 0.0 200.000000 NONE 0.0 ... taa.a1III am. to c:.... Dlft. 
109 LNG!." I 12 ••• S.C?~ I" 8£1S 0.0 NONE NOlIE 0.0 .... LT IIARIU .-am. .n to .-ft. 
110 ~c.","J ) •• US'51~ I.. IDS 0.0 "C*E IIIilNE 0.0 .... 11ft • .. • .. II • 
U,l "E('''"' 0.0 AT "IN 0.0 NONE '~O2.2l9 0.0 1aIL~ , . • .. .. .. 
tU GO~G,~T o.e. U "'N 0.0 NONE 0.971220 0.0 ..... A'ftI GAl OIL .. .. .. .. II 
lU GOtttC~ S.'.ZlS:" ~.N I£lS o.c NONE NONt 0.0 .... A1II GAl OlL to ~. 
114 RE(,.VAt 02.1~1t~ 1" ,ellS 0.0 NOltE NOlIE 0.0 ..... aslD .-~ to ,,~wn 
US GOYttCR ~ ~ ... '" AT"IN 0.0 NOttE 0.9333._ 0.0 ..... tM:UUII GAl OIL to .-:uan 
116 r.(lVFCl 0.0 Af "1" 0.0 NONE 0.515 •• 1 0.0 MIlL .. • .. • fa: 7ft a.ft • 
117 ~VFCI .5.293'.0 IN 60S 0.0 NONI: ..oNE 0.0 .... • • • • fa: 1ft II 
lU GOVGV" 0.0 
• 1 "'It 0.0 NC*E 1.4929ft5 0.0 .ar.a ~ II • • ........ 119 IiHVFC7 0.·000000 IN IDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ..... -ft. tac GAl OlL to fa: 7ft a.ft. 
Iii: GHVFCI 0.000000 IN IDS 0.0 NOltE IIIQIIIE 0.0 .... • • II • • .. 1ft .. 
lZl ttfYOC~ 10.'.UIt7 IN 80S 0.0 NOteE NONE 0.0 ...... IDU m AlAI) to .... 
\2:: RSTOCK 0.0 AT "I" 0.0 NONE 1.109292 0.0 .... .. • (10. 11K) • .. , 
123 NAIl .... 1 ~.2a..l~ I" IIlOS 0.0 ';MONE NONE 0.0 ......... IIUIII'II& 10 1ll1IiUI1I& .. r 
124 ..ale", It 3.737(160 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONf 0.0 .... caaa CAl OlL '10 1IIIIIaCUCD. 
~ U5 GAFHTR 0.0 AT "III 0.0 IitGHE 0.9703" 0.0 -. fa: LCooGII OlL to .-ftMft1 I U6 GAFHCR 0.0 IN aDs 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... .. • • .. • IIIIMCMCID ~ 
0 117 GCFHfR 2.6' •• " IN IDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... . .. .. • .. II-ftU1D 
UI GCFHCR 0.000000 I" lOS 0.0 NO"E NONE 0.0 .... • • .. .. • ~
129 Ga'FHCR 0.000000 IN IDS 0.0 NONt NONE 0.0 ..... .. .. • • • .. 
no GOF",k 0.000000 I" lOS 0.0 NONE NONE ').0 .... .. · .. ., • .. 
-Ul GHFFUO Z.I'.I .. IN 60S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ..... ,-ft. fa: LC CAl OIL to .... OIL 
uz HHCR95 0.0 AT "I" 0.0 IWDNE 0.070.53 0.0 • ... -ft. • IIUIII'II& to " _ ...-. 
UJ ... CR10 l4.lJ!5!-T4 IN IDS 0.0 NONE NOlIE 0.0 .... .. • .. .. 100 • .. 
- U4 
_.95 3.'041'" IN IDS 0.0 MJIIIE kONi: 0.0 .... • ........ 
" 
.. • 
.35 ",RI0 0.0 • T "IN 0.0 NONE 0.bl.114 0.0 .... • .. .. .. 100 .. .. 
136 HA ..... 0.0 AT "IN 0.0 NONE 1.~519S1 0.0 .... 1IIIIIGCIoII:ID IIUIII'II& to ..... 
131 ~ ..... It 0.0 AT "IN 0.0 NONE 1.))1921 0.0 .... .. • .. • 
U. IC ..... R 0.0 AT "'.ilI 0.0 ND"E 1.31'99" 0.0 .... • • • .. u, HOttHltR 0.0 AT ~IN 0.0 NONE .. lIIt.'1 0.0 .... • .. • .. 
lItO .... Rl0 0.0 I" IDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... • .. .. .. 
141 HKHR9S 0.000000 IN IDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... • II • .. 
142 .... HRlO 2.914907 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONt 0.0 .... • • .. .. 
143 ttVHlt95 0.0 AT "III 0.0 MIME 1."7241 0.0 .... • • .. II 
144 HYHR10 4.1104JJ IN IDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... • • • .. 
145 LHCH'l CbO AT "I" 0.0 IIOIIIE 1.990195 0.0 ..... -ft L'f ...... to ____ ft,? 
1 .. --cOl"TR 50.000000 FIXED SO.OOOOOO SO. 000000 7.,.S'4' 0.0 ......... -cau. OIL to 1IIWIi ...... 
141 CN101S SI.IOOooo IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ..... -ft. .-c:QIL OIL to Dlftl1.IAn. 
148 Hl0 .. TR 1 •• 50..000 IN IDS 0.0 NOME NONe 0.0 
.... 11ft .... .- .-c:QIL-Dlft 10 .-ft. 
- 149 'l(.\tlCR 0.0 AT "IN 0.0 NONE 5.066J63 0.0 MIlL .-cau. Dlft. IDI~ to .-cuaa 
150 l'IOOIS 29.'61000 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... • • .. • ft.rnn 
, lSI G10FCC 2.5~U15 IN 105 0.0 IIOIIIE NOlIE 0.0 
.... 11ft '" 31 .. .- .... 1ftD to PCC 
.... U2 ","UF 0.0 'T "I" - 0.0 NONE 2.20T1~ 0.0 .... .n. MIImIlIO ..... 
153 '*'OR96 7.!Ul996 IN IDS 0.0 NONE IIIQIIIE 0.0 ..... -ft. MIII'III& to • _ ...... 
~ 154 NtOidO 0.000000 IN I"S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... .. .. .. 100 .. .. 
',155-· LlO .. T 0.0 'AT IM!II 0.0 NONE 12.31".,,1 0.0 
..... L'f. IIAfIIIIIA 10 .......... I 156 U ..... T 0.0 AT "III 0.0 NONE 12.4"'54 0.0 111ft. W .. ft .. .. 
L_~~! __ ~""!-~~L. ____ , _~!~~~ . ,III IDS 0.0 ... 
_E 
0.0 -,c3.OItmJa 
fit « "~. ,,,,,",,,,,,,,~~'-----,e- ':J, ~·~'1-  
- -j :>.'~-. 
~\ 
\ 
! 
! 
H-(OAL CASE 1 'LU~ PE'ROLEUM 
TUR81NE FUEL NO.1. MAX N-0.25 WT' 
NAME VALue STATUS MIN YALUE 
~ -",-- - -
Exhil!it 4-A (Cont'd) 
MAX VALUE COS T OF fINO I DJ' ... PUT easT ItJ t 
---- -------- -- --~--
~ 
I 
A 
~ 
15. 
159 
160 
Ul 
162 
163 
16it 
165 
166 
161 
1 .. 
169 
no 
171 
17Z 
n3 
114 
U5 
n6 
177 
17' 
119 
110 
111 
liZ 
U3 
114 
115 
1 .. 
111 
III 
1M 
190 
.91 
19Z 
193 
194 
195 l_
In 
1" 199 
200 
201 
r IOZ 
20' 
a. 
- 105 
Z" 
201 
- zoe 
lOt 
110 
t3PLPG 
C)UVG 
C4-LPG 
JC4LPG 
NC4LPG 
lt4NLG 
NC4NLG 
t4-NLG 
AUNLG 
f.LItNUi 
uttNLG 
UHNLG 
LCHr.LG 
L8HNLG 
LOHNLG 
LKHIILG 
LVHNLG 
~i&FNLG 
NCFNLG 
"F~G 
.FNLG 
tlAHIILG 
",HNlG 
H8HNLG 
HDHNLG 
HKHNLG 
ASSNLG 
fl:lSNLG 
ItJKNLG 
IUKNLG 
ItHNNLG 
ItUNLG 
It''lttLG 
R5H11LG 
R1HNLG 
nu02 
KHCNOI 
"AHN02 
Il(HMOZ 
KIHNOZ 
"OH.,Z 
KKHNOI 
IlVHND2 
"FN02 
'''N02 GaFNOZ 
GDFNOZ 
GOCNOZ 
GHCNDZ 
KECNO. 
1lHCN06 
"fN06 
GCFN06 
l.96~162 
1.9591'" 
2.578265 
1.,.047304 
2.))9)61 
0.6 
6.508751 
0.0 
3.0 
3.090654 
12.645423 
o.-~ 
0.000000 
O.\iOOO(Kf 
0.0 
1.0 .... 3n 
1.665Z'~ 
0.0 
21.629206 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.0 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.0 
0.000000 
Z8.107406 
2.5871)) 
0.000000 
0.0 
0.0 
Z.50J905 
0.0 
3.Z601ltt 
26.5'"3259 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.0 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.056056 
0.000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
9.5"482 
e.oooooo 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
JNIOS 
I" IDS 
AT MIN 
IN .(is 
AT MIN 
AT MIN 
'N 80S 
IN 8&S 
IN 80S 
IN .. OS 
IN liDS 
AT MIN 
IN 80S 
IN IDS 
IN 80S 
IN dOS 
IN 80S 
IN IDS 
IN 80S 
IN IDS 
I,. IDS 
IN DDS 
AI MI,. 
IN IDS 
IN 80S 
IN 8DS 
IN liDS 
IN 80S 
AT .. IN 
IN IDS 
IN IDS 
IN lliS 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
AI MIN 
IN IDS 
IN IDS 
IN IDS 
!N 80S 
AT MIN 
AT MIN 
AT MIN 
AI MIN 
-IN 80S -
IN IUS 
AT "IN 
AI MIN 
AT ItIN A' ItIN 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .. 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
~.o 
0.0 
0.0 
O .. 'l! 
O.G 
o.c 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.:; 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
oJ. 0 
c.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
ftOtiIf 
NONE-
NONfo 
NONE 
NONt 
1.203<1160 
NONt 
1.710925 
Z.5291114 
NONE 
NOlIE 
MONt: 
..oe.E 
NONE 
0 ... 13247 
.... E 
.. E 
NONt 
NONe 
NQNE 
NDNE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONa: 
ftONt 
0.423292 
..oNE 
NONt 
NONE 
NONt 
JiIOfIIt 
0.2991<115 
..oNE 
NONE 
NOlIE 
NONE 
NONE 
NQNE 
1.'JM421 
NONE 
NOlIE 
NONE 
NIlNE 
0.9311)9 
0.009956 
1.111514 
0.0071 ... 
NONE 
NONe 
0.5.331 
0.31Z907 
~.504'66 
..... 5053 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
O.G 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 ... 0 
0.0 
" 
..... 10'9 
-.. C'.C6 muc 
MIlL· ••• • 
MIlL· •• • • 
MIlL· ••• • 
MIlL· .... • 
MIlL C6 m c;aa,u. 
..... . 
-.,.. .-
-., AI&'ItA!I to CllCl.18 
... .. . 
!il If: 
~i ~; 
.... -ft. u ....... to CUCIl_ 
'I!:. !:-ctMZ u. IIAR'II".& • • 
~  . .. .. 
.... . ... . 
MIlL· • •• .. 
..... .. .. .. 
-.. .. ... . 
-. 1CC-IIAJIII'I'Il to CIICI._ 
.... ... . 
MIlL" •• • 
MIlL· ... • 
MIlL 11ft .-cucaa .... to CAI""" 
MIlL" • •• .. 
.... . .... . 
.... .. .... . 
~. .. ... . 
MIlL ..... 10 c;aa,u. 
... . . . 
MIlL • .. .. 
-. . .. . 
MIlL • .. • ~ . .. . 
MIlL • • • 
MIlL • • • 
MIlL • • • MIlL ..... to ..... OIL 
-. •• _ ....... OIL 
MIlL 1-c:MCIt ..... to ..... OIL 
MIlL· • •••• 
MIlL· ..... . 
MIlL· ..... . 
MIlL· ..... . 
MIlL· ••••• 
IIIiL ICC U:-CU OIL to _ .... OIL 
MIlL· • ...... • 
MIlL· • ..... .. 
MIlL· • ..... .. 
MIlL .. C'M CD. • to _ .... OIL 
MIlL· • • • .-ft to _ " IIL._ •• _IUILOIL 
MIlL ...... '10 .. JIG 
MIlL ICC u: GAl OIL '10 ...... OIL 
IIIL • • • •• • .. • 
--'-"'. 
--, 
i 
i 
1 
j 
1 
1 
j 
I 
.(t;- ~ .,~11fSMiiOS~.r"'i--·~"----~'i';' ,_ ; ":,"., 
\~ :' 'l 
':-;,;:. 
,~~,'l!>I\~W>"'~"";~'·''''''''''''V:.' 
H-COAl C~~E 1 PLUS PETROLEUM 
TUR81NE FUEL NO.1, .. AX NaO.25 WTI 
Exhibit 4-A (Cont'd) 
NAME . ~.lUE STATUS. ...N VALUE _. "AX VAL", . __ CQ$l' OF MD.DJ •. ,~. ~O~tI~L 
"'" 
, 
~ 
N 
211 
212 
21) 
2l1t-
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
231 
234 
23S 
236 
231 
238 
239 
240 
2iti 
242 
21.) 
l~ 
245 
2~ 
2,.1 
248 
2,<09 
250 
251 
2~2 
253 
254 
255 
250 
257 
2~ 
259 
260 
261 
202 
263 
~8FN06 
GaFN06 
GHFI'GO 
GDeN06 
GHeN06 
GOK"'06 
GOV~6 
GHVN06 
REVNQ6 
f;~ T,."I' 
Ot 'U~ 
,lCFI ... 16 
oafNO/, 
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GAfRFO 
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GOII.RFO 
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GHVRFO 
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R~TRFO 
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DbFRFO 
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llDNL;; 
i.1HNLG 
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----- ----- ----- -- . - -----0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
O.G ' 
0.0 
4.111194 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.824896 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.873315 
0.0 
&.358f113 
0.0000(1) 
II.G 
3.988600 
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1.164380 
0.000000 
6.97200lt 
6.929436 
0.0 
16. 99Ul1 
0.628(126 
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o .. u 
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0.0 
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,.! "I'" 
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0.;) 
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0.0 
0.0 
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0.0 
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0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
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0.·0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
hONE 
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H-COAL CASE 1 PLUS PETROLEUM 
TURBINE fUEL NO.1, MAX N-o.25 
NAME VALUE STATUS 
-.-- ---
lb4 IlECTF, \).\) AT MIN 
265 I.HCTfl 0.0 AT MIN 
-266 ·U .. TFI 0.0 AT MIN 
Z • ., KCHTfl 0.0 AT MIN 
Z6I ltaHTFI 0.0 AT MIN 
269 KOHlFl 0.0 AT MIN 
210 KK"lFl (1.0 At MIN 
271 ItVHlFl 0.0 AT MIN 
272 GAFTFI 0.0 AT MIN 
213 G'FTFI 2.610158 IN BuS 
274 GaFfFI 0.0 AT MIN 
275 GOFTfl 0.000000 IN BDS 
21. GHFlFl ".0 AT MIN 
271' GOCTFI 12.170365 IN 80S 
278 GHCTFI 0.0 AT MIN 
ll9 GOKTfl 0.0 AT MIN 
Z80 GOVIFI 0.0 AT MIN 
211 GMV1H 0.0 -A1 MIN 
282 REVTFI 0.0 IN bDS 
283 "sun 0 •. 0 AT MIN 
ZI4 DAFTFI O.C AT NIN 
~ U!. OCflFl 0.0 AT MIN 
I Z86 oaFTFl 0.0 AT MIN ~ 217 ooFlfl 0.0 AT MIN tIoI 
ZIIEt 010TFl S.21927b I N BUS 
289 Gl0TFl 0.0 AT MIN 
290 Gl"TFl (1.000000 IN BOS 
291 OlFTFl 0.0 AT MIN 
292 G1FTFl 0.0 AT MIN 
---: ... -- ---
.~ 
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SECTION 5 
NEW REFINERIES TO UPGRADE FUELS 
When coal and oil shale derived liquid crudes become available in sizeable 
quantities it is anticipated that for economic. and possibly technical 
reasons, it may be advantageoui; to design and buUd new refineries specific 
to processing and upgrading the synthetic crudes. Accordingly, the purpose of 
this section is to present the design. operation and economics for new 
refineries, specific to the upgrading of the syncrude process products. 
These new refineries are equivalent to the equipment additions made to the 
existing typical petroleum refinery as covered in Section 4, with the 
exception that hydrogen facilities are added. These are individual 
stand-alone ref.ineries with the attendant services and offsites. As was done 
in Section 4, computer models for the individual liquid to be processed were 
develope~ and used to optimize processing and economics. 
A copy of representative results from an individual computer ruu is included 
as Exhibit 5-A at the end of Section 5. 
5.1 SHALE OI~ REFINERY 
The new refinery to upgrade shale oil is based on the Figure 4-2 and 
4-3, Section 4. diagrams used to depict the shale portion of the combined 
refinery in Section 4. Since this is a stand-alone refinery, it will require 
an additional source of hydrogen because the reformer hydrogen source is not 
adequate. 
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5.1.1 ADDITIONS TO SHALE OIL MODEL INPUT DATA 
A. Hydrogen Plant Addition 
The hydrogen plant addition to Figure, 4-2 and 4-3. Section 
4. is based on the partial oxidation of petroleum coku to hydr~gen using 
process conversion units as follows: 
o Gasifier and Quench Unit 
o Oxygen Plant 
o Acid Gas Removal Unit 
o Shift Conversion Unit 
o C02 Removal Unit 
o Methanator Unit 
B. Feed and Product Analysis 
The petroleum coke feed elemental analysis to the partial 
oxidation unit is as follows: 
Element wt% 
Carbon 90.8 
Hydrogen 3.3 
Nitrogen 0.8 
Oxygen 3.1 
Sulfur 0.8 
Ash 1.2 
100.0 
The hydrogen product from the partial oxidation and shift 
routes contains about 97% (vol) hydrogen. The remaining major constituents 
are methane and inerts. 
5-2 J 
C. Investment Cost Data 
Investment cost data for the partial oxidation of coke to 
hydrogen complex was based on in-house estimates for a 50 million SCFD 
hydrogen plant processing petroleum coke. The reference date fr,~ all cost 
data is March 31, 1980. Capacity ratio exponents (poweu) were based on past 
experience with coal conversion process unit costs. 
D. Operating Cost D~ta 
Operating cost is based on catalyst and chemical usage. 
Chemical usage is based on in-house and licensor data on refining units. 
Catalyst costs and usage are based on in-house refining units. Chemical costs 
were tak~n from "Chemical Marketing Reporter" publication. 
5.2 H-COAL REFINERY 
The new refinery to upgrade H-Coal is based on the Figures 4-4 
and 4-5 in Section 4.3. These diagrams depict the H-Coal portion of the 
combin~d refining discussed in Section 4.3. 
5.2.1 ADDITIONS TO H-COAL MODEL INPUT DATA 
A. Hydrogen Plant Addition. 
The stand-alone refinery to upgrade H-Coal liquids 
produces adequate hydrogen from the conversion of refinery gases aad the 
reformer byproduct hydrogen. An additional source of hydrogen is not 
required. 
5-3 I 
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5.3 SRC-II REFINERY 
The new refinery to upgrade SRC-II oU is based on the Figure 4-6 and 
4-7, Section 4 diagrams used to depict th~ SRC-II portion of the co.bined 
refinery in Section 4.2. Since this is • stand-alone refinery, it will 
require an additional source of hydrogen because the conversion of refinery 
light gases and the reformer hydrogen source in a new shale oil facility are 
not adequa te • 
5.3.1 ADDITIONS TO SRC-II OIL HODEL INPUT DATA 
A. Hydrogen Plant Addition 
The hydrogen plant addition to Figures 4-6 and 4-7, Section 
4, is based on the partial oxidation of SRC-II 950°F plus fraction to 
hydrogen using process conversion units as follows: 
0 Gasifier and Quench Unit 
0 Oxygen Plant 
0 Acid Gas Removal Unit 
0 Shift Conversion Unit 
0 CO2 Removal Unit 
0 Hethanatol' Unit 
B. Feed and Product Analysis 
The SRC-II 950°F plus fraction,. part of which is feed to the 
partial oxidation unit, is a heavy coal tar which must be pumped hot. It will 
contair. some ash and unconverted coal. The sulfur content is about 0.5 vol % 
and the Iravity is about -8.9 °API. The hydrogen product from the partial 
oxidation and shift routes contains about 97% (vol) hydrogen. The remaining 
major constituents are methane and inerts. 
5-4 
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C. Investment Cost Data 
Investment cost data for the partial oxidation of SRC-II 
resid in the hydrogen complex is based on in-house estiaates for a SO .illion 
SCFD hydrogen plant. The reference date for all cost data is March 1980. 
Capacity ratio exponpntials are based on past experience with refinery 
process unit costs. 
D. Operating Cost Data 
Operating cost is based on catalyst and ehemical usage. 
Chemical usage is based on in-house anu licensor data for refining units. 
Catalyst costs and usage are ~ased on in-h~use data for refining units. 
Chemical costs were taken from "Chemical Marketing Reporter" publication. 
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Exhibit 5-A - Linear Programming Computer Run. Page 1 of 5 
New H-Coal Oil Refinery. Case 1 
!'i-COAL CASE 1 
TURBINE FUEL NO.1. MAX .. =0.25 wT. 
NAME "ALla: STATUS MIN "ALUE MAX VALUE COST OF 8NOCOJ' IN~UT COSTCCJ' 
-------- ----- --------- ------- -------
PROf IT -!>OS.OO479Y ••••• 08JECTIVE ••••• 
---
SLACIC. VARtA8US 
1 NHlYLO 0.0 -SLACk 0.0 NONE 1.803305 NONE 
1 H2PYLD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 3.145540 NONE 
3 H2PLOS 0.0 -SLACIC. 0.0 NONE Z.Zb0818 NONe 
4 H2UYLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 1.110750 NONe 
5 C1PYLD 0.0 -SLA(.I( 0.0 NONE 3.459251 NONE 
b C1UYLO 0.0 -SLACk 0.0 NONE 3.6853l9 NONE 
1 C2-YLD 0.0 -SLACk 0.0 NONE e..016695 NONE 
a ClPYLD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 6.332202 NONE 
~ CZUYLD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 IIIONE 6.558290 NONE 
lO (3 ...... 05 0.0 ~·SUCK 0.0 NONE HONE NONe 00 
11 C3-8AL 0.0 -SUCk 0.0 NONE 28.821120 NONe .. » 
12 C3PLOS 0.0 -SLACk 0.1l NONE 10.980)49 NONE 81 13 C3PBAL 0.0 -SLACK -c.o NONE 25.000000 NONe lit C3UlOS 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE NONE NONE 
I!> C3U8AL 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 25.000000 NONe :a~ 
Ie. l(ltLOS 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 9 .. 62'7891 NONE 
.0,. 17 lC48AL 0.0 -SLACk 0.0 NONE 25.000000 NONE C» 18 C4-l0S 0 .. 0 -SLAC". 0.0 NONE NONE NONE ,.t3 
19 C4-8AL 0.0 -SLACk 0.0 NONe 13.0lZIt60 NONE r""rvI 
(J1 20 N(.4LOS 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONe ••••• 351 leONE ~ii I 21 NCIo8AL 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONe 25.0~OOOO NONE 0\ 22 COKYLD 0.0 -SLACk 0.0 NONE 10.000000 NONE 
21 AL3YlD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONe 41.2.))25 NONE 
24 AL4YLO 0.0 -SLACk 0.0 NONE 41.53).6. ...e 
25 S12YLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONe 0.014136 NONE 
U S65YLD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE O.OlZ47Z NONE 
27 SIoOYLD 0.0 -SLACk 0.0 NONe 0.010818 'tONe 
28 SUYLO 0.0 -SUCk 0.0 r«JNE 0.008167 NONe 
2\. S05YLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONe 0.005192 NONE 
s!/ SOlYLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.001634 NONE 
31 CWCYLD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.214161 NQt;c 
32 IH"YlO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONe 0.10"13 NONE 
3) kWHYLO O.U -;;LACK 0.0 NONE 0.1311.6 NOllIE 
34 CONYLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.0000"'1 NONE 
35 FULYLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 4.05)1)2 NONE 
3e. TSWYLD 2415.&82412 -SLACk 0.0 NONE NONe NONE 1&1 'fIU1'ID tIdIa .- .... alia 1ft. 
31 WVYlD 0.0 -SLACk 0.0 NONE NONE ·NONE 
:J.a .WVYlD 0.000000 -SLACK 0.0 NONE NONE NONE 
39 KllfHPRD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONe 0.U06.6 NONE 
40 TOT'tHT 0.0 • SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.000001 NONe 
41 T01REF 0.0 ·SLAOt 0.0 NONE 0.000001 HONE 
42 TOTOHT 0.0 .SLACK 0.0 NONE NONE -NONE 
43 TOTFce 0.0 .SlACk 0.0 NONE NONe NONE 
44 TOTREIl 0.0 .suOt 0.0 lIIOIIe tIOIIe NOlIE 
~5- TOTGHC 0.0 +SLACK 0.0 NONE 0.000001 NONE 
,,~ mUlK 0.000000 +SLACK 0.0 NONE NONE NONE 
41 NLc;a(IN 0.0 
-5"A"', 0.0 NONe 0.010111 NONE sua (II nonana. 'lO 1fIC1P1C&T~ 
48 NL~"" 0.0 .SlAtK 0.0 NONe 0.09n61 NONE " " " " .. 
... 9 N02MXY 13.510435 • SLACK 0.0 NONE NONE NONE " " " " " ~o N02IUlV ~ • .6S031O -SUt.ll 0.0 NOliE NOlIE ..... E .. • " " .. 
"' ~····h ._ ........ ""_." ..... "'~~'" ' ___ e_'~k~~~ 
I1Ii&li 'f'''~ ~~~~.dIC' ... " 
~:.. .' ,Wlt"f'!!"i':' 
\. ' 
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H-COAl CASE 1 
TURBI"E FUEL "0.1. "AX ".0.2~ ~T' 
"AME VALUE: STATUS "I" VALUE "AX VALUIE COST OF ING.OJt INPUT COSTeCJt 
------- ---~- ------- -------51 IWOl""S 1.096055 ·SLACk 0.0 *lNE ",,*E NOftE sua CIP .... 1lfII. '10 IRCDIUfta. 52 fII02"XD 0.0 ·SLACk 0.0 NONE 424.524031 NONE 
" " " 
If .. 
53 N06MIV 0.0 + SLACk 0.0 IIIONE 2.435466 NONE 
" 
.. .. .. .. 
54 N06MNV 0.0 --SLACK 0.0 NO"E NOlIE NONE .. .. .. .. .. 55 i«)6MXS 0.0 +SLACk 0.0 IIIO"E NOtIE NONE .. 
" 
.. II .. 
56 f!I06MX('l 0.0 ·SLACK 0.0 *lNE 520.Z745U NONE 
" " " " 
.. 
57 RFONXV 16.43C6tt7 +Sl.ACK 0.0 
-NO"E NONE 'OWf 
" 
.. to .. .. 
5. RFO"NY 106.799333 -SUCk 0.0 NONE NONE NONE .. .. 
" " 
.. 
59 RFONXS 1.140 • .,7-. +SL.ACk 0.0 IIIONE NONE NONE .. 
" 
.. .. to 
ftO RFOMXO 0.322 .. } +SLACk 0.0 NONE NONE NONE to to .. .. 
" 61 TFI"XY 47.011111 +SLACK 0.0 IIIONE NONE NONE 
" 
.. .. II .. 
62 TFINNY 32.911889 -SLACK 0.0 NONE *lNE NONE 
" 
to .. .. II 
.3 TFIMIS 1.011630 +SLACr. 0.0 NONE NONE NOltE 
" " 
to .. .. 
64 TF INXN 0.31Z014o +SLACIC. 0.0 NONE IIIONE NONE 
" 
to 
" " 
.. 
65 TFINXD 0.147086 +SLACK 0.0 NONE NONE NONE to 
" 
to .. to 
66 TFIX65 0.0 +SLACk 0.0 *l"E 21.396011 NONE .. .. to .. II 
6" TFln5 0.0 +SUCK 0.0 NONE NONE ~ 
" 
to 
" 
.. .. 
•• l'IDYLD C.O -SLACK 0.0 NONE 10.610441 NONE 69 CHlYLD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NO"E 31.14Z3U NONE q 
70 010YLD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 IWO"E lJ.I""" NONE q (J1 71 D1FVlO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE )).111 .. 1 NOllIE 11 I 72 G1DVlO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 i'Il"E 22.4906.2 NONE -..J 11 73 G1FVLO O.Q -SUCK 0.0 IIIO!U 25.417521 NONE 11 140 G1HYLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NO"f 33.UI6.7 NONE !I 
.,5 HHDYlO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NOfte 40.,.1655 NONE Ll 
76 H1DYLD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NOftE 34.566964 NONE 00 Ii 
77 H1HVLD 0.0 -SLACk 0.0 IiIOftE 4a.9Z1451 NONE ~:a 
11 11 LlOYlD 0.0 -SUCK 0.0 NONE 40. 164Z49 NONE ~~ 79 llHYLO 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 40.1"0991 NONE 80 IUFYLD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 41.U7491 NONE :a~ 81 RlIYlD 0.0 -SLACK 0.0 NONE 42.334596 NONE 
12 R16YLO 0.0 -SUCk- 0.0 IGNE 42.11103' NONE ~)I 
)100 
CM 
~Ul 
t 
{l 
,1 
1 
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Exhibit 5-A (Cont'd' ..... 3of5 I ----.- - - - . -~----- ... H-COAI. CASE 1 
TURBINE FUEl. NO.1, MAX N.O.2~ ... 0 ... 
ftAIIE VALUE S~ JUII VALUE ~ ~JIU. VAWE---COSI. ..... DoIa I ... conIC.'" «=1 
-,----
---- ----- ------- ~,.. 
•••• STRUCTURAL VAR1A8LES - ---~ ~ ~;; 1 TOTPOY 1429.725234 IN 80S 0.0 ...,..E ..... E 1.000000 .. 1OaL~." 
2 TOTFDC 1600.000000 IN BDS 0.0 NONE NOlIE -I.OCMIDOO .. 10aLlDacan 
] TOTope S.OU:Ul lJII aDS 0..0.-- IIQM£,------
-------
- . -.- - p.1.000G0O • CIIII&I'I1m can ~,..., 4 TOTllt 55.602257 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE -2.160000 
5 TOTIU 11.35857. IN BDS 0.0 NONE NONE -2.160000 
6 TOTRet 4.612'95 IN aos 0.0 NONE IIKJNE .. 2.160000 .. 1IJrAU ... c:.. CIl'ft. 1ft. 1IrIII. 
1 TOTRt2 •• 00l~46 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE -2.160000 .. IDUU ... c:.. can • _ .... 
It TOTCAP 60.27.152 IN BOS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
9 ADOCAP 92.361125 IN aDs 0.0 fOIl ... ~.O 
10 TOTl.PG 2.311783 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ... 'I'CJDI. LIe ~ 
11 TOTN .. G 19.792874 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ... 'I'CJDI. _ ... CIIGL_ m ..... 
12 MOLNLG 53_222201 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE ..0.0 
13 TOTN02 17.195093 IN IDS 0.0 NONE fOIE 0.0 "'~_""OIL~ 110 ML8N02 5.,483057 IN IDS 0.0 NONE fOIE 0.0 
n 10''''06 0.0 IN BDS 0.0 IIONE IIDNE 0.0 -. 'IUDL ...... OIL m_ 
16 "L8N06 0.0 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
11 TOTSUl 0.010213 IN IDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ~ 'I'CJDI. ..... nwewu 
18 TOTHH3 0.033971 IN 80S 0.0 NONE IIDNE 0.0 .. • ...,.. ...... 
19 TOTCOk 0.000000 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NOlIE 0.0 .. • cca .-aaa .-au 
20 lOTRFO 4.107667 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ... • .. ........ OIL 
V1 21 "LlRFO 1.350601 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
I 21 HTnPG 9.514083 IN 80S O.C NONE NONE 0.0 ...... -.nJID .... IWMNiii 00 23 HTVttLG 10 .... 045&31 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ~ • • • • 
21t HTVNOZ 100.693701 I~ 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... • • • .. 
25 HTYM06 0.0 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... • • • • 
26 HTVTFI 211.'o611qO IN aDs 0.0 NONE fOIE 0.0 ~ • • .. .. 
21 HIYSUL 0.091216 IN BDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 -. • .. • • 
28 HTVNH] 0.656851 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 -. • • .. • 
2«; HTVCOk 0.000000 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 -. • • • .. 
]0 TOTHTY Z"'3.~22938 IN BDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 -., 10aL ___ .... ~n 
31 HTYFED 287.1'10000 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 -., • • • .. IDa 
~2 HTVltFO 2].988'773 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ....... .alll: ........... OD. 
33 lHYFUl 23.911669 IN 80S 0.0 NONE .... E 0.0 __ ... .a ........ ,.. 
]4 0.0 AT MIN 0.0 ~ .. : 0.0 0.0 
lS TOTTFI 5.000000 AT "'IN 5.000000 NO"; 33.1".C6 0.0 ... 'I'CJDI. ~_ .... m_ 
)6 MU1Fl 1.541914 IN 50S 0.0 NO"~ NONE 0.0 
n NHnOT 140.504000 IN 80S 0.0 NOI~E NONE -0.000001 -. ..... _. ClNCD'I (111ft.) 
;,8 AOONHT 0.0 FI xr:D 0.0 C' .0 O.n4S45 -0.000002 ..... m ............ ClNClft ti 39 REFlOT 11.796113 IN BtlS, 0.0 H(;n .... E -0.000001 .... _I ClNClft (IIur.) !I 40 ADDREF 0.0 FIXED 0.0 C.O 1.904 ... -0.000002 ..... m .... ___ ClNCD'I 
41 OHTTOT 0.0 AT "'IN 0.0 N('jlilE 0.000001 -0.000001 ... DlftlU.A1I .oft. ClNCD'I (lUft.) i .. l AODDHT 0.0 FIllED 0.0 f.O 1.01066. -0.000002 ... AlDII. Dm •• -ftIA1Ia CINClft 43 FCCTOT 0.0 AT "'IN 0.0 NONE 0.000001 -0.000001 ... ft.IfID CU ....... ClNCD'I (111ft.) 44 ADOFee 0.0 FilED 0.0 0.0 2.0 ••• 10 -0.000002 ... "II. ICC CINiClft 
... 5 REII.T01 0.0 AT "I" 0.0 NONE 0.000001 -0.000001 ... _U CDaI ClNCD'I (111ft.) ! 
AoOREk 0.0 FIXED 0.0 0.0 2.471202 -0.000002 .... "II. can CANCD'I 1 ... 6 
41 GHtrOT 3.972351 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE -o.QOOOOI ... GIl 011. a-c:ua:al ClNCD'I (Dur.) 
48 AU!:!GHt 0.0 FlltEfJ 0.0 0.0 5.150785 -0.000002 .... Mall. a-cul:lll CANCD'I 
49 AI Yo'TOT 0.0 AT MIN 0.0 NONE 0.000001 -0.000001 .. , AI.DI.AD. C&Nf:D'1 (Dur.) 
50 AOOALk 0.0 FIXED 0.0 0.0 2.452466 -0.000002 ... &DDft. AUtILIft. C&Nf:D'1 
51 H2PPlT 37.856016 IN 80S 0.0 '-'NE NONE 0.0 --=r ....... RAIIr ClllCIft (111ft.) 
'i'iti?Atl:H#rl.~iMtt"'-4~:Ic'!"'itIi~a;i"?f''J*'f<.<'J~J:diII:&1trIIMr''''O''';'Y:b''t-i5..:;}" 'iet' '~&e.'Il&:Aiii~~;""",;"r~_'"""..L.'_."<-",-,"",,,,,,,::~~,,,,,,~">d'! .. f<lo.'-"'Vt .\.~"' "-.......... Ol..~ ........... ~ .. "'--~_."' .. ~.~_ .... ". ·zd"t#~~--.~.iil:·~··· ,,»,........,1._ ••• tmt=t~ 
" 
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""" . .;=;;v •• o'."! ~ --~-~- -..---- -- - ----- - - - -
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':xhibit 5-A (Cont'd' "",4 of 5 
H-COAl CASe 1 
TUl81NE fUEL NO.1. "AX N-0.25 Mfl 
NAtti VALUE stATUS ... VAL_- .... ¥At.VE---Ut~T .. 1IIDfG.f"~ COSy Ie ... 
--- ----- ----- ------ ------- --~----
52 AOOHZP 0.0 fIXED 0.0 0.0 0.000002 -0.000002 ...., ... n. IIIIiIGGa I'UIIf CAl'ACln 
~3 PoaPLl 0.0 AT "'N -o~ - -ID_ 2 ••• ' •• " 0.0 ..... 
I11III& _ug_ ..... QlKIft 
~4 COKPUIt 0.0 AT "IN 0.0 ..... E !'.oooooo 0.0 
55 H2PPUl 0.0 AT "IN 0.0 NONE ... ~ 0.0 
It. ",,"PlT 0.010211 IN 805 --0.0- MONt fOIl 0.0 .. T ..... -..... CAftIClft. (aur.) 
57 AOOSUL 0.0 FlaED 0.0 0.0 0.000002 -o.oooooz .. T .. ft ........... 
58 SWSPLT 221~ t:::;;82 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NOlIE 0.0 ... ......... IrQ ... CAl'KIft (DUT.) 
~9 ADDSWS 0.0 FUiO 0.0 0.0 0.000002 -0.000002 ... ...ft. __ .... IItiJIIa c:&MClft 
60 CONTS" 0.0 AT "IN 0.0 NONE 0.000041 0.0 
61 NH3PLT 0.031911 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .. AIIIIIIA ..... CANlCIft (aUT.) 
62 A"[JN .... 0.0 FIXED 0.0 0.0 0.000002 -0.000002 .. ... n • .-u .... CANlCIft 
63 CwCPLr 54.789305 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 IICAL c:o&aG til .. (elK) CANe. (aUT.) 64 AODCwC 0.0 FIXED 0.0 0.0 0.000002 -0.000002 IICAL "'ft. coaL ..... CANlCIft 65 CONPL1 12945.802336 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
66 KwHPLT 317.601995 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 _ ..... lUll! ~ • .-on. 
6' SUPLT ~12.232nl IN 80S 0.0 NON~ NONE 0.0 ... ..... fLT 1250 fit IIUII .... (alft.) 
61 AOOSU 0.0 FIUD 0.0 0.0 0.000000 -0.000000 ... ...ft.~ ...... IIUII iWiiiCll. 
69 IU'''TI 62.981240 IN ItllS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
70 K"I1PT2· 59.977845 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
11 K .... "3 97.278701 IN 10$ 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
72 K"HPJ4 21.161.,9 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NOlIE 0.0 
VI 
"3 KwHPn "'0.17849~ IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 I 74 
"" .. PT6 51. 32114J IN 80S 0.0 NOlIE NONE 0.0 \0 75 10TCOF 0.0 IN 8"S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
76 TOTCWD 0.0 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
.,., TOT8HP 71.226096 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
.,. 8HPMOT 71.226096 IN IDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
7~ IIHPTUR 0.0 IN IDS 0.0 NONE lOIe 0.0 
10 TOTITU 11.9991)4 IN lOS 0.0 ..,IIE NONE 0.0 
11 C3-Al.lC. 0.0 IN 8l'lS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... el-~ '10 AI.DI.\TI. 
82 C4-ALK 0.000000 IN 81)S 0.0 NONE NONe 0.0 .... C6- ns&r '10 AUl.ll.An. 
81 tlPHPT 0.& F I aFc, 0.0 0.0 -4.77956. 0.0 ...:r el '10 1rlm.cD ..... 
I .. CZPHPT 0.0 FUED 0.0 0.0 -1.OIS73' 0.0 ...:r C2· • .. 
85 C3PHt'T 0.0 FUEO 0.0 0.0 -1.510 •• 0.0 ... C' .. • • 00 86 H2PFUL 0.086029 IN 80S 0.0 NONE IOIt 0.0 ...:r LIGIIf GAllI '10 .... 
""I 87 C1PFUL 0.3%S6O IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ;..:r • .. .. • 88 C2PFUL 0.2257..., IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
--=r .. .. .. • I-89 C3PFUL 0.022913 IN IDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 .... .. .. .. .. ~o IC4fUl 0.0057Z0 IN IDS 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 ... .. .. • .. 91 NCttFUL 0.081987 IN 80S 0.0 ..".£ NONE 0.0 ... .. • .. .. 
'12 H2UfUl 0.0 IN 80s 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
--=r • .. .. .. .g~ 93 C1UFUL o.c, IN 80S CI.O NONE NONE 0.0 
--=r .. .. • .. 94 CZ-FUL 0.0 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
--=r .. .. .. • ~fil 95 tzUFUl. 0.0 IN 80S 0.0 NONe NONE 0.0 
--=r .. " .. .. ~6 tl-FUl. 0.0 AT MIN 0.0 NONE 1-\.13.l42 0.0 ... .. .. .. .. ~;; 
97 C1UFUl. 0.0 AT "IN 0.0 NONE 10.634435 0.0 ... .. 
" • 
.. 
98 Ctt-FUL 0.0 Al MIN 0.0 NONE 16.1,"031 0.0 ... .. .. .. .. 
99 TOTO- 0.0 IN buS 0.0 NONE NONe 0.0 
100 TOTClP 0.152754 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE ~.o 
lC11 TOTtlu 0.0 IN BClS 0.0 NONE NCJtE .0.0 
102 TOTlCtt 0.063558 IN 80S 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
103 TOTI4tU 0.0 IN 8(15 0.0 NONE NONE 0.0 
104 TOTC4- 0.0 IN liDS 0.0 NONe NONi 0.0 
Wetetsrwti'Ilf?=rr~~ ... 'I>~~'WUlt",*¥w"'i"i ·ct*··".i.'ldt.~k!itt'Cr -'Z'YS:tw:......!w,./~<it-c"t~·'I:.\It.~~~~,.L.&. .. :~..io..iI~_;;;"..,.~~,_-.·"""*·hM fV"M+et~,;..>~,.."'"'"~_""~~~:''';'':''''''''''''''' "'f.1t~'t Wf'm "M_ 'Men _ 
"..< ~" " 
VI 
I 
I-' 
o 
.-----.... - ... -.,.,. .... """"'=~"",~~, -~- ----;.- --
105 
l!lb 
107 
loa 
109 
110 
111 
H2 
113 
114 
115 
116 
III 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
!l. 
U5 
126 
127 
1211 
129 
UO 
131 
132 
133 
Ult 
In 
U6 
117 
U. 
139 
140 
t.l 
1lt2 
1.3 
1 •• 
145 
llt6 
llt7 
llt8 
1 •• 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
Exhibit 5-A (Cont'd) 
H-COAL CAU 1 
TURIINE FUEL NO.1, .. AX N.O.2~ WTS 
NAME VALUE STA1US "IN VALUE MAX VALue COST DF BNOIOJ' INPUT COSTCCJ' 
--- ------- ------ ------- -------- ---------- -----TOTNt4 
TOTNItU 
TOTSFG 
TOTH1H 
C01HIR 
CH1DIS 
HI0HTR 
BUI"CR 
1l00lS 
GIOFte 
NA"REF 
HHDIl96 
HHORIO 
L10MPT 
llHHPT 
C3-4..PG 
ClPLPG 
C3ULPG 
CIt-4..PG 
ItltLPG 
NtltLPG 
IC~LG 
NUNLG 
CIt-NLG 
AL3NLG 
ALltNLG 
LION'-G 
LINNLG 
N1FNLG 
H1NNLG 
HHONLG 
RUNLG 
RllNLG 
D1ON02 
GlON02 
G1NN02 
01FN02 
010lIl06 
GUlN06 
G1HN06 
01FNOt. 
GlFN06 
D10AFO 
G1ORFO 
G1HRFO 
OIFItFO 
G1FRFO 
DIOTFI 
GIOTFl 
G1HTFI 
DIFTFI 
GIFTFI 
4.0"""'.2 
0.0 
0.860194 
57.4694-'6 
50.GOOOOO 
51~1I00000 
'4.504000 
3.972351 
25.294"49 
0.0 
0.0 
11.796113 
0.0 
1.941334 
0.0 
0.0 
0.129841 
0.0 
0.0 
0.057837 
2.12"104 
0.0 
1.'91251 
0.0 
0.0 
0.000000 
2.0lt7266 
0.671327 
0.0 
1.620719 
2.707lt87 
10.152lt24 
0.000000 
&5.9067lt9 
1.9.'144 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
It. 107667 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3.29188. 
0.0 
1.701111 
0.0 
0.0 
IN !tur. 
IN alLIS 
IN BOS 
IN aDs 
FIlED 
IN 60S 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
Flit!',:> 
AT .. IN 
IN BlJS 
AT .. IN 
IN 80S 
AT .. IN 
AT "lit 
IN 80S 
IN &OS 
AT ~iN 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
AT "IN 
IN 80s 
AT "IN 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN bOS 
IN aDs 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
AT .. I .. 
AT "IN 
A! .UIl 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
61 MIN 
Al .. IN 
AT "IN 
IN 8r.:. 
AT .. IN 
AT MIN 
IN 80S 
IN 80S 
IN IDS 
III 80S 
IN 80S 
AT MIN 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
O~O 
50.000000 
v.o 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
(;.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
O.i) 
(;.0 
0.0 
0.0 
o.c; 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0,.0 
0.0 
0.0 
,.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .. 0 
0.0 
0.0 
o 
• ,I) 
\i_ 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
NONE 
NONE 
IiIOItE 
hONE 
50.000000 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NOltE 
0.0 
NONE 
r«JN(, 
NONE 
NOltE 
NOltE 
NONE 
NONE 
.... or.e 
NOltE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
'-lNE 
I'«JNE 
NONE 
IC)NE 
NONE 
NOltE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
IC)NE 
NO .. e 
1IH1. 'C:; 
NOh': 
NONE 
NONE 
IC)NE 
NOfIIE 
NONE 
NONE 
IC)NE 
NONE 
.... E 
NOf,:f 
W-lNt. 
NOltE 
NONE 
NONE 
NOltE 
NOltE 
ItONE 
NONE 
t..781229 
NONE 
NONE 
NOltE 
NONE' 
-3.3t.8233 
1.3S979t. 
NONE 
0.5t.5719 
HONE 
0.60&7lt9 
3.121120 
NONE 
NONE 
1.032460 
NON!: 
",*E 
2.399940 
IIIONE 
11.116988 
NONE 
NONE 
NOltE 
NONE 
NONE 
MONE 
NOltE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
NONE 
5.9433)7 
20 •• 2.035 
•• 1934.5 
NOtU 
NONE 
29.325216 
15.137685 
11.6222.0 
NONa: 
10.5a1 .. 12 
9.1.6061 
NONE 
NONE 
"'*£ 
NONE 
~ 
13.62408n 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
~.O 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
--.-"JIII! 
'-Sots 
... UIf .-c:ou. OtL 10 1I1I*mIA1ft 
.... II-Tl. .-coAL OtL 10 DISTtLLATIC* 
.... IIV'f MfIIIIIA noll .-CQU.-DlST 10 II-Tl. 
.... .-ClJU. DIST. IOl'I'CIIIS 1'0 II-Cu.cu. 
.... " " "" SPLITI'!. 
.... IIV'f CAS on noll SPL11ft1 10 rcc 
.... MIW'nA 10 .,.... 
.... II-Tl. MIImIA 10 96 _ IDOIItII 
...." .. "100" 
-. LT. I&IImIA 10 IIDIDGII I'LAIft' 
...... ".. .. .. 
.... C) " C4 10 tIC ~i 
.... " ...... .. 
...... " .. .. 
MIIL"""w., 
.... " tc- .. ,. .;. 
.. II." ".. .. .• 
... C41OGMOLu. 
.... "" " 
.... ".. .. 
.... AIDLlB 10 GAIl&u. 
... .. " .. 
..... -cau. LT-MIIII'IA 10 C".alClLu. 
.... .. ..-.:I. LT 1IAI'Ift. 1'Q GAICIL. 
... .. fCC MIIII'IA 10 GMOLu. 
.... .. .-cue&. II'f'f MIIII. 10 GAICIL. 
........ ~....... 
... .. 96 ____ ft .. " 
.... .. 100" " " .. 
.... " DIsnu.&ft 10 _ .... OD. 
... " CAS OlL 10 _ .... OIL 
... .. a-ctM:&. GAl OlL 10 _ to 
... " fCC LC GAS OIL TO IlOZ to 
... " DIITILL\'II 10 _ JUKL OD. 
.... " CAS OlL 10 _ .... OIL 
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SECTION 6 
DATA EVALUATION 
This section presents the evaluattons of the data developed and presented in 
the previous task sections. 
6.1 LITERATURE SURVEY 
The report covering the Task I - Literature Survey activity was written 
and submitted in April, 1980. The earlier Literature Survey report has become 
an Appendix to this report. A major portion of the data required to complete 
the subsequent tasks, reported in Sections 3, 4 and 5, was obtained from the 
Appendix document. 
6.2 ON-SITE FUEL PRETREATMENT 
The information presented on this subject in Section 3 of this report 
ind~~ates that problems are anticipated in the water washing pretreatment 
operation for a fair percentage of coal, oil sha' e-derived liquids and resids 
using the conventional electrostatic precipitator equip~ent and systems. 
Alternate equipment which can probably be used is available. 
Details given in S~ction 3 indicate the costs of the alternate 
centrifugal contactor system, both capital and operating, are no greater than 
for the conventional equipment system. The comparison, summarized from data 
in Section 3, is as follows: 
\ 
FCI 
Alkali Conventional Alternate 
Metals System Sy.tem Difference Percent 
(ppm) .ll Thou.and) ($ Thou.and) ($ Thousand) Dif!(~rence 
To 20 1.680 1.200 480 28 
20 to 200 2.050 1.200 850 41 
200 to 2000 2.560 1.725 835 32 
Annual Operatins Costs 
AlkaU Conventional Alternate Difference 
Metals System System Annual Percent 
(ppm) ($ Thousand) ($ Thousand) ($ Thousand) Difference 
To 20 588 432 104 26 
20 to 200 689 432 205 37 
200 to 2000 819 563 204 31 
6.3 EXISTING AND NEW REFINERIES TO UPGRADE FUELS 
In the fe,llowing sections. 6.4 through 6.6. the process paths rf!sulting 
from the linear programming calculation are evaluated for the capital cost of 
additional process units and the price of turbine fuel. The price of turbine 
fuel is determined as a means of supporting the profitability of the refinery 
expansion to meet a 15 percent discount~d cash flow. Also. the thermal 
~!ficiency of the combined processes a~i the utilities requ~rements are 
de~~rmined. 
For simplici ty of presentation, evaluations for each feed material will 
be made for bc,th existing and new refinery operations cases. 
, ' 
6.4 SHALE OIL UPGRADING 
0.4.1 EXISTING BEFINERY TO UPGRADE SHALE OIL 
The refinery model combines the petroleum refinery operation with 
the shale oil refinery operation by blending p~oduct streams to meet a given 
product slate. Additional process units are ineluded where petroleum and 
shale oil requ!re separate t~eatment at different severity levels to meet 
product 8pecificatiot.~. Based on a fixed feed of 50,000 BPD of shale oil, and 
production limits ot gasoline, No.2 fuel oil, No.6 fuel oil, and turbine 
fuel, the program finds the most eeonomical process route by reducing 
petroleum crude fe6d. The calculations prediet required produet selling 
prices at different nitrogen levels and e!:ldpoint specificaU.ons for turbine 
fuels in order tH establish the impact of turbine fuel quality on the process 
economics. 
A. .!!.finery LP Output Configuratio.n 
The refinery eonfigurations represent economical processes 
for the c~mblnation of petroleum and shale oil when different hydr~treating 
alternatives are applied. Figure 6-1, Case 1. shows severe hydrotreating of 
wilole shale oil before distillation '..:rirh further upgrading of the distil-
lalion cuts. Figure 6-2, Case 2. shows only mild hydrotreating of whole shale 
oil with severe hydrotreating of the distillation cuts. 
The addition of process units to the base case refinery and 
the resulting itl\estment costs 6t"e described in Section 4.2.2A and 4.2.2D. 
The major difference between the two configurations is in the 
amount of petroleum feed reduction, and the lower nitrogen level of 0.02 wt% 
in the turbine fuel in Figure 6-1, Case 1. In the combined refinery, Cases 1 
and 2, the linear program refinery model was allowed to blend two different 
turbine fuel types: a distillate turbine fuel product with a 650°F endpoint, 
and a heaviar turbine fuel product with a greater than 1000°F endpoint. To 
show the influence of the nitrogen limit on the turbine fuel, Figure 6-2, 
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Case 2. was blended to meet two turbine fuel product specifications, one with 
a 0.25 wt% limit, and the other with a 1.0 wt% limit of nitrogen. A 
description of these turbine fuel specifications is shown in Table 6-1. 
B. Ca:culation of Turbine Fuel Prices 
Determination of the ~rice of turbine fuel produced from a 
combined refinery consisting of petroleum and shale oil feed requir~s 
definition of several basic operating conditions. Little is known about the 
G1emi.md factors that: would affect a future turbine fuel market. TherefC're, the 
folluwing operating conditions were set up for an exp~nded refinery with 
shale oil upgrading to arrive at an acceptable relative price for turbine 
fuel: 
(1) The amount of gasoline and No.2 fuel oil is held 
constant since th~ market for these fuels does not 
change. disregarding normal seasonal variations. 
(2) 8.000 BPD of NO. 6 fuel oil ar~ produced. 
(3) 20.000 BPD of turbine fuel is produced in the combined 
refinery cases. 
(4) All Droduct prices, except turbine fuel. stay the same. 
Turbine fuel required selling price supports the 
profitability of the refinery expansion to meet a 15 
percen.t discounted cash flow rate of return. 
(5) :he feed of shale oil is fixed at 50.000 BPD. while crude 
011 is reduced to meet the given product iiilate. 
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The results of the different refinery configurations 
producing several grades of turbine fuel are shown in Table 6-4. Table 6-2 
represents capital cost data for the combined refinery with sever~ hydro-
treating before distillation, Ca~e 1. Table 6-4 includes the calculated 
required selling prices for turbine fuels TFI and TF3 for Case 1. '."Yl and TF3 
are described in Table 6-1. 
Table 6-3 represents capital cost data for the ~ombined 
refinery with mild hydrotreating before distillation, Case 2. Table 6-4 also 
contains the calculated required selling prices for turbine fuels TFl, TIl, 
TF3, and T13 for Case 2. Tll and Tn .are described in Table 6-1. 
In order tGI fOrT;nulate Table 6-4, daily feed, operating costs 
arid product values are obtail1ed CiS computer outputs for each optimum mode of 
operation. The total daily required products selling price or revenue Is 
manually calculated by ac. ~!;l& feed and operating costs to a "capital recovery 
ffa.ctor." This factor, amoulif.j rag to 35% of the FeI, is based on the following: 
(l) 15% DCF r,ate of return 
(2) 50% income tax 
(3) 10% inv~stment tax credit 
(4) double declining ba~ance depreciation with 16 years 
useful life 
(5) 20-year operation 
(6) 4% of FeI as annual maintenance costs 
(7) 2.5% of FCI as annual property taxes and insurance 
costs 
(8) Allowance for spare parts inventory 
(9) 330 operating days per year 
The product values, exclusive of those for turbine fuel, are 
deducted from the required revenue. The difference is the revenue which is a 
portion of turbine fuel sales. The sum of this rever;ue difference and the 
operating margin for the existing basic petroleum refinery as calculated in 
Section 4, Table 4-3, is the amount for which the turbine fuel must be sold 
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so that the basic refinery operation profit is not penalized by the added 
capital intensive shale oil facilities and feed. 
The product slates for Cases 1 and 2 are essentiall, 
unchanged for the Beveral turbine fuel quality specifications and are shown 
in Tables 6-5 and 6-6. 
C. Evaluation of Turbine Fuel Prices Versus Turbine Fuel Quali~ 
The turbine fuels, described in subparagraph 6.4.1A c:nlJ Table 
6-1., were chosen to represent different grades of turbine fuel qualiCy,.,ith 
r.espect to distillation and endpoint, viscosity and nitrogen content. By 
producing these different grades in the combined refinery, turbine fuel 
quality versus price can be evaluated. Because of the many different blending 
stocks that may be chosen and varied for each class of turbine fuel, only the 
overall cost calculations including capital cost, fee~ cost, and product 
value can give a relaU ve tu·rbine fuel price "ersus quality change. 
An evaluation of the turbine fuel required selling price 
calculations in Table 6-4 indicates the factors that affect price are as 
!ollows: 
(1) The fixed capital investment for add:f.tional process units 
has a major effect on turbine fuel price. 
(2) The difference between feed cost and product value for 
the different grades of turbine fuel has a less 
significant effect on turbine fuel price. 
In Case I, severe hydrotreating of whole shale oil reduces 
the nitrogen below fuel specification. Thus, a change in nitrogen limit has 
no effect. A change to a heavier endpoint fuel improves the overall economics 
of the refinery resulting in a turbine fuel price reduction of about 2%. 
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In Case 2, .ild hydrotreating of whole shale oil, a change to 
heavier endpoint fuel has a .ajor effect in decrea8ing capital C08t of new 
proce8s units. Thh results in a turbine fuel price reduction of about 6%. 
Also in Case 2, the nitrogen level was varied for light and 
heavy turbine fuels which showed a .ajor reduction in capital cost at the 
higher nitrogen level. The result is a turbine fuel required selling price 
reduction of about 13% for distillate fuel (TF1) and about 10% for heavier 
fuel (TF3). 
These lower turbine fuel prices in Case 2 result frQm 
deletion of the mid-distillate hydrotreater for the higher nitrogen content 
turbine fuel. This reduces the hydrogen demand and improves the overall 
economics. When turbine fuel specification is changed from light to heavy 
fuel, the expansion of the hydrocracker is no~ required which reduces new 
r~fl11ery cost. 
An evaluation of turbine fuel prices versus turbine fuel 
quality is shown in Figures 6-3 and 6-4. These curves are a plot of the 
calculated turbine fuel price versus the nitrogen level contained in the 
turbine fuel. The curves show two levels of maximum nitrogen content: 
(1) Fuels having 0.25 wt% nitrogen ~~ the maximum acceptable 
nitrogen content for present day gas turbine~t and 
(2) Fuels having 1.0 wt% nitrogen as the maximum acceptable 
nitrogen content for gas turbines with combustion 
modification or possi~ly flue gas treatment. 
T~ese curves represent the range of nitrogen content in 
turbine fuels h,i. ,)resent and future gas turbine combustions. An evaluation 
of turbine fuel price versus endpoint speCification for turbine fuels is 
shown in Figure 6-4 for Cases 1 and 2. These curves are a plot of the 
calculated turbine fuel price versus a distillate type and a wide boiling 
\ 
range turbine fuel. The properties of the distillate and wide-range turbine 
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fuels are shown In the table on Figure 6-4. To pr~duce the wide-range turbine 
fuel, about 11 percent heavy resld is blended with the fuel which results in 
a lower gravity and slightly higher viscosity of product. In these calculated 
cases, the sulfur spe~iflcation of 0.7 wt% limited the fraction of heavy 
resid that was blended into turbine fuel. 
The foregoing description and discussion of the LP program 
application, basis and methods of ealculation under these subsections 6.4.1A, 
Band C pertaining to the existing petroleum refinery with normal petroleum 
crude plus shale oil feed, also applies to the subsequent subsections 
covering the alternate synfuel feeds. Accordingly, the repetition of 
applicable similar descriptions and discussions wHl be avoided. 
D. Thermal Efficiency 
The thermal efficiencies of the shale oil plus existing 
petroleum refining for Cases 1 and 2 and each of the turbine fuel 
specifications are shown in Table 6-7. The thermal efficiency for Case 1 
turbine fuels TFI and TF3 is 89.1% for both fuels. The thermal efficiencies 
for Case 2 turbine fuels TF 1, T11 and TF3, Tl3 range from 88.3% to 89.4%. 
E. Utilities 
The utilities requirements shown in Table 6-8 a~e based on 
providing 1,250 psig steam for driving letdown turbines to provide power 
requirements and low level process steam. Fuel is provided from refinery fuel 
gas and fuel oil generated internally for firing heaters and boiler 
facilities. Cooling water, condensate, and sour water stripping facilities 
are also provided. 
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6.4.2 NEW SHALE OIL ~!FINERY 
Unlike the process calculation for the combined shale oil plus 
petroleum refinery. the stand-alone shale oil refinery is not given a product 
slate to meet. with the exception of 5.000 BPD of turbine fuel which has to 
be produced. LPG. gasoline, No.2 and No.6 Fuel Oil will be produced and 
blended to maximize the product value. With a fixed feed of 50.000 BPD shale 
oil. the program finds the most economical process route. based on process 
yields and severity levels for the treatment of the different distillation 
fractions. 
The refinery has to provide its own fuel for utility production. 
Hydrogen is produced from light gases from the refinery. but a unit for the 
partial oxidization of coke to hydrogen is included to provide the hydrogen 
shortfall which cannot be produced from refinery streams. 
To determine the impact of turbine fuel quality on the process 
economics. the lin ~(ir program model was allowed to blend to different turbine 
fuel spe~ifications, as described in the combined refinery cases. 
A. !!!~!ins Refinerx Linear Prosrammins Configuration 
The refinery configurations represent economical process 
routes for upgrading shale oil in a new refinery when different hydrotreating 
methods are applied. The difference between the two configurations. Figures 
6-5 and 6-6, is the degree of hydrotreating before and after distillation. In 
Figure 6-5. Case I, severe hydrotreating at high pressure and low ~pace 
velt)c1ty is employed to hydrodenitrify the whole shale 011 feed to a n!Ltrogen 
level of about 500 ppm (wt). The result is pgrading of whole shale oil from 
an API of 21.4 to 38.0 degrees, a liquid resembling petroleum crude. The 
resulting 650 o+F fraction is an eJCcellent feed for FCC process or hydro-
cracking processes. 
j 
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In 'iaure 6-6, Ca.e 2, bydrotreatina after dl.tillation of 
individual fraction. take. place at biab pre •• ure and low .pace velocity to 
reduce tbe nitroa.n to tbe level requited to prevent poi.onina and 
deactivation of the cataly.t in .ub.equent proc ••• 1na unite. Hydrotreatlna of 
the 650·'. fraction for FCC feed wa. lea •• evere than for bydrocrack1na. 
No. 6 fuel 011 wa. not produced 1n the calculated Ca.e. 1 and 
2, due to tbe allall aIIount of blab boUina fraction avaUable and tbe demand 
for :refinery fuel 011 for utility production. In botb of tbe calculated Ca.es 
1 and 2, gasoline production was maximized to increase total product value. 
Heavy turbine fuel (TF3) was not produced in 'igure 6-5. Case 
I, because of the small amount of bigher boiling point fractions available 
for blending. Also. no high ~itrogen (1 wt%) turbine fuel (TIl) was produced 
because of th~ severe hydrotreating of wh~le sbale oil whicb reduced the 
nitrogen level below 0.25 wt%. Thus, only a distillate turbine fuel (TFl) 
with a 650·F endpoint and less than 0.25 wt% nitrogen was produced. 
In Figure 6-6, Case 2, tbe linear prograllming was allowed to 
blend two different turbine fuel types: a distillat~ turbine fuel with a 
650·F endpo~nt. and a heavier turbine fuel. Also, both turbine fuels 
contained up to 1 wt% nitrogen. Thus, the turbine fuel cases were the same as 
produced in the combined ·petroleum/shale oil facility, namely. TFI. TIl, TF3. 
T13. 
B. Calculation of Turbine 'uel Prices 
To determine a value for turbine fuel for the shale oil 
refinery. the complete calculation was based on forcing the turbine fuel 
production of 5.000 BPD at zero value. After deducting the daily capital 
recovery, operating cost and feed cost from the product vatue (excluding 
turbine fuel), a revenue margin was left which had to be supported by the 
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turbine fuel price. This price represents the value of turbine fuftl to a 
shale oil refinery forced to produce 5,000 IPD of turbine fuel. The turbine 
fuel price is based on selling all 9t.her products with petroleum 
specifications at the .arket prices prErloJa1U,hl fOl' co.parable petroleum 
productlt • 
The foregoing description and discussion, relative to the LP 
program a~~!ication and the basis and calculation methods pertaining to the 
new stand-alone shale oil refinery contained in su~sections 6.4.2A and B, 
also apply to the subsequent subsections covering the remainder of the new 
refineries for upgrading the individual synfuels. 
Table 6-9 presents capital cost data for the new shale oil 
refinery with severe hydrotreating before dilrUllation, Case 1. Table 6-10 
presents the calculated turbine fuel prices for turbine fuels TF1, T11, TF3. 
and T13 for Cases 1 and 2. Table 6-11 presents capacity and capital cost data 
for the ne\l shale oU :<'~Unery with mUd hydrotrEQting before distillation. 
Case 2. 
C. Evaluation of Turbine Fuel Prices Versus Turbine Fuel 
Quality 
The evaluation of the turbine fuel price calculations, as 
shown in table 6-10, indicates the key factors that affect required selling 
price are as follo'ws: 
(1) The data in Table 6-10, Case 1, TF1, severe hydrotreating 
before distillation, indicates a high turbine fuel priee 
is required to provide the 15% discounted cash flow 
profit level of the new shale oil refinery. This price is 
about $116, or about 3.5 times the turbine fuel required 
selling price from the combined shale 011 plus petroleum 
reUnery. 
l 
.~ 
1 
I 
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The factor that most affects this price differen~e is the 
high capital investment cost for the new shale oil 
refinery. Unlike the existing refine:)" where petroleum 
crude feed is reduced to allow ex~sting process units to 
be used for shale oil refining, all units must be built 
new. Also, a partial oxidation unit adds to the total 
cost for hydrogen production. 
(2) The data in Table 6-10, Case 2, TFl, Tll, TF3, T13, 
severe hydrotreating after distillation, indicates a 
slightly lower capital investment cost than for Case 1 
which results in a lower turbine fuel required selling 
price range of $98 to $103. The major caU$e for the 
turbine fuel price range is the variation in capital 
investment for the FCC, partial oxidation and power plant 
units. 
An eJaluation of turbine fuel prices versus turbine fuel 
quality is shown in Figures 6-7 and 6-8. Thee,>.) curves are 
a plot of the calculated turbine fuel price versus the 
nitrogen level contained in the turbine fuel. The curves 
show two levels of maximum nitrogen content: 
a. 0.25 wt% nitrogen as the maximum acceptable nitrogen 
content for present day gas turbine fuels, and 
b. 1.0 wt% nitrogen as the maximum accept~ble nitrogen 
content for gas turbines with combust1ol~ modification 
or possible flue gas treatment. 
These curves represent the range of nitrogen content in 
turbine fuels for present and future gas turbine combustors. 
An evaluation of turbine fuel price versus endpoint 
specification for tu['bine fuels is shown in Figure 6-8 for Cases 1 and 2. 
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These curves are a plot of the calculated turbine fuel price versus a 
distillate type and a wide boiling range type of turbine fuel. The properties 
of the distillate and wide range turbine fuels are shown in the table below 
Figure 6-8. 
To produce the wide range turbine fuel, heavy fuel having an 
endpoint over 650°F is blended with distillate fuels, which results in a 
lower gravity and slightly higher viscosity product. In these calcul~ted 
cases, the sulfur specification of 0.7 wt% limited the fraction of heavy fuel 
that was blended into turbine fuel. 
D. Taermal Efficiency 
The thermal efficiencies of the new ehale oil refinery for 
Cases 1 and 2 and each of the turbine fuel specificatiN'aS are shown in Table 
6-12. The thermal effic1t.;deo for case 1 turbine fu£:ls TFl and 'I'F3 are 76.4% 
for both fuels, while the thermal efficiencies for Case 2 turbine fuels TF1, 
TIl, and TF3, T13 range from 72.1 to 73.2%. 
E. Utilittas 
The ut,ilities requirements shown in Table 6-13 are based on 
providing a 1,250 psig steam plant for driving letdown turbines to provide 
power requi'rement and lower pressure process steam. Fuel is provided from 
refinery fuel gas and fuel oil generated internally for firing heaters and 
boiler facilities. Cooling water, condensate, and sour water stripping 
facilities are also provided. 
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Table 6-1 - Deacription of TurbiDe Puel Specificatioo3 
TVI ia a turbi .. fuel vith aD endpoint apee of 650·P and a ...... of 0.25 vtl of nitropn. 
Til baa tba .... propert, apec aa Trl except the Ditroaen 11l11t ia rai .. to I _1&llt percent. 
TF3 ia a turbine fuel vith aD endpoint above 1000·' and a ... i_ of 0.25 vtl ~ DitropD. 
TI3 baa the .... propert, apec .. TF3 except the Ditrolen liait ia rataed to I _ilht perca.t. 
TurbiDe 'uel 1 (T'l): Diatillate 'uel 
Diat1Uatlon E' 650·' 
Viacoalt, ... 5.a cat at 100·' 
Viacoait), aiD 1.8 cat . 
Gradt)' _x 337.a Ib/bbl 
Sulfur .ax 0.7 vtl 
Nitrol_ .ax 0.25 vtl 
TurblDe 'uel 1 (Til) 
like Trl. but relaxed Nitrolen Specification 
Nltro(t', ... 1.0 vtl 
Turbiae 'uel 2 (Tf2): Diatillate 'uel 
lilte TFI. but vlder Yiacoalt)' ranae allowed 
Diatillation I' 
Vlacoalt)' .ax 
Viacoait, ain 
Gravit, .ax 
Sulfur _ 
Nitrolen .ax 
lelow 1000·' 
30.0 ca~ at 100·' 
l.a cat • • 
337.8 Ib/bbl 
0.7 vtl 
0.25 vtl 
TurblM ~l 2 (TI2): Diatillete 'uel 
like TF2. but relaxed Nitrolen Specification 
NitroleD .ax 1.0 vtl 
TurbiDe 'uel 3 (Tr3): "a9 (balHal) ,.1 
DiatUlaUon I' Do". 1000·' 
Viacoait)' ... 160 cat at 100·, 
Viacoait, ain l.a cat . 
Gradt)' ... 337.1 Ilt/"l 
Sulfur 
-x 0.7 vel 
Nitrolen .ax 0.25 vel 
TurblDe 'uel 3 (TI3) 
11lte TF3. ltut reined "ItrOie. SpeeUlcatlOD 
NitrOien .ax 1.0 vel 
TurbiDe 'uel 4 (TP4): "'2 (bald,al) ,.1 
lilte TF3. but vlder ylacoalt)' renae all~ 
l)SatUlatioD EP 
Viacoalt, aaJt 
Viacoait)' ain 
CraYit), .ax 
Sulfur -x 
Nltro,en .ax 
AboYe 1000·, 
toO cat at 100·, 
1.1 cat • • 
337.a lIt/bbl 
0.7 vel 
0.25 vel 
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Table 6-2 - capacity and capital Coat Data, Petroleua Plus Shale 011 Refinery, caae 1 
Proceaa Unita 
Crucle Unit 
Vacuu. Diatillation 
'luid Catalytic Cracker 
Bydrocraciter 
Coker 
"pbtha Bydrotreater 
At. Ga. 011 Bydrotr .. ter 
leforaer 
Alkylation 
Shale Oil L.P. Bydrotreater 
Shale Oil H.P. Hydro treater 
Shale Oil Diatillation 
Hydroaen Plent. a1ll1on SCFO 
Sulfur lec:oyery Plant, 1011& toni clay 
~nia lecoyery froa Vaate Vater. ton/day Ma3 
Sour Water Stripper, M Ib/day 
Cooll. Vater S,ate., M lal/day 
St:ea/POwer Plant. M Ib/day. 1250 pail ate .. 
Total Additional PCI 
Unit capacitiea, IPD 
ExtaUna Equla-ntAildlflona 
Refinery 'iT I TFl 
200,000 
75,000 
50,000 
10,300 
12,500 
61,000 
22,000 
49,000 
8,000 
135 
17 
5,300 
196,000 
15.100 
10,916 11,148 
50,000 50,000 
49,430 49.430 
'2,100 52,100 
83.8 83.2 
5 
190 190 
1,126 1,052 
70,500 71,700 
'illed capital 
Imr •• l8ent 
($ Killfon) 
wi W3 
19.6 19.9 
44.7 44.7 
114.0 114.0 
14.0 14.0 
29.6 29.4 
0.5 
7.4 7.4 
0.1 0.1 
2.6 2.7 
133.2 232.9 
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Table 6-3 - Capacity and Ca,ital Cost Data, Petrole~ Plu5 Shale 011 Refinery, Caae 2 
Unit C~~acitl' IPD Fixed Ca2ital Inye.t~nt 
Ex1atill8 Egui~nt Adc:itlon5 li MilUon) 
Proc:e.. Unit. Refinery TFI Til TFJ T13 TFl Til TFl Til 
" 
Crude Unit 200,000 
Vacuua Dl.tillation 75,000 ;,j 
: 
~ " Fluid Catalytic Cracker 50,000 16,891 14,293 15,003 14,187 26.6 23.7 24.5 23.5 '" ~ , 
! Hydroc:raclter 10,300 4,103 25.9 r~ Coker 12,500 ! 
'" ~ Naphtha Hydrotreate~ bl,OOO r 
~" 
t At. ea. Oil Kydrotreater 21,670 
( Reforaer 49,000 00 ( Alkylation 8,000 "'";Xl i ~ 
"0'" t 0- ~ 
t 
Shale Oil L.P. Hydrotreater 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 44.7 44.7 44.7 44.7 0 2 j 
Shale Oil Oi.tillation 49,430 49,430 49,430 45,960 13.4 ll.4 ll.4 12.6 :ol! I t 0- 0." I C:l=-l - Shale 011 Naphtha Hydrotreater 1,977 1,977 1,977 1,977 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 0- l=-Ci) ,...." , Shale 011 01.tl1late Hydrotreater 8,807 8,950 16.7 17.4 ~Ci5 1 t ~ 
t Shale 011 Hea¥)' ea. Oil Hydrotreater 25,680 25,900 25,460 22,920 45.3 45.5 45.1 42.3 1 l 
1 
~' Hydro,eo Plaot, .111100 SCFO 65.5 50.9 66.3 44.0 24.9 20.9 25.1 18.8 
f 
i Sulfur Recoyery Plant, Lona ton/day 135 18 25 16 24 1.3 1.6 1.2 1.6 
I ~ola lecoye~y fro. Waate Water, 17 138 121 137 116 6.1 5.6 6.1 5.5 'lon/day 1113 l 
~ Sour Vater Stripper, M Ib/d"j' 5,300 1,719 1,387 1,573 1,321 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.0 1 c ~ ~; 
f Cool1aa Water Syate., M .al/day 196,000 63,700 55,600 63.800 48.800 2.4 2.2 2.4 2.0 I t~ , 
Stea./Power Plant, M lb/day. 15,100 1.022 1.448 1,080 1,479 8.7 11.5 
....-!.:! .1.!d ~ 
L 1250 pai, .te_ -- --
<! Total Additional FCI 233.9 186.8 206.8 180.4 t 
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Table 6-4 - Turbine Fuel Selling Prices, Petroleum Crude Plus Shale 011 Refinery, 
20,000 BPD Turbine Fuel Produced, $ per Day 
Ite. 
Fixed capital Invest.ent for Additional 
Proceas Uni ta 
Add: Offsite Facilities 
FCI Add'tl Proc. Units x 0.30 
0.70 
Royalties and catalyst 
Total Additional capital Invest.ent 
Daily Capital Recovery 
(Total Add'tl cap x 0.0010606*) 
Add: Feed Coat 
Operat1na Coat 
Total Daily Required Revenue 
Deduct: Product Values (Exclusive of 
Turbioe 'uel) 
aevenue Marain 
Add: Operatina Marlin of Exiatina Refinery 
before Addition of Synfuel Upgrading 
Turbine Fuel Required Daily Revenue 
Kini.u. Selling Price Per Barrel 
Turbine Fuel 
* Capital Recovery Factor, stream day basis: 
Case 1 
Two-Stage Hydrotreating 
0.25% Nitrogen Content 
650"F----IoOO"F + 
Endpoint 
(TF1) 
233 • 200,000 
99,900,000 
11 ,642,000 
344,742,000 
365,633 
6,189,300 
61,019 
6,615,952 
6,656,;00 
- 40,748 
702,20~ 
661,456 
33.07 
Endpoint 
(Tn) 
232 , 900 , 000 
99,800,000 
11,650,000 
344,350,000 
365,218 
6,139,000 
60,942 
6,565, L60 
6,616,900 
- 5L,740 
702,204 
650,464 
32.52 
C .. e 2 
Sin&le-Sfaie-HydtutreatIna 
0.25% 1iIfr0len" Content----- T.CI Ni trolen Content 
650'F 1000',. ' 650'F 1000',. 
Endpoint Endpoint Endpoint Endpoint 
(TFl) (TFJ) (Til) (T13) 
233,900,000 
100,200,000 
8,594,000 
342,694,000 
363,451 
6,279,600 
60.810 
6,703,871 
6,721,900 
.- 18,028 
702.204 
684,175 
34.21 
206,800,000 
88, 600, OOC 
8,373,000 
303,773,000 
322,182 
6,163,200 
60,268 
6,545,650 
6,606,300 
- 60,650 
702,204 
641,554 
32.08 
186,800,000 180.400.000 
80,100,000 77 .300,000 
7,527,000 7,129,000 
274,4-27,000 264,829,000 
291,057 280,876 
6,152,200 6,153,900 
60,688 59.918 
6,503,945 6,494,694 
6,612,200 6,622,800 
- 108.254 - 128,106 
702,204 702,204 
593,949 574,098 
29.70 28.70 
0.35 • 0.0010606 
330 operating days per year 
00 
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Table 6-5 - Product Slate, Shale Oil Plus 
Item Rate 
Feed 
Petroleum Crude M BPD 
Shale OU M BPD 
Products 
LPG M BPD 
Gasoline 
No. 2 fuel oU 
No. 6 fuel oU 
Turbine fuel .. 
Sulfur M LTPD 
Ammonia M TPD 
Coke M TPD 
Table 6-6 - Product Slate, Shale Oil Plus 
Item Rate TFI 
Feed 
Petroleum Crude M BPD 167.65 
Shale OU M BPD 50.0 
Products 
LPG M BPD 17.3 
Gasoline .. 108.1 
No. 2 fuel oU .. 53.8 
No. 6 fuel 011 .. 8.0 
Turbine fuel .. 20.0 
Sulfur M LTPD .153 
Ammonia M LTPD .155 
Coke M TPD .695 
6-18 
Petroleum Refinery, ease 1 
TFI TF3 
164.64 162.97 
50.0 50.0 
14.4 12.9 
108.1 108.1 
53.8 53.8 
8.0 8.0 
20.0 20.0 
.140 .138 
.207 .207 
.653 .507 
Petroleum Refinery, Case 2 
Turbine Fuels 
Tll TF3 T13 
163.4 163.78 163.46 
50.0 50.0 50.0 
13.6 12.8 13.5 
108.1 108.1 108.1 
53.3 53.8 53.8 
8.0 8.0 8.0 
20.0 20.0 20.0 
.160 .151 .159 
.138 .154 .133 
.668 .570 .643 
l 
1 
1 
i .~ 
~"" ", LA,"",,~ :,~:i' " 
Table 6-7 - Thermal Efficiencies of Shale Oil 
Plus Existing Petroleum Refinery 
Millions Btu/D 
Case 1 Case 2 
Item ~TF1~ ~TFj~ hF1~ hl1~ hFj~ 
Total Heating Value 1250.4 1240.8 1267.3 1243.3 1245.4 
Feed 
Total Heating Value H14.3 1105.2 1128.7 1108.5 1106.3 
Products 
Thermal Efficiency, % 89.1 89.1 89.0 89.2 88.8 
Table 6-8 - Total Utilities Requirement, Shale Oil Plus 
Existing Petroleum Refinery (Computer Output) 
Usage Rate 
Unit Case 1 Case 2 
h13~ 
1243.6 
1111.7 
89.4 
Sour water 
stripping 
6388 M Ib/D (533 gpm) 6800 M Ib/D (567 gpm) 
Cooling water 
circulation 
Power generation 
Fuel consumption 
267 HH gal/D (185,415 gpm) 253.9 HH gal/D (176,370 gpm) 
1538 M kWh/D (64,080 kW) (1550) M kWh/D (64,560 kW) 
96 HHH Btu/D 95 HHH Btu/D 
6-19 
Table 6-9 - Fixed Capital Investment, New Shale Oil Refinery, Case 1, 
Product: Turbine Fuel 1 (TF1) 
Capacity, BPD 
50,000 
49,480 
52,100 
17,500 
5,502 
5,502 
3,034 
50.56 MM SCFO 
69.261 MM SCFO 
51 LTPO 
192 TPD 
13,558 M IbiD 
136,000 M gal/D 
17,136Mlb/D 
Process Unit 
L.P. Hydrotreater 
H.P. Hydrotreater 
Distillation 
FCC 
Naphtha Hydrotreater 
Reformer 
Alkylation Plant 
Hydrogen Plant 
Partial Oxide Plant 
Sulfur Plant 
Ammonia Plant 
Sour Water Stripper 
Cooling Water Plant 
Power Plant 
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$ Million 
44.7 
114.0 
14.0 
27.3 
34.1 
10.8 
9.3 
20.8 
121.3 
2.7 
7.4 
6.1 
4.5 
82.9 
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Table 6-10 - Turbine Fuel Selling Prices, Shale Oil Refinery, 
5,000 IPD Turbine Fuel Produced, $ Per Day 
Case I Caae 2 
TFI TFI TF3 
(0.25% N) (0.25% N) (0.25% N) 
lte. 650°F EP 650·F EP 9OO-F EP 
Fixed Capital lnveat.ent for Proceas Unita 499,900,000 496,840,000 485,860,000 
Add: Offaite Facilities 
PCI Add'tl Proc. Unita x 0.30 214,240,000 212,931,420 208,225,710 
0.70 
loyaltiea and Catalyat 14 1966 1000 12 1276 1000 11,952 1000 
Total Capital Inveat8ent 729.106.000 722.047.420 706.037,710 
Daily Capital Aaortization 713.290 765.803 748.824 
(Total Add'tl Cap x 0.0010606) 
Add: Peed Coat 1.280.130 1,289,175 1.287.450 
OperaUII& Coat 32 1808 34 1751 34.492 
Total Daily Coat 2.086.228 2.089.729 2.070.766 
Deduct: Product Valuea (Excluaive of Turbine Fuel) 1.506.450 11574.129 1.581.108 
Turbine Fuel lequired Daily Revenue 579.778 515.600 489.658 
Mini ... Sellill& Price Per Barrel Turbine 'uel 115.96 103.12 97.93 
- - -
1 
.. "" 
Tll T.3 
(1.0% N) (1.0% N) 
6SO-' EP 9OO-P IP 
476,300,000 478,500,000 
204,128,570 20S, 071, 420 
11,647.000 11.677.000 
692,075,510 695,248.420 
734.015 737,380 00 
"'":0 ~S 
1,216,400 1.287.200 0-0 2 
=F! 33.936 34.119 
0"0 
2.054,351 2,058.699 C;t'J »ok' 
1.548.600 1.569.700 
rm 
~~ 
505.751 488.999 
101.15 97.80 
- -
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Table 6-11 - Capacity and Capital Coat Data, New Shale 011 leUDery, Caae 2 
Unit Ca2!citll IPD Pl... Capital In .. at.ent 
0.25! II 1.01 .. SllUlU.,.) 
'roce •• Unite TFl Tn ill TU TPl !!... Til tn 
Low Pre •• ure aydrotreater 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 44.7 44.7 44.7 44.7 
OlatiUation 49,430 49,430 49,430 48,810 13.4 13.4 13.4 13.3 
Pluid Catalytic Cracker 31,993 28,758 32,283 30,784 41.6 38.6 41.t 40.5 
Naphtha aydrotreater 1,977 1,977 1,977 l,t77 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 
01.tillate Hydro treater 11,843 12,097 9,279 9,258 20.6 2O.t 17.t 17.1 
Heavy Gaa 011 aydrotre&ter 30,182 27,130 30,455 29,008 4t.t 46.1 50.2 41.1 
lefor_r 2,037 2,037 z,037 2,037 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 00 
"21 
Alltylatlcm 5,068 4.550 5,109 4,100 12.7 11.t 12.7 12.4 ~S 0-
ayclro,en Plant, .1111on SCPO 22.5 21.'! 22.0 21.3 12.0 11.3 11.t 11.3 0 2 :rJ~ 
'artlal OKidatlon ,lant, 90.1 85.!S 86.1 8J.7 147.7 142.1 142.1 13t.1 
.0 "V 
.U11on SCPO C):D );lot:) 
Sulfur Recowery Plant, 63 62 62 62 3.1 3.1 J.l 3.1 CM 
10111 ton/day -1-
""". G2l 
~nla lecowery fro. 159 152 155 151 6.7 6.5 6.5 6.4 
Vaate Vater, ton/clay IIBJ 
I 0-t 1 N N 
1 ~, l 
fl t ;. 
Sour Vater Stripper, M Ibl clay 17 .923 17,071 17 ,187 16,738 8.0 7.4 7.4 7.J ri p 
~; 
C0011111 Vater Sy.t .. , M aal/clay 145,560 135,900 142,460 137,700 4.7 4.5 4.6 4.5 l ,. , 
Stea"Pover rlant, M lb/clay, 24,340 23,066 23,485 22,827 
.!!!!:! !!!:! .!!!.:! .!!!!:! 
1250 pe" ate_ i r ,'. t; 
Total Pued Capital 496.1 471.5 4I5.t 476.3 
Inwe.taent 
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Table 6-12 - Thermal Efficiencies of New Shale Oil Refinery 
Million Btu/D 
Case 1 Case 2 
Item lTF15 lTF35 lTF15 lTF1l5 lTF35 
Total Heating Value Feed 335.6 335.6 346.4 344.4 344.1 
Total Heating Value Product 256.5 256.5 249.8 250.6 252.1 
Thermal Efficiency, % 76.4 76.4 12.1 12.8 73.2 
Table 6-13 - Total Utilities Requirement, New Shale Oil Refinery 
(Computer Output) 
Usage Rate 
Unit Case 1 Case 2 
lTl35 
343.1 
251.9 
73.4 
Sour water 
stripping 
13,558 M lb/D (1130 gpm) 17,230 M lb/D (1435 gpm) 
Cooling water 
circulation 
Power generation 
Fuel consumption 
136 MM gal/D (94,440 gpm) 
1183 M kWh/D (42,290 kW) 
45 MMM Btu/D 
6-23 
141 HM gal/D (97,915 gpm) 
1435 M kWh/D (59,790 kW) 
49 MMM Btu/D 
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Figure 8-3 • Effect of Varying the NitrOgln 
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CASE 2
^e
CASE 1	 • ^`
DISTILLATE	 WIDE RANGE
FUEL EP	 FUEL EP
6S00 F	 > 10000F
ENDPOINT INCREASE
PROPERTIES OF TURBINE FUELS:
TYPE OF FUEL
PROPERTY —'
DISTILLATE WIDE RANGE DISTILLATE WILE RANGE
CASE 1 FUEL CASE 1 CASE 2 FUEL CASE 2
SPECIFI• SPECIFI• SPECIFI- SPECIFI-
CATION CATION CATION CATION
ACTUAL TF1 G ACTUAL TFV ACTUAL TF1 • ACTUAL TF38
33.900 15.00 30.900 16.90 30.70 15.00 2680 16.00GRAVITY, CAPI	 (MINI
SULFUR, WT% (MAX) .035 0.70 0.700 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
NITROGEN, WT% (MAX) 0.019 0.25 0.071 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 J.25
VISCOSITY 0000F), an (MAXI 5.100 5.90 5.200 160.00 4.30 620 5.60 160.00
FRACTION BOILING
OV EP WOO F, % 0.000 0.00 11.000 < 100.00 0.00 1	 0.00 11.00 < 100.00
ISEE TABLE it.
Figure 64 • Effect of Varying the Endpoint
Specification of Turbine Fuel on Price, Raw
Shale Oil Plus Existing Petroleum Refinery, Cues 1 and 2
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MOPIRTY 
GRAVITY,OAPI (MINt 
IULFUR,W'R (MAxt 
NITROGEN, ""' (MAxt 
VIICOIITY ('OOOFt, _ (MAxt 
FRACTION IIOILING 
OVER"F," 
IlEETQLE .. '. 
., 
.. 
CAlI , e_ 
• '* 
DIITILLATE 
FUEL E' 
unoF 
" 
WIDE RANGE 
..fUEL E' 
>'OOOOF 
ENDPOINT INCREASE 
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6.5 H-COAL SYNFUEL UPGRADING 
6.5.1 EXISTING REFINERY TO UPGRADE H-COAL 
The refinery model combines the petroleum refinery with the 
H-Coal oil refinery by blending product streams to meet a given product 
slate. Additional process units are included where petroleum and H-Coal oil 
require separate treatment at different severity levels to meet product 
specifications. Based on a fixed feed of 50,000 BPD of H-Coal oil, and at a 
given production of gasoline, No.2 fuel oil, No.6 fuel oil, and turbine 
fuel, the program finds the most economical process route by reducing 
petroleum crude. To determine the impact of turbine fuel quality on the 
process economics, the process calculation for turbine fuel price was 
determined at different nitrogen le~~ls and endpoint specifications for 
turbine fuel. 
A. Refinery Linear Programming Output 
The refinery configurations, resulting from linear 
programming calculation, show two major schemes. Case 1, Figure 6-9, shows 
the H-Coal oil being severely hydrotreated before fractionation and blending 
with petroleum products. In Case 2, Figure 6-10, more severe hydrotreating of 
fractions is applied, if necessary, after distillation of H-Coal oil. F~~ 
both cases, refinery process calculations were completed for the following 
turbine fuel specifications: 
Case 1 
(0.25% N) 
TFI distillate fuel 
TF2 distillate fuel with higher viscosity limit 
TF3 heavy fuel 
High nitrogen fuels are not achievable in Case 1 because 
severe hydrotreating of whole H-Coal oil reduces nitrogen content below the 
turbine fuel specification. 
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Case 2 
(.025% N) (1.0% N) 
TFI 
TF3 
and 
and 
Tll 
T13 
(distillate fuel) 
(heavy fuel) 
These specifications in ease 2 reflect the ranae of liaht and 
heavy fuel with low and blah nitroaen. 
B. Calculation of Turbil:e Fuel Prices 
To determine the price of turbine fuel produced fro. a 
combined refinery consistina of petroleum and H-Coal oil feed, several basic 
operatina conditions had to be defined, which are the same as applied to the 
shale oil cases. They are as follows: 
(1) The amount of aasoline was beld constant since the market 
for this fuel does not change, disregarding normal 
seasonal variations. 
(2) The amount of No. 2 fuel should stay constant but can be 
reduced. 
(3) 8,000 BPD of No. 6 fuel oil are produced. 
(4) 20,000 ~PD of turbine fuel have to be produced for the 
combined refinery cases. 
(5) All product prices, except turbine fuel, are fixed. Thus 
turbine fuel price supports the profitability of the 
refinery expansion to meet a 15% discounted cash flow rate 
of return. 
(6) The feed of H-Coal oil is fixed at 50,000 BPD, while crude 
oil feed can be reduced to meet a given product slate. 
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The required turbine fuel sellina prices results of the 
different refinery confiaurations producina several arades of turbine fuel 
are shown in Table 6-14 and 6-15. Table 6-16 represents capital cost data for 
the combined refinery with aevere hydrotreatina before distillation. Case 1. 
Table 6-14 includes the calculated turbine fuel prices for turbine fuels TFI. 
TF2. and TF3 for Case 1. 
Table 6-17 represents capital cost data for the combined 
reUnery without mUd hydrotreatina before distUlati.on. Case 2. Table 6-15 
contains the calculated turbine fuel prices for turbine fuels TF1. Til. TF3. 
and T13 for Case 2. 
The "capital recovery factor" described in Section 6.3.18 for 
shale oil is used in calculating turbine fuel prices for H-Coal plus the 
existing petroleum refinery as shown .in Tables 6-14 and 6-15. 
The product slates for Cases 1 and 2 are essentially 
~~changed for the several different turbine fuel quality specifications and 
are shown in Tables 6-18 and 6-19. 
C. Evaluation of Turbine Fuel Prices Versus Turbine Fuel Quality 
In the overall economics calculation. Tables 6-14. 6-15. the 
turbine fuel price reflects the change in refinery operation when turbine 
fuel specification is changed. Case 1. severe hydrotreating of H-Coal oil. 
TF1. TF2 and TF3 are blended showing no significant change of capital cost. 
Yet. the expansion of viscosity range and boiling ranae from TFI to TF3 
specif ication shows an increase in the difference between product value aqd 
feedcost which leads to a slight reduction of turbine fuel prices. 
In Case 2. no hydrotreating before distillation. TFI and TF3 
specifications are applied. alona with higher nitrogen level of 1 wt% (Til 
and T13 respectively). The change of nitrogen limit shows a clear decrease of 
capital cost in both turbine fuel grades of approximately 6%. This is mainly 
the result of less mid-distillate hydrotreating in the H-Coal refinery. 
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The comparison of Cases 1 and 2 for both turbine fuel class-
ifications TF1 and TF3, Figure 6-11, shows the influence of hydrotreating on 
turbine fuel prices. The severe hydrotreating in Case 1 lowers the nitrogen 
content of the blended products far below the specification limit without 
improving the economics of the whole refinery. The table in Figure 6-11 shows 
the actual properties of turbine fuel in comparison to the specification. 
No direct conclusion can be drawn from changing the turbine 
fuel specification from distillate (TF1) to heavy fuel (TF3), because of the 
different production slate. Less No.2 fuel oil was pr~duced in the TFl case, 
which gives different capital cost, feed and product values, but still shows 
the trend of decreasing turbine fuel price when the specifications are 
relaxed to higher viscosity and higher boiling point. The dominating 
restriction in this case was the sulfur limit of 0.7 wt% which determined the 
blending possibilities. Figure 6-12 shows the effect of higher nitrogen i~l 
turbine fuel on the price for both light and heavy turbine fuels. It also 
shows that the limit of 1 wt% nitrogen was not complete11 explOited, due to 
already low nitrogen content in the H-Coal oil fractions. 
D. Thermal Efficiency 
The thermal efficiencies of the H-Coal oil plus existing 
petroleum refining for Cases 1 and 2 and each of the turbine fuel specifica-
tions are shown in Table 6-20. The thermal efficiency for Case 1 turbine 
fuels TF1, TF2, and TF3 is about 90.0% for all fuels. The thermal efficien-
cies for Case 2 tur.bine fuels TF1, TIl and TF3, T13 is about 91.0% for all 
fuels. 
E. Utilities 
The utilities requirements shown in Table 6-21 are based on 
providing 1,250 psig steam for driving letdown turbines to F,rovide power 
requirements and low level process steam. Fuel is provided from refinery fuel 
gas and fuel oil generated internally for firing heaters and boiler facili-
ties. Cooling water, condensate, and sour water stripping facilities are also 
provided. 
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6.5.2 NEW H-COAL OIL REFINERY 
Unlike the process calculation for the combined H-Coal oil plus 
petroleum refinery, the stand-alone H-Coal oil refinery is not given a 
product slate to aeet, with the exception of 5,000 IPD of turbine fuel which 
has to be produced. LPG, gasoline, No. 2 and No. 6 fuel oil will be produced 
and blended to maximize the product value. Wit l a fixed feed of 50,000 IPD 
H-Coal oil, the program finds the most economical process route, based on 
process yields and severity levels for the hydrotreatment of the different 
distillation fractions. 
The refinery has to provide its own fuel for utility production. 
Hydrogen is produced from light gases from the refinery, but a unit for the 
partial oxidization of coke to hydrogen is included to provide the hydrogen 
shortfall which cannot be produced from refinery streams. 
To determine the impact of -:,;urblne fuel quality on the process 
economics, the linear program model was allowed to blend to different turbine 
fuel specifications, as described in the combined refinery cases. 
A. Res~lting Refinery Linear Programming Configuration 
The refinery configurations represent economical proces~ 
routes for upgrading H-Coal oil in a new refinery when different 
hydrotreating methods are applied. The difference between the two 
configurations, Figures 6-13 and 6-14, is the degree of hydrotreating before 
and after distillation. In Figure 6-13, Case I, severe hydrotreating at high 
pressure and low space velocity occurs to hydrodenitri.fy the whole H-Coal oil 
feed to a nitrogen level of about 50 ppm (wt). The result is an upgrading of 
wtole H-Coal oil from an API of 30.5 to 40.4 degrees to a liquid suitable for 
further processing to petroleum specification products. The 650°F fraction 
results in an excellent feed for the FCC or hydrocracking process. 
In Figure 6-14, Case 2, hydrotreating after distillation of 
individual fractions takes place-at high pressures and low space velocity to 
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reduce the nitrosen to the level required to prevent poi.onins and deactiva-
tion of the cataly.t in aub.equent proce.alns unit •• 
In none of the calculated Ca.e. 1 and 2 va. No. 6 fuel oil 
produced. due to the lov visco.ity of hydrocracked fuel oil and the •• all 
amount of hiSh boilinS fraction available for refinery fuel oil. In both of 
the calculated Ca.e. 1 and 2. sa.oline production va ... xi.ized a. a .ean. of 
increaaing total product value. In Ca.e 2. no No. 2 fuel oil va. produced 
.ince the blendable fuel oil from the hydrocrackins proce •• va. too heavy to 
meet Ne. 2 fuel oil specification. Alao in Case 2. an exceaa of 1.444 IPD of 
turbine fuel was obtained aince the fuel oil from hydrocrackins could not be 
blended to No.6 fuel oil due to viscosity restrictions. 
In Fisure 6-13. Case 1. no hiSh nitrosen (1 wt%) turbine fuel 
(TIl) was produced be~ause of the severe hydrotreatins of whole H-Coal oil 
which reduced the nitrosen level below 0.25 wt%. Thus. only two turbine fuels 
were obtained: a distillate turbine fuel (TFl) with a 650°F endpoint and less 
than 0.25 wt% nitrosen, and a distillate turbine fuel (TF2) with a 900°F 
endpoint and less than 0.25 wt% nitrosen. 
In Fisure 6-14. Case 2. the linear prosram vas allowed to blend 
two different turbine fuel types: a distillate turbine fuel with a 650°F 
endpoint (TFl). and a turbine fuel like TFl but with a wider Viscosity ranse 
(TF2). However. it was found that the "1der viscosity ranse alloved for TF2 
was not obtainable due to the li~its of Case 2. and only TFI was obtained 
because extensive hydrotreatlng was performed to reduce nitrosen content to 
the point where it would not poison catalysts in downstream units. 
I. Calculation of Turbine Fuel Pdcli's ~--------------------~-------.-
To determine a value for turbine fuel for the H-Coal oil 
refinery. the complete calculation was based on forcing t.he turbine fuel 
production of 5,000 IPD for Cale 1 and for Case 2 at zero value. After 
deducting the daily capi tal recovery, operating cost and feed cost from the 
product value (excludins turbine fuel). a revenue margin was left vhich had 
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to be .upported by the turbine fuel price. Tni. price repre.ent. the required 
revenue of turbine fuel to an H-Coal oil refinery forced to produce 5,000 IPD 
for Ca.e 1 and a re.ultinl 6,444 IPD of turbine fuel for ea.e 2. The turbine 
fuel price i. ba.ed on .ellinl all other product. with petroleum 
.pecification. at the .arket price. prevailinl for co.parable petroleum 
producu. 
Table 6-22 pre.ent. capacity ,Ilnd capital co.t data for the 
new H-Coal refinery for Ca.e 1 which include. TFI and TF2, and Ca.e 2 which 
include. TFI only. Table 6-23 include. the calculated tubine fuel required 
prices for TFl, TF2 for Cases 1 and 2 for the H-Coal oil refinery. 
C. Evaluation of Turbine Fuel Price. Versus Turbine Fuel Quality 
The evaluation of the turbine fuel required price 
calculations, as shown in Table 6-23, indicates the key factors that affect 
prices are as follows: 
(1) The data in Table 6-23, severe hydrotreating before 
distillation, Case I, TFl, TF2 i~dicates a high turbine 
fuel price is required to suppo'C't the 15% discounted cash 
flow profit level of the new H··Coal oU refinery. This 
price range is about $114-$121, or about three times the 
combined H-Coal plus petroleum refinery turbine fuel 
price. 
The factor that .ost affects this price difference is the 
high capital investment cost for the new H-Coal refinery 
of $8,000 per daily barrel. The comparable 200,000 IPD 
petroleum refinery cost is $3,000 per daily barrel. 
(2) The data in Table 6-23, Case 2, severe hydrotreating 
after distillation, TFl, indicates a lower fixed capital 
investment cost for the new H-Coal oil refinery as 
compared with Case I, a higher product value, and an 
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increase of 1,444 IPD in turbine fuel obtained. Thil relult. 
in a much lower turbine fuel price of about $67 per barrel. 
Disregarding the increased fuel obtained, the major effect on 
the turbine fuel required price il the chanae in capital 
investment cOlt caused by deletina the hiah pre.sure 
hydrotreater and adding more hydrocracker capacity. If only 
5,000 IPD of turbine fuel il produced, instead of 6.444 IPD, 
the turbine fuel price would be about $85 per barrel. 
An evaluation of price versus endpoint specification for 
turbine fuels is shown in Figure 6-15 for Cases 1 and 2. 
These curves are a plot of the calculated turbine fuel 
required prices versus two distillate type turbine fuels with 
different endpoints. The properties of these distillate 
turbine fuels are shown in the table below Figure 6-15. 
To produce the wide range turbine fuel, about 50% of the 
blended fuel is in a boiling range over 650°F which results 
in a lower gravity and slightly higher viscosity of the 
product. 
D. Thermal Efficiency 
The thermal efficiencies of the new H-coal oil r<·finery for 
Cases 1 and 2 and each of the turbine fuel specifications are shown in Table 
6-24. The thermal efficiencies for Case 1 turbine fuels TFI and TF2 are 85.0% 
for both fuels. The thermal efficiency for Case 2 turbine fuel TFI is 86.0%. 
E. Utilities 
The utilities requirement shown in Table 6-25 are based on 
providing a 1,250 psig steam plant for driving letdown turbines to provide 
power requirement and lower pressure process steam. Fuel is provided from 
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boilers. Cooling water circulation, condensate recovery, and sour water 
stripping facilities are also provided. 
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Table 6-14 - Turbine Fuel Sellinl Price., Petroleua Crude Plue H-cGal Oil lefiner" 
20,000 IPO Turbine Fuel Produc~d, $ per Da, 
caM i 
Severe HJdrotreatiftl 
0.251 11troaen 
Di.t111ate Fuel Distillate 'uel Ilea., he1 
1 j 
I 
6SO" Endpoint 1e1ov 1000" 1~4polftt AIIoft 1000·, "'polat 
j 
Ita (TFl) (TF2~ STF3~ 
'l~" Capital Iave.teent for Additloaal 149,100,000 149,200.000 14'.000.000 
rroc:e.. Uniu 
Add: Off.ite 'acilitle. 63.900.000 63,900.000 63.;000.000 
'CI Add'tl Proc. UIliU II 0.30 
o::ro 
Ioyalti •• and Catal,.t 413301000 411301000 4,120,000 ~ 
Total Additional Capital Iav •• teent 217,330,000 217,230,000 2li ,ijZQ,OO! 00 ..,~ 
Dall, Capital lecover, 230,500 230,394 230.171 .,,5 
(Total Add'tl cap II 0.0010606*) 8 2 :D~ Add: 'eed Co.t 6,578.510 6.501.120 '.470.190 
.0" 
Operatt"l Coat 54 1°80 54,020 54,050 C~ f!1II 
Total Dail, Jaquired .. vea .. 6.863.090 6,7'2.534 '.754.411 ~. 
1 
1 
, 
d 
Deduct: Product Val ... (belu"" of 6.697.310 6.62'.100 ',StL450 
TurbiDe fuel) 
.. v..... llarlin 165.780 163.434 155."1 
Add: Oparatt .. llaqift of hiatt .. "finer, 702,204 702,204 702,204 
.. for. Addition of S,.ruel UPlradiae I I 
Turbin. , .. 1 .. qui red Dail, .. " .. ue 867,984 865,638 151,165 r 
M1n~ Selli.. Price Per larrel 43.40 43.28 42.'1 
Turbine Fuel 
* capital Recovery 'actor, .trea. da, be.i.: 0.35 • 0.0010606 
330 operati .. de,. p.a. 
",._.~~~", • ..J.."""'>"".L.=\"""'~""""'_~~.~"~a.,,.._~ :';'~~"'k~"""""'_''-_£A.<~ .," 'd'd'~ 
§. •. 4''''''''t~~1<. 
J.\.~~<" 
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Table 6-15 - Turbine Fuel Sellinl Price., Petrole .. Crude Pl~ H~)oal Oil Refinery, 
20.000 IPD Turbine Fuel Produced, $ per Day 
Can 2 
I~ ill. ill !!! 
,taed Capital lave.t.ent for Additional 104,700,000 77 ,900,000 110,400,000 
Proce •• Ullin 
Add: Off.ite racilitie. 44.900,000 33,400,000 47 ,300.000 
rCI Add'tl Proc. Uait. x 0.30 
0.70 
aoyaltie. and Catalyst .2,176.000 1.311.000 2.659.000 
Total Additional Capital 1 .... £8eat lSl,776,OCO 112,611,000 160,959.000 
Daily Capital .. covery 160,974 119,517 170,713 
(Total Add'tl Cap x 0.0010606*) 
Add: 'eed Co.t 6,382,450 6,459,420 6~616.230 
()peratina Co.t 51.960 51.650 52.755 
Total Daily lequired leveaue 6.~95,314 6,630,587 6,139,691 
Deduct: Product Value. (Exclu.ive of 6.518.eao 6.600.730 6.765.130 
Turbine 'uel) 
"v~nue Marlin 76.504 29,857 73,168 
Add: OperaUna llarlin of Exlatilll leUnery 702,204 702,204 702.204 
lefore Addition of Synfuel UPlradina 
Turbine 'uel lequired DaUy lev .. ue 778,708 732,061 776.072 
II1n~.. Sellina Price Per Barrel 38.94 36.60 38.80 
Turbine 'uel 
* Capital aecovery '~~tor, .tree. day ba.i.: 0.35 • 0.0010606 
330 operatilll day. p.a. 
,. ~v, 
1 
!!! 
13.100.000 
35.600.000 
1.512.000 
120.212.000 
127.497 ~i ~I 6.534.900 
51.114 i' 
6.714.211 ~I 
6.693.400 ~ ~ii 
20,811 
702.204 
732.0lS 
36.15 
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Table 6-16 - Capacity and Capital Coat Data, Petroleua Plua ~-Coal Oil Refinery, taae I 
Unit Ca2ac1t1esl IPD 'iaed Capital Inve.t.ent 
Ealatlnl E~ui~nt Additiona (I Mil11on) 
Proceaa Unit Refinerl TFI TF2 TF,1 T'1 TF2 Tn 
Crude Unit 200,000 
Vacuua Diatillation 15,000 
'luid Catalytic Cracker 50,000 
H,drocracker 10,)00 
Coker 12,500 
Naphtha B,drotreater 61,000 3,588 2,610 1,910 2.1 1.1 1.4 
At. Gaa Oil B,drotreater 22,000 00 
leforaer 49,000 3,060 2,160 1,910 7.1 S.6 S.) ~:a 
"S 
Alkylation 8,0000 gz 
Q\ B-coal Oil B.P. B,drotr~~;er 50,000 50,000 50,000 114.9 114.9 114.9 
:o~ 
I 
.0" ~ 
~ B-coal Oil Diatillation 51,800 51,800 SI,IOO 14.0 14.0 14.0 c:> ~C) 
1 
Hydroaen Plant •• 1111on SCFD 3.66 4.03 5.11 3.3 3.S 4.6 
r-1'It 
~iii 
Sulfur "cover, Plant, 10111 ton/da, 135 
~a1a recover, froa Waate Water, ton/day NR) 11 33 33 33 2.6 2.6 2.6 
So~r Water Stripper, M lb/da, 5,300 959 997 918 0.7 0.1 0.7 
CooliQl Water S,atea. " .al/da, 196,000 
Steaa/Po~r Plant, "lb/day, 1250 pail atea. 15,100 444 654 511 ~ .-!:.!. --hl 
Total Additional FCI 149.1 149.2 149.0 
- - -
P" t "·q..l;i,,""'~"'·'~~"""",~~~;~,::,"~i:.!It'..ar..&..:~~...:.,;<......-':~~"'~i,~'~.""""-l..wi;~,~~:::.; .• "" .• , .. ~,,,,~~ ..&,_,'::.....:..~":..b;,,t.:>i.:.,""r,.,.:"" .... !,_"".~,_.,_,_§;'."'"~""'~_~" ... ; ........ :_,... "_·_" ..... ".~c,"...,'''-~~_."',;.-, ....... ~.,o,;),~·,......-~~,L..~,~,. ~~"'~~ ......... ~~._~--.:...~ rbM«' :1'* tx' _)"b" ;= 
r···,·:· . ,-:~ .. ", .,' ~ ""'-''"''''''-''''~'.~" 
..----,~t!~~'1'I"'-. 
Table 6-17 - Capacity and Capital eoat Data, Petroleu. PIa H-Coal OU bUnery, CaM 2 
Unit Ca2!citll IPD FiKed capital lav •• ~nt 
ldatinj--- Esuie!!nt Addltlona ($ 111111oa) 
"roce.a Unit leUnery TFI ill Tn Tn TFI !!! !!! !!.! 
Crude Unit 200,000 
Vacuu. Dlatillation 15,000 
Fluid Catalytic Cracker SO ,000 
Bydrocraciler 10,300 
Coker 12,500 
Naphtha Hydrotreater 61,000 
At. caa 011 Bydrutreater 22,000 
Refoner 49,000 817 2,730 2.8 6.6 
Alkylation 8,000 
0- B-toal 011 Dlatl11atlon 50,000 50,000 SO,OOO 45,960 13.5 13.; 13.5 13.5 I 
~ 
VI H-toal 011 Naphtha Hydrotreater 18,500 18,500 18.500 18,500 49.5 49.5 49.5 49.5 
H-toa1 011 Dlatl11ate Hydrotreater 11,357 1,010 12,336 3,614 36.9 8.6 31.1 11.6 
H-Coal 011 Rea., Gaa 011 Hydrotreater 695 5.0 
Hydroaen Plaat, .1111on SCFD 
Sulfur leeovery ~lant, Loaa ton/day 13S 
~n1a Recovery fro. Wa.te Water, 17 21 11 22 14 2.0 1.3 2.0 1.5 
ton/day 1113 
Sour Water Stripper, II 1b/day 5,300 
Coollft1 Water Syat .. , II .al/day 196,000 
Stea./Po~r Plant, M Ib/day, 15,100 
1250 pal& ate .. 
Total Additional FCI 104.7 17.9 110.4 83.1 
- - - -
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Table 6-18 - Product Slate, H-Coal 011 Plus Petrolelua aefinery, eas. 1 
Item bte TF1 m. .lli 
- - -
Feed 
Petroleum Crude MIPD 169.95 163.6 162.34 
H-Coal 011 M IPD 50.0 50.0 50.0 
ProducU J 
1 
LPG M IPD 17.3 14.6 13.5 
GasoUne .. 108.1 108.1 108.1 
No. 2 fuel oil .. 53.8 53.8 53.8 
No. 6 fuel 011 .. 8.0 8.0 8.0 
Turbine fuel .. 20.0 20.0 20.0 
Sv\fur M LTPD 0.101 0.101 0.101 
1 
,I 
I 
:t j 
Ammonia M TPD 0.048 0.048 0.048 
Coke M TPD 0.706 0.650 0.575 '1 .~ 
~ j 
1 
! j 
i Table 6-19 - Product Slate, H-Co,al 011 Plus Petroleum aefinery, case 2 
l , 
~ 
l 
1 
1 
Turbine Fuels 
!!!!! Rate TF! T11 TF3 T13 
- -
Feed 
Petroleum Crude M IPD 159.42 162.0 167 •. 2 164.5 
;1 
J 
H-Coal oU M IPD 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 '1 :. 
;j 
~% .~ 
I 
i 
1 
Products 
LPG M IPD 11.9 19.5 20.2 19.0 
GasoUne .. 108.1 108.1 108.1 108.1 
No. 2 fuel 011 .. 47.8 49.1 53.8 53.8 
No. 6 fuel 011 .. 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 
Turbine fuel " 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 
Sulfur M LTPD 0.109 0 .. 117 0.113 0.115 
"-onia M LTPD 0.038 0.028 0.03' 0.031 
Coke M TPD 0.6n 0.689 0.710 0.700 
6-46 
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Item 
Total Heating Value 
Feed 
Total Heating Value 
Products 
Thermal Efficiency, % 
Table 6-20 - Thermal Efficiencies of H-Coal Oil 
Plus Existing Petroleua Refinery 
Million Btu/D 
Case 1 Case 2 
TFl TF2 TF3 TFI Til TF3 
1245.7 1232.2 1224.9 1208.0 1222.8 1253.0 
1124.6 1111.6 1104.1 1096.5 1110.5 1140.4 
90.3 90.2 90 ... 1 90.7 90.8 91.0 
T13 
1237.3 
1124.8 
90 .. 9 
Table 6-21 - Total Utilities Requirement, H-Coal Oil Plus Existing Petroleu. Refinery 
(Computer Output) 
Usase Rate 
Unit Case 1 Case 2 
Sour Water 6259 M IbID 5193 M IbID 
stripping 
Cooling water 186 MM gal/D 182 MM gallD 
circulation 
Power generation 1277 M kWh/D 1233 M kWh/D 
Fuel consumption 72.7 MHH Btu/D 74.1 MMM Btu/D 
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Table 6-22 - Capael~J and Capital Cost Data. New H-Coal 011 lefinerlel. Cal~ 1 and Caee 2 
Unit Ca2!cltl l IPD Plxed Capital Invea~nt Caae 1 Caae 2 (! MilUon) 
lO.25!N~ lO.25!N~ Caee 1 Caee 2 
Procell Unite Ttl TF2 !!!. TFI m. WI 
Hlah Pre.aure Hydrotreater 50.000 50,000 114.9 114.9 
DlltiUaUon 51.800 51.800 50.000 ,4.0 14.0 13.5 
Naphtha Hydrotr .. ter 14.504 14.504 11.500 42.t 42.1 49.5 
Hydrocraeur 3.972 27.500 25.4 11.1 
lefoner 16.124 14.504 26.516 22.1 21.2 32.1 
HJdroaen Plant •• ll~lon scrD 37.9 14.8 60.2 17.0 16.0 21.5 
Sulfur lecoverJ Plant. 10" ton/daJ 10 10 10 0.9 0.9 0.9 
-.onia lecovery fr_ Wute Water, ton/day 1113 34 34 32 2.6 2.6 2.5 
Sour Water Stripper. M Ib/daJ 2,226 1.957 2,615 1.4 1.1 1.6 
Cool1na Water SJate., M aal/day 54,789 49.634 13,120 2.2 2.0 1.0 
Stea/Pover PlaDt, M lb/day. U50 pata atea 3,412 2,151 4,994 
.1l:! ~ ...!!.:! 
Total Ftaed Capital Inveat8eDt 267.2 235.5 231.1 
- - -
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Table 6-23 - Turbine Fuel Selling Prices, New H-Coal Oil Refinery, 
5,000 BPD Turbine Fuel Produced, $ Per Day 
Case 1 
TFI TF2 
(0.25% N) (0.25% N) 
Item 650°F EP 1000°F EP 
Fixed Capital Investment for Process Units 267,200,000 235,500,000 
Add: Offsite Facilities 
FCI Add'tl Proc. Units x 0.30 114,514,000 100,929,000 
0.70 
Royalties and Catalyst 8,682,000 7,703,000 
Total Capital Investment 390,396,000 344,132,000 
Daily Capital Amortization 414,054 364,986 
(Total Add'tl Cap x 0.0010606) 
Add: Feed Cos t 1,600,000 1,600,000 
Operating Cost 22,623 20,512 
Total Daily Cost 2,036,677 1,985,498 
Deduct: Product Values (Exclusive of Turbine Fuel) 1,429,700 1,416,000 
Turbine Fuel Required Daily Revenue 606,977 569,498 
-
Minimum Selling Price Per Barrel Turbine Fuel 121.40 113.90 
a Based on production of 6,444 BPD Turbine Fuel. 
.. ~ 
... 
Case 2a 
TFl 
(0.25% N) 
650°F EP 
238,800,000 
102,343,000 
I 
., , 
.1 
13,407,000 00 I ..,~ 
-
-oCi) i 
354,550,000 0% ! g~ 376,036 to'" :1 Cl» f!~ i 
1,600,000 ~a 
23,042 
1,999,078 
1,569,600 
429,478 
66.65 
j 
... ~~~,'.;,,,,,,,,::,.,,,~~.,<,- ._,~..I.,,:..... -<',-:'-:l,~ •. ~ ... ' '"h' "" .... > .. t(~. ~-... ,~.tr' __ ~.4..r.:_'lioIot;,.,...~,~1'>'r~~)IIX ...... ..-- .tt s ..... I .. 
Table 6-24 - Thermal Efficiencies of New H-Coal Oil Refinery 
Million Btu/D 
Item Case 1 Case 2 
- TFI TF2 TFI 
Total neating Value Feed 287.2 287.2 287.2 
Total Heating Value ProC&uct 243.5 244.8 247.0 
Thermal Efficiency, % 84.8 85.2 86.0 
Table 6-25 - New H-Coal Oil Refinery Total Utilities l~quirement 
(Computer output) 
Unit 
Sour Water 
Stripping 
Cooling Water 
Circulation 
Power Generation 
Fuel Consumption 
Usage late 
Case 1 Case 2 
2091 M lblD (17.4 gpm) 2615 M lblD (2.8 gpm) 
52.2 M gal/D (36 gpm) 83.1 M gal/D (58 gpm) 
349.7 M kWh/D (14,570 kW) 610.6 M kWh/D (25,440 kW) 
11.4 MHH Btu/D 15.4 MHM Btu/D 
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PROPERTIES OF TURBINE FUELS: 
PROPERTY 
GRAVITY,OAPI (MINI 
IULFURW1% (MAXI 
NITROGEN, '"" (MAXI 
VIICOSITY (1oooFI, ad (MAXI 
FRACTION lOlLING 
OVE'U.OOF, " 
IlEE TABLE .. ,. 
.., 
ORIGINAl.. P ;,{~E 13 
OF POOR QUAi.11'Y 
• 
• 
DIITILLAU 
FUEL E' 
ROOF 
CAlIa 
CAlI , 
• 
e_ 
WID.RANGI 
FUILE' 
>10G0DF 
ENDPOINT INCREASE 
TYPE OF FUEL 
.. 
DISTILLATE WIDE RANGE DIITILLATE 
CASE 1 FUELCAIE 1 CAlI 2 
.ECIFI· .ICIFI· 
CATION CATION 
ACTUAL TF11 ACTUAL TF. ACTUAL 
3O.1OG 11.00 27.eoo '1.00 21.10 
0.700 0.70 0.700 0.70 OAO 
9.0&7 o.a 0.847 o.a 0.21 
4.'00 1.10 7.200 , • .00 4.00 
0.000 0.00 '3.000 ~ '00.00 0.00 
Figure 6-11 - Effect of Varying the Endpoint 
Specification of Turbine Fuel on Price. 
"CIFI· 
CATION 
TF'· 
11.00 
0.70 
0.21 
1.10 
0.00 
H-Coal Oil Plus Existing Petroleum Refinery. c.. 11nd 2 
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PROPERTIES OF TURBINE FUELS:
TYPE OF FUEL
DISTILLATE DISTILLATE DISTILLATE
PROPERTY
CASE 1 FUEL CASE 1 CASE 2
SPECIFICATION SPECIFICATION SPECIFICATION
ACTUAL TF18 ACTUAL TF28 ACTUAL TF18
GRAVITY, OAP1 (MIN) 28.000 15.00 23300 15.00 24.300 15.00
SULFUR, WT% IMAX) .0001 0.70 .004 0.70 .001 0.70
NITROGEN, WT% (MAX) .002 0.25 .005 0.25 .002 0.25
VISCOSITY ! 300F), ca (MAX) 3.400 5.80 3.500 30.61 5.800 5.80
FRACTION WILING
OVER 6WF, % 0.000 0.00 50.000 < 100.00 0.000 0.00
8SEE TABLE 61.
Figure 6-15 - Effect of Varying the Endpoint
Specification of Turbine Fuel on Price,
New H-Coal Oil Refinery, Cases 1 and 2
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6.6 SRC-II SYNFUEL UPGRADING 
6.6.1 EXISTING REFINERY TO UPGRADE SRC-II 
The refinery model co~bines the petroleum refinery with the 
SRC-II sync rude refinery by blending product streams to meet a given product 
slate. Additional process units ar.~ included where petroleum and SRC-II oil 
require separate treatment at different severity levels to meet product 
specifications. Based on a fixed feed of 50,000 BPD of SRC-II, and at a given 
production limit of gasoline, No.2 fuel oil, No.6 fuel oil, and turbine 
fuel, the program finds the most economical process route by reducing 
petroleum crude. To determine the impact of turbine fuel quality on the 
process economics, the process calculation for turbine fuel required selling 
price was determined at different nitrogen levels and endpoint specifications 
for turbine fuel. 
A. Refinery Linear Programming Output Configuration 
The refinery configurations, resulting from linear program-
ming calculations, show two major processing modes. Case 1, Figure 6-16, 
shows the SRC-II oil being severely hydrotreated after vacuum distillation, 
then atmospherically disl~lled and blended with petroleum products. In Case 
2, Figure 6-17, severe hydrotreating of fractions is applied, 1f necessary, 
after atmospheric distillation of SRC-II oil. For both cases, refinery 
process calculations were completed for the following turbine fuel 
specifications: 
0.25% N 
TF1 
TF3 and 
Case 1 
1.0% N 
distillate fuel 
Tl3 heavy fuel 
High nitrogen fuels are not achievable in Case 1 for distil-
late fuel because severe hydrotreating of whole SRC-II- sync rude reduces the 
nitrogen content of distillate fractions below the turbine fuel specification. 
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Case 2 
0.25% N 1.0% N 
TF1 d18t111ate fuel 
TF2 d18t111ate fuel with 
hiaher viscosity liait 
TF3 and T13 heavy fuel 
Also in Case 2 hiah nitroaen fuels are not achievable for 
distillate turbine fuels because of the insufficient hiah nitroaen 
mid-distillates present in the syncrude refinery feed. 
B. Calculation of Turbine Fuel Prices 
To determine the required sellina price of turbine fuel 
produced from a combined refinery consistina of petroleum and SaC-II sync rude 
feed, several basic operatina conditions had to be defined, which are the 
saae as applied to the previous synfuel cases and are as foll~ws: 
(1) The amount of aasoline was held constant since the market 
for this fuel does not chanae, disreaardina normal 
seasonal variations. 
(2) The amount of No. 2 fuel should stay constant but can be 
reduced. 
(3) The amount of No. 6 fuel cannot be adjusted easily 
because of the heavier fuel oil content in the SaC-II 
syncrude. 24,965 BPD of No.6 fuel oil are produced in 
Case ~, and 44,240 BPD are produced in Case 2, TF1, the 
difference beina due to less hydrotreatina in the latter 
case. 
(4) 20,000 BPD of turbine fuel will be produced for the 
combined refinery cases. 
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(5) All product prices, except turbine fuel, reaain the lame. 
Thul turbine fuel price lupportl the profitability of the 
refinery expansion to meet a 15% discounted cash flow 
rate of return. 
(6) The feed of SaC-II is fixed at 50,000 BPD, while crude 
oil feed can be reduced to meet the required product 
slate. The required product slate is defined with an 
upper limit for gasoline and No. 2 fuel oU, a lower 
limit for No.6 fuel oil and a fixed turbine fuel 
production. There are no restrictions on the amount of 
other products. 
The yield of No. 2 and No. 6 fuel oils in the combined 
refinery for petroleum plus SaC-II oil upgrading differs greatly from the 
parallel shale oil and H-Coal cases where distillate specifications for 
turbine fuels (TF1) are applied. 'rhis is mainly a result of the dissimilar 
feed of SRC-II oil which contains approximately 50% heavy resid in the 
boUing range over 950°F. This lack of sufficient middle distillate in the 
feed decreases the volume of potential No. 2 fuel blending stocks when 20,000 
BPD of distillate turbine fuel production are required. Conversely, the No. 6 
fuel oil blending stocks are proportionally increased which results in a high 
No.6 fuel oil production when No. 2 fuel oil is at the specified minimal 
amount. This distorts the comparison with other synfuel refineries because of 
the different product values and the change in marketable products. 
When the turbine fuel specifications are changed to those for 
heavier fuels, the amount of No. 2 fuel oil increases. However, the No.6 
fuel oil production decreases, but still shows a relative high No. 6 fuel oil 
production. The blending of saC-II oil resid into No. 6 fuel oil and refinery 
fuel oil also increases the nitrogen content of these fuels to over 1 wt%. 
The required turbine fuel selling prices results from 
different ref!nery configurations producing several grades of turbine fuel 
are shown in Table 6-26 and 6-27. Table 6-28 represents capital cost data for 
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the combined r finery with severe hydrotreatin;;;, before atmospheric diatUla-
tion. Case 1. ·Table 6-26 includes the c.lculated turbine fuel required 
selling prices for turbine fuels TFI. TF3 and T13 for ease 1. 
Table 6-29 represents capital cost data for the combined 
refinery with hydrotreating after vacuum and atmospheric distillation. ease 
2. Table 6-27 contains the calculated turbine fuel prices for turbine fuels 
TFI. TF2. TF3, and T13 for Case 2. 
The "capital recovery factor" described in Section 6.3.18 for 
shale oil is used in calculating turbine fuel prices for SaC-II plus the 
existing petroleum refinery as shown in Tables 6-26 and 6-27. 
The product slates for Cases 1 and 2 differ mainly in the 
amount of fuel oil produced for the several turbine fuel quality 
specifications and are shown in Tables 6-30 and 6-31. 
C. Evaluation of Turbine Fuel Prices Versus Turbine Fuel Quality 
The turbine Llel prices, Tables 6-26 and 6-27, reflect the 
effect of turbine fuel specification on the overall economics. The large 
amount of heavy res1d in the saC-II 011 feed results in a high yield of No. 6 
fuel oil which, because of the lower market value of No.6 fuel oil, reduces 
the total refinery product value. Thus. the resid fraction has a major 
influence on the refinery economics when the turbine fuel specification is 
changed from distillate turbine fuel (TF1) to heavy turbine fuel (TF3) in 
both Cases 1 and 2. 
In Case I, where the SaC-II fraction C4 to 950°F is 
hydrotreated and then further fractionated. a distillate and a heavy turbine 
fuel are produced, and also a heavy fuel with relaxed nitrogen specification. 
No distillate turbine fuel with nitrogen over 0.25 wt% was achievable • The 
change in turbine fuel specification from light to heavy fuel reflects in a 
price decrease of over 7%, while the change in nitrogen limit from 0.25 wt% 
to 1.0 wt% for the heavy fuel reduces the turbine fuel price approximately 
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5%. The other silnificant influence of specification chanle appears in the 
product amount increase of No. 2 and decrease of No. 6 fuel oib and the feed 
rate change of the petroleum crude. These fuel oil and feed quantity chanles 
froll TFl to TF3 and T13 are shown in Table 6-30. 
In Case 2, where no hydrotreatinl before fractionation takes 
place, distillate and heavy turbine fuels were produced and ,.how a similar 
trend for increased endpoint and viscosity. The price for TF3is more than 7% 
lower than for TFl, while the chanle in nitrolen limit f'rom 0.25 wt% to U 
only shows a price decrease of. 6% for TF3. Another influence appears to be 
the end point limitation for distillate fuels which shows a price chanle of 
approximately 6% when calculations are carried out with TFI and TF2 
specifications. Also in Case 2 the product amount of fuel oil and petroleum 
feed changes when different turbine fuel grades are produced. These changes 
are shown in Table 6-31. 
The effect ~f change in nitrolen specification for TF3 is 
shown in Filure 6-18. A compa:ison of Case 1 and Case 2 turbine fuels with 
distillate and heavy fuel specifications and actual properties is shown in 
Filure 6-19. 
D. Thermal Efficiency of Output Dialrams 
The thermal efficiencies of the saC-II oil plus existing 
petroleum refininl for Cases 1 and 2 and each of the turbine fuel 
specifications are shown in T~ble 6-32. The thermal efficiencies for Case 1 
turbine fuels TF1, TF3, and T13 are about 90.0% for all fuels. The thermal 
efficiencies for Case 2 turbine fuels TF1, TF2, and TF3, T13 are about 92.0%, 
or below, for all fuels cases. 
E. Utilities of Output Dialram 
The utilities requirements shown in Table 6-33 are based on 
providing 1,250 psig steam for drivinl letdown turbines to provide power 
requirements and low level process steam. Fuel is provided from reUnery fuel 
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lal and fuel oil lenerated internally for firinl heaterl and boiler 
facilitiel. Coolina'water. condenlate. and lour water Itrippinl facilitiel 
are allo provided. 
6.6.2 NEW SaC-II OIL REFINERY 
Unlike the procell calculation for the ule of an exilting 
refinery for SaC-II upgrading. the Itand-alone SaC-II oil refinery il given 
full latitude in chooling a product Ilate. with the exception of 5.000 IPD of 
turbine fuel to be produced. LPG. galoline. No. 2 and No. 6 fuel oil will be 
produced and blended to maximize the product value. With a fixed feed of 
50.000 IPD saC-II oil. the program findl the mOlt economical procell route. 
baled on procels yields and aeverity levell for tne hydrotreataent of the 
different diatillation fractionl. 
The refinery hal to provide itl own fuel for utility production. 
Hydrogen 11 produced frOil light galel frOil the refinery. but a unit for the 
partial oxidization of SRC-II resid to hydrogen il included to provide the 
hydrogen ahortfall which cannot be produced from refinery Itreaal. 
To determine the impact of turbine fuel quality on the process 
econOilicl. the linear program model wal allowed to blend to different turbine 
fuel Ipecificationl. al delcribed in the exilting refinery cases. 
A. Relulting Refinery Linear Programming Configuration 
The refinery configurationl represent economical process 
routea for upgrading SaC-II oil in a new refinery when different 
hydrotreating aethodl are applied. The difference between the two 
configurations. Figurea 6-20 and 6-21. ia the degree of hydrotreatlng before 
and after dl1tl11atlon of the 9S0·F ainua fraction. 
In Figure 6-20. eaae 1. after leparatlon of the 975°' plus 
reaid. lev ere hydrotreatinl at high pre.aure and low apace velocity occurs to 
hydrodenitrUy the 975°' ainus fracti-on to a nitrogen level of about 350 ppm 
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(wt). The result is an upgrading of 975·F ainul fraction of saC-II oil from an 
API of 18.6 to 30.0 degrees to & liquid lui table for further procel.ing to 
petroleum specification products. 
In 'igure 6-21. Case 2. hydrotreating after distillation of 
the 950·F minus fraction takes place at high pressure and low Ipace vel~city 
to reduce the nitrogen to the level required to prevent poisoning and 
deactivation of the catalyst in subsequent processing units. 
In none of the calculated Cases 1 and 2 was No. 2 fuel oil 
produced. due to the small amount of mid-distillate fraction available for 
turbine fuel. No.6 fuel oil. and refinery fuel oil blending. In both of the 
calculated Cases 1 and 2. gasoiine was produced as a means of increasing 
total product value. In both Cases 1 and 2. No. 6 fuel oil was blended from 
the 950·F plus fraction with hydrotreated gas oil and distillate streams to 
meet product specification No. 6 fuel oil for boiler feedstock. 
In Figure 6-20. Case 1. four turbine fuels were produced: two 
distillate type turbine fuels, TF1 and TF2. with an endpoint of 650·F and 
less than 0.25 wt% nitrogen; and two wide range turbine fuels, TF3 and T13, 
with a greater than 1000·F endpoint with 0.25 wt% and 1.0 wt% nitrogen 
specification. 
In Figure 6-21, Case 2. the linear program model was allowed 
to blend two different turbine fuel types: (1) TFl, a distillate turbine fuel 
with a 650·F endpoint. and (2) T12, a distillate turbine fuel like TFI but 
allowing a higher viscosity. end point. and nitrogen content. 
B. Calculation of Turbine Fuel Prices 
To determine values for turbine fuels for the saC-II oil 
refinery, the complete calculation. was based on forcing the turbine fuel 
, " . ',' . t' , 
production of 5,000 BPD for Cases 1 and 2 at zero value. After deducting the 
daily capital recovery, operating cost and feed cost from the product value 
(excluding turbine fuel), a revenue margin was left which had to be supported 
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by the turbine fuel price. This price represents the value of turbine fuel to 
a SRC-II oil refinery forced to produce 5,000 BPD of turbine fuel. The 
turblne fuel price is based on selling all other products with petroleum 
specifications at the market prices ptev~iling for comparable petroleum 
products • 
Table 6-34 presents capacity and capital cost data for the 
new SaC-II oil refinery for Case 1 which includes TF1, TF2, TF3 and T13 
products, and Case 2 which includes TFl, TF2 and T12 products. Table 6-35 
includes the required calculated turbine fuel prices for TF I, TF2, 'f12 t TF3 
and T13 for Cases 1 and 2 for the SaC-II oil refinery. 
C. Evaluation of Turbir.~ Fuel Prices Versus Turbine Fuel Quality 
The evaluation ofturbJ.ne fuel price calculations, as shown 
in Table 6-35, indicates the key factors that affect prices are as follow·s: 
(1) The da ta in Ta ble 6-35, severe hydrotrea ting before 
distillation, Case 1, TF1, TF2, TF3 and T13, indicate a 
high turbine fuel required selling price is required to 
support the 15% discounted cash flow profi t level of the 
new SaC-II 011 refinery. These prices are in a narrow 
range of about $150-$151 per barrel, or about 3.5 times 
the combined saC-II plus petroleum reflner~ turbine fuel 
required selling price. 
The factor that most affects this price difference is the 
high capital investment cost for the new SaC-II oil 
refinery. Unlike the existing refinery, where petroleum 
crude feed rate is reduced to allow existing process 
units to be used for SaC-II oil refining, all units Qust 
be sized and built specific to sync rude processing. 
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(2) The ddta pesented i.1 Table 6-35 for Case 2, severe 
hydrotreating after distillation (TF1), indicates a lower 
capital investment cost for the new SRC-ll oil refinery 
as compared with Case 1 but also a lower product value 
which results in a higher turbine fuel required selling 
price of about $155 per barrel. The major effect on the 
turbine fuel required selling price for TF1 is the change 
in product value and capital investment cost based on 
reducing the partial oxidation plant capacity due to 
decreased hydrogen cons~~ption. 
In Case 2, TF2, a much lower turbine fuel required 
selling price of $119 per barrel was calculated which 
results from deletion of the gas oil hydrotreater, 
hydrocracker, and coker units. This change in equipment 
requirement results from applying a higher endpoint 
specification for turbine fuel, TF2. Directionally, this 
specification change reflects the capital intensive 
changes that occur from deletion of refining units. 
An evaluation of turbine fuel prices versus nitrogen 
level is shown in Figure 6-22 for Case 1 turbine fuels 
TF3 and T13. In Case 2, no heavy turbine fuels with TF3 
specifications could be pl'oduced. 
An evaluation of price versus endpoint specification for 
turbine fuels is shown in Figure 6-23 for Cases 1 and 2. 
These curves are a plot of the calculated turbine fuel 
prices versus a distillate type and a wide boiling range 
type of turbine fuel. The properties of the distillate 
and wide range turbine fuels are shown in the table below 
Figure 6-23. The results indicate that the fuel costs are 
insensitive to the product endpoint. 
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To prod uce the wide ranae turbine fuel. abnut 30% of the 
blended fuel has a boUina ranae o\'er 650·' which results 
in a lower aravity and slightly hiaher viscosity of the 
product. 
D. Thenaal EfUcle"cy 
The thermal efficiencies of the saC-II oil refinery fer CAses 
1 and 2 and each of the turbine fuel specifications are shown in Table 6-36. 
The thermal efficiencies for Case 1 turbine fuels TF1. TF2. TF3 and T13 
averaaes about 86% for all fuels. whUe the thermal efficiencies for Case 2 
turbine fuels TFl and TF2 are about 87% and 96% respectively_ 
E. Utilities 
The utUities requirement shown in Table 6-37 are based on 
providina a 1.250 psig steam plant for drivina letdown turbines to provide 
power requi.rement and low level process steam. Fuel 18 provided from refinery 
fuel aas and fuel oil aenerated internally for firina heaters and boiler 
facilities. Cooling water, condensate, and sour water strippina facilities 
are also provid,ed. 
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Table 6-26 - turbine Fuel Sellina Pricea, Petrole .. Crude Plu. SIC-II Oil lefinery, 
20,000 1ft' Turbine '_1 Produced, $ per Day 
!!!! 
Flaed Capital Inyeat..at for Additional 
Proce.. OIlit. 
Add: Off.ite Facilitiea 
PCI Add'tl Proc. Unit •• 0.30 
0.70 
loyalUe. and Catalyet 
Total Addltioaal Capital InYea~nt 
Dally Capital lecoyery 
(Total Add'tl Cap • 0.0010606*) 
Add: reed eo.t 
OperaUIli eoat 
Total Dally l8qulreci levenue 
Deduct: Product Value. ("duet .. of 
Turbiae rue1) 
IeYenue Marlin 
AM: OperaUIli Martin of IalaUna IeUnery 
.. fore Addition of 5,.,uel UPlradinl 
Turbl.e ruel lequired Dally levenue 
WI~ SelliQl Price 'er Barrel 
ill 
138,500,000 
59,400,000 
2,997,000 
200,897 ,000 
213,070 
6,618,940 
51,222 
6,889,232 
6,684,560 
204,678 
702,204 
906,882 
45.34 
ca.. 1 
m.- -----m 
129,100,000 125,100,000 
55,600,000 53,900,000 
3,543,000 3,11',000 
188,943,000 182,81',000 
200,393 193,"5 
6,77',460 6,491. ISO 
57.519 56 .. 362 
7,037,372 6,741,407 
6.1".870 6.'55.410 
131,S02 '2,9.7 
702.204 702.204 
840,706 795,201 
42.04 3'.76 
-Capital lecoyery ractor, .tre .. day ba.i.: 0.35 • 0.0010606 
330 operatiQl deye per year 
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Table 6-27 - Turbine Fuel Seilina Price., Petrolea. Crude Plue SIC-II 011 Reflnery, 
20,000 lPO Turbine Fuel Produced, $ per Day 
CaM 2 
ll!! TFl TF2 T,i 
'I'" Capital lnve.t-.nt for Additional 55,200,000 57,900,000 B3,700,OOO 
Proc ••• Unit. 
Add: Off.lte 'aeilltl •• 23,660,000 24,800,000 35,800,000 
PCI AII.'tl .roc. Unite. 0.30 
0.70 
Io,.ltl.. aDd Catal,.t 370 1000 425 1000 703.000 
Total Addlti4aa1 Capital lnve.~nt 79.230 1000 83.125.000 120.203.000 
Dally Capital lecoy.ry ",031 88.162 127,417 
(Total Add't1 Cap • ~.OOl0606.) 
Add: , ... eo.t 7,155,700 6,905,600 6.142,200 
Operat1111 Coat 47.250 46.760 40.040 
Total Dally Required .... aue 7,286,981 7,~O,522 7,009.727 
Deduct: .roduct Value. (laeluehe of 7.146 • .ao 6.94'.1(10 6.'2'.600 
" ... ue Marlla 140,581 '1,422 80,127 
Add: Operat1111 Maraln of lalatl .. laUnery 702,204 702.204 702.2~ 
"fo~. Addition of Syafue1u.&radlaa 
Tuttl_ 'uel Required Dally Ia.enue 842.7B5 793.626 7B2.331 
.. ~ Selll.. .rle. .er "rr.l 42.14 3'." 39.1l 
• Ca,ital laco •• r, 'actor. aU ... cia, .ala: 0.35 • 0.11010606 Jio operaU .... ,. per year 
in 
74,100,000 
32.010.000 
711.000 
107.511.000 
114,097 
6,102,160 
37.7. 
6.954.037 
6.'21 •• 
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Table 6-28 - Capacity and capital Coat Data. Petroleua Plus SIC-II Oil lefinery. Caae I 
Unit Capacltlea, 1'0 FI_ed capital Inyea~nt 
ExlatlnA Equlp!ent Addltlona ($ Million) 
'roc:eaa Unlta Refinery TFI ill. ill !!!. Tfl T13 
Crude Unit 200.000 
Vacuua Olatillation 75.000 
Fluid Catalytlc Cracker so. 000 
Hydroc:racker 10.300 
Colrar I2.SOO 4,830 16.4 
Naphtha Hydrotreater 61.000 
At. caa ,011 Hydrotreater 22.000 
00 bfomer 49.000 338 2.880 760 I.S 6.1 .t.7 "II !! 
.,,0 Alkylatlon @.ooo 0 2 
~ o~ 
I SIC-II Oil Vacuua Oi.tillation 50.000 50.000 50.000 22.2 22.2 22.2 ~ r-~ O~ sac 011 At. OI.tUlatlon 24.030 24.030 24.030 7.3 7.3 7.3 c.: ):» 
~C) C4-9SO·' 'ractlon Hydrotreater 25.500 25.500 25.500 76.7 76.7 76.7  ~
-eli Hydro,tIIl 'lant •• Ullon scn 14.73 13.54 15.88 1.1 1.3 9.2 
Sult~lr "coyery Plant, lana ton/day 135 
~nia bcovery fra. Vaate Vater. ton/day NH3 17 
Sour Vater Stripper. II .. ,fday 5.300 954 1.063 877 0.7 0.1 0.7 
Coolin, Water Sy.tea. II lal/day 196.000 3.700 1,900 0.3 
Ste .. /Powr Plant. M lb/day, 1250 pail ate.. 15,100 177 462 335...l:!...i:!-.!.:! 
Total Additional FCI 138.5 129.1 125.' 
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Table 6-29 - Capacity and Capital Coat Data, Petrole. 'Plue saC-ll 011 lefiaery, Ca .. 2 
Q\ 
I 
-...J 
N 
.roc.aa Uaiu 
Crude Vait 
Yacuua Diatillation 
'luid Catalytic Cracur 
lIydrocracker 
Cour 
laphtha Hydrotreat.r 
At. eaa Oil a,drotreater 
"foraer 
Alkylatioa 
SIC-II Oil Yacuua Di.,illatioa 
SIC-II Oil At. Di.tillatlon 
SIC-II Oil Naphtha a,drotreater 
saC-II Oil caa Oil IJdrotreater 
Sulfur .. co.er, 'lut, 1.0. tonlda, 
..... ata leco •• r, fro. Veate Water, to./da, -3 
Sour vater Stripper. M Ib/da, 
CooU., vater Spt_ ... ,elida, 
St ... /PG~r .lut ... 1'/"', 12SO pata at ... 
TOtal Addltioaal PCI 
EalaUna 
Refinery 
200,000 
75,000 
50,000 
10,300 
12,500 
61,000 
22,000 
49,000 
8,000 
135 
17 
5,300 
196,000 
15,100 
Unit Capacity, IPD 
F.qulJllll!nt Addltiona 
!!!. m -m -~!!! 
50,000 50,000 
25,500 25,500 
5,840 5,840 
666 
1 2 
368 343 
SO,OOO 
25,500 
5.840 
4,301 
9 
444 
324 
1.490 
200 
45.960 
2S,5OO 
5,840 
2 
443 
287 
!!!. 
22.2 
7.6 
24.1 
0.3 
0.3 
!~.2 
-
'bH Capital I .... t.a.t 
CS 111111_) 
!!! --!!! !!! 
22.2 22.2 
7.6 7.6 
24.1 24.1 
2.5 25.0 
0.5 0.3 
0.3 0.4 
3.4 
57.t 13.7 
- -
14.1 
2.0 
22.2 
7.6 
24.1 
0.3 
0.3 
0.4 
3.1 
74.1 
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Table 6-30 - Product Slate, SRC-II Oil Plus Petroleum Refinery, Case 1 
Item Rate TFI TF3 T13 
Feed 
Petroleum Crude M BPD 170.63 1/5.98 166.6 
SRC-II Oil M BPD 50.0 50.0 50.0 
Products 
LPG M BPD 11.09 12.55 8.42 
Gasoline 108.1 108.1 108.1 
No. 2 fuel oil 45.8 53.8 53.8 
No. 6 fuel oil 24.965 21.739 15.653 
Turbine fuel 20.0 20.0 20.0 
Sulfur M LTPD 0.12 0.13 0.124 
ADlmonia M TPD 0.054 0.054 0.053 
Coke M TPD 1.009 0.749 0.778 
Table 6-31 - Product Slate.SRC-Il Oil Plus Petroleum Refinery, Case 2 
Turbine Fuels 
Item Rate TF1 TF2 TF3 T13 
Feed 
Petroleum Crude M BPD 188.52 188.2 178.07 176.74 
SRC-II Oil M BPD 50.0 50.0 50.00 50.0 
Products 
LPG M BPD 12.332 9.296 9.032 9.357 
Gasoline 108.1 108.1 108.1 108.1 
No. 2 fuel oil 48.8 47.264 52.7 53.8 
No. 6 fuel oil 44.24 36.903 28.569 26.485 
Turbine fuel 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 
Sulfur M LTPD 0.128 0.128 0.139 0.137 
Ammonia M TPD 0.018 0.019 0.027 0.018 
Coke M TPD 0.683 0.689 0.772 0.804 
~ ~ 
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Table 6-32 - Thermal Eff.'.··.h; -'cies of SRC-II 
Plus Existina Petrole~ Refinery 
Million Btu 2er Dal 
Case I Case 2 
Item TF1 TF2 TF3 TF1 TF2 TF3 
Total Heating Value Feed 1306.2 1337.1 1282.9 1409.5 1344.7 1342.5 
Total Heating Value 1181.3 1208.3 1154.6 1298.3 1230.7 1228.9 
Products 
Thermal Efficiency, % 90.4 90.4 90.0 92.1 91.5 91.5 
Table 6-33 - Total Utilities Requirement, SRC-II Plus 
Existing Petroleum Refinery (Computer Output) 
Usase Rate 
Units Case 1 Case 2 
Sour water stripping 6254 M lb/D 5668 M :·.b/D 
Cooling water circulation 191 MM ga.1JD 184 MM gal/D 
Power gener3tion 1255 M kWh/D 1205 M kWh/D 
Fuel consumption 81.5 MMM Btu/D 78.7 MMM Btu/D 
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Table 6-34 - Capacity and Capital Cost Data, New SIC-II 011 leflnerle., c..es 1 and 2 ! : 
i. 
Unit CaEacitll IPD Fiaed CaEital Inyest~ntl i Million 
Ca.e 1 Case Z Caae 1 Clise 2 
0.2S%N 0.2SiN 0.25%N 1.00%N 0.25%N 0.2S%N 1.005 
Process Units TF1 Tr2 
-.!!.L Tl3 TFl ..-!!L T12 TF1 2!! -1!.! J!! ~ 2!! ....!!! 
'eeu_ SpUtter 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 
· ~ 
· ; 
At. DhtlllaUon 24,030 24,030 24,030 24,030 25,500 25,500 25,500 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.6 7.6 
! 7.6 
95O-r- Hydrotreater 25,500 25,500 25,500 25,500 76.7 76.7 76.7 76.7 
lapbtba Hydrotreater 8,650 8,650 8,650 8,650 6,126 5,840 5,840 31.4 31.4 31.4 31.4 25.5 24.a 24.a 
~ Oil Hydrotreater 9,245 3,310 41.7 
liydrocraclrer 3,740 5,040 6,500 6,900 6,490 24.5 29.3 34.2 35.4 34.1 
Coker 2,649 lI.4 
• J 
"foraer 10,190 10,730 11,310 10,200 8,059 4,964 3,888 16.6 17.2 17.a 16.6 14.1 10.0 a.4 l 
0- ' 1 , 
I 
-....J 'artial Oaidation Plant, MM ScrD 35.0 35.3 35.6 35.7 38.2 7.2 32.6 32~9 33.1 33.2 35.5 a.o 
U'1 
· -1 
Sulfur "coyery 'lant, lona ton/aay 12 12 12 12 24 17 15 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.6 1.3 1.1 j 
· J I 
'-Ilia leco#ery fr_ Vaste Vater, 38 38 3a 38 30 8 1 2.8 2.8 2.a 2.a 2.4 1.0 0.3 ' 1 · , 
tOD/"Y·3 1 
Sour Mater Stripper, " lb/day 4,092 4,202 4,323 4,359 4,036 1,274 704 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.3 1.2 0.6 
j 
• .1 
1 , 
CooliQl Vater Syat .. , M ,a1/day 40,780 42,600 44,600 45,200 42,717 13,600 7,100 1.7 1.8 l.a 1.9 l.a o.a 0.4 
St.aa/'o .. r PlaDt, M lb/day, 7,643 7,931 8,249 8,343 7,895 2,272 1,160 43.5 44.8 ~ ...!!:! ~ ..ll:! --!:! I 
1250 pll, Ite_ t, 
Total riaed Capital IDyeataent 262.7 269.8 277.0 277.6 244.a 111.9 7S.0 
- - - - - - -
00 
--:a 
-~e 
0 2 :oJ! 
D-a C!) J! 1\1 
~~ • I, 
I 
~" 
• >to- ~ ;;,.', 
0\ 
I 
-....J 
0\ 
!!!! 
liKed Capital Iftveat.ent for 
Process Units 
Add: Offslte Facilities 
Fel Add'tl Proc. Units K 0.30 
0.70 
loyalties aDd Catalyst 
Total Capital Invest.ent 
Daily Capital ~orti&ation 
(Total Add'tl Cap K 0.0010606) 
Add: reed Coat 
Operatt", Coat 
Total Daily Cost 
Deduct: Product Values 
(lsclU8ive of Turbine Fuel) 
Turbine Puel IequlredDaily Revenue 
Xin18u. Selli", Price Per Barrel 
Turbine ruel 
Table 6-35 - Turbine Fuel Selling Prices, New SaC-II Oil lefinery, 
5,000 .PD Turbine Fuel Produced, $ Per Day 
Case I 
TFI TF2 TF3 T13 TFI 
(0.25% N) (0.25% N) (0.25% N) (1.00% N) (0.25% N) 
650·' EP Below 1000·F Above 1000·, Above looo·F 6SO·' !P 
262 , 700 , 000 269,800,000 277 ,000,000 277 ,600,000 244,800,000 
112,586,000 115,629,000 118,714,000 118,971,000 104,900,000 
7,750.000 8 1170 1000 8 1620 1000 8.720.000 7.590.000 
3831°36.000 393.5991000 404.334 1000 405.291.000 357.290.000 
406,248 417,451 428,837 429,852 378.,.2 
1 , 500 , oc.'O 1,500,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 1,500,000 
4.970 5.170 5.380 5.4SO 25.005 
1,9U,218 11922.621 1.934.217 1.935.302 1.90'.'47 
1,156,000 1,168 1000 1.182.000 1,185,000 1.12'.500 
7.ll!218 754,621 752,217 7SO,302 774,447 
151.04 150.92 150.44 150.06 154.89 
- -
00 
",;:u 
""S 0'-2 0> 
:Or-
.0"'0 
C~ 
l> G) 
r ftil 
~~ 
Caae 2 
TP2 ._- -TII 
(0.25% N) (1.001 .) 
.. low looo·r .. low lOOO·P 
111,900,000 75,000,000 
47,760,000 32,100,000 
2. 190 t OOO 1.'".000 
162.0SO.OOO 108.2".000 
171,870 114.862 
1.500,000 1,500,000 
14.730 14.730 
1.686.600 1.62'.5'2 
1.093._ 1.093.300 
5'3,300 536.2'2 
111.66 107.26 
.-'''' _ .. ~ 'r'-", _,...· •. ~.,.10="·, .... ~,.,. ...... ___ ..... ~,,. _-.....- ..... __ 
... :.io.'t.f~~hl<~"";~~"'.~-~' '-' ~rM.. __ ,.,_;..;.. ..".,·ft" ...... • "'MfI'Qr..l.:'''-'''''-..i..-:_~""",~_';' M'It dii"p.tr5 -~ .... ~~ ... ,~ ...... 1,1, 'itb'pS?i un ;;ie,h''i«dWait 
I 
~ 
I 
Table 6-36 - Thermal Efficiencies of New SRC-II Oil Refinery 
Million Btu Eer Dal 
Case 1 Case 2 
Item TF1 TF2 TF3 T13 TF1 '4'F2 T12 
Total Heating Value Feed 320.6 320.6 320.6 320.6 320.6 320.6 320.6 
Total Heating Value 277.4 276*5 275.5 275.2 278.2 300.7 307.9 
Products 
Thermal Efficiency, % 86.5 86.2 85.9 85.8 86.8 93.8 96.0 
Table 6-37 - Total Utilities Requirement, New SRC-II Oil Refinery 
Unit 
Sour Water Stripping 
Cooling Water Circulation 
Power Generation 
Fuel Consumption 
Case 1 
4092 M lb/D 
41 MM gal/D 
459 M kWh/D 
Usage Rate 
Case 2 
4036 M lb/D 
18.1 MMM Btu/D 
43 MM gal/D 
488 M kWh/D 
18.5 MMM Btu/D 
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Figure 8-16 • Computer Output DItI Diagram, 
PetrollUm Refinery Plul SRe II Refinery, Cue 1 
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Figure 6-20 • Computer Output Data Diagram, 
New SRC II ~"inery, Ca';'. 1 
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0 CAN 2
151
CASE 1
15C
146
W	 14C(CQ
t 131
N
C
J	 13C8
121
12C
DISTILLATE	 WIDE RANGE
FUEL EP	 FUEL EP
65W F	 > 1000OF
ENDPOINT INCREASE
PROPERTIES OF TURBINE FUELS:
TYPE OF FUEL
PROPERTY
DISTILLATE WIDE RANGE DISTILLATE
CASE 1
SPECIFICATIOV
FUEL CASE 1
SPECIFICATION
CASE 2
SPECIFICATION
ACTUAL TF12 ACTUAL	 TF36 ACTUAL TF1S
GRAVITY, oA► 1 (MIN) 21.400 15.00 16.20 15.00 26.900 15.00
SULFUR, WT% (MAX) 0.002 0.70 .07 0.70 .005 0.70
NITROGEN, WT% (MAX) 0.070 0.25 0.25 0.25 .026 0.25
VISCOSITY 11000F), of (MAX) 2.400 6.90 10.00 160.00 3.600 5.90
FRACTION BOILING
OVER GWF, % 0.000 0.00 30.00 < 100.00 0.000 0.00
OSEE TABLE 6-1.
Figure 6-23 - Effect of Vatying the Endpoint
Specification of Turtmas Fuel on Price, New
SRC-I I Refinery, Cam 1 and 2
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6.7 CONCLUSIONS 
A lu .. ary of concl~ion. regarding the .aterial included in the previcup 
leetionl il prelented. 
6 7.1 UPGRADINC SYNCRUDES IN EXISTING REFINERIES 
Th~ evaluation of the synfuel upgrading by feeding an eXisting 
refinery indicates a substantial reduction of petroleum crude feed 1s 
pOllible. The reduction of 30,000 to 40,000 BPD from the charging of 50,000 
BPD of .yncru6es had been calculated. This may be thought of as ~n ~\tuivalent 
reduction in foreign crude oil imports. 
6.7.2 COMPARATIVE FCI AND PRODUCTION COSlf 
The results of this assessment indicate that the processing of 
synthetic crudes in an existing refinery with petroleum at a reduced feed 
rate is the most economical route. Fixed capital investments as well as 
production costs for processing 8ynf~els are lower than those for a new 
smaller 8yncrude refla~ry. The following relationships summarize this 
situation for the three synfuel feeds studied. The results are expressed as 
averages of the cases studied. Each case processed 50,000 BPD of syncrude. 
Feed C(.)st 
._($Ib~ll) 
Shale OU 25 
H-Coal oil 32 
SRC-II 011 30 
Petrolf!'um Crude 30 
FCI Average 
($ Million) 
Existingi Newb 
Refinery Refinery 
215 
121 
95 
488 
247 
213 
Turbine Fuel 
Required Reven.ue 
($ per barrel) 
Existing New 
Refinery Refinary 
32 103 
40 101 
41 119 
a FeI of proeess unit additions to a 200,000 BPD petroleum refinery ha"ing 
a base FeI of approxi.tely $600 milUon. 
b FCl ot! process 'unit~J for t'.fining 50,000 BPD of syncrudes. 
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Al ... :.ough first inspection indicates that FCI i. the dominant 
factor, sensitivities summarized in Section 6.7.4 indicate that the feed cost 
is a significant factor in determination of the eventual production costs 
which determines the revenue requirement. Certain modes of operation are more 
advantageQus than others. This f8ctor is discussed in the following 
subsectior 
6.7.3 lWGRADING REFINERY CASE DEFINITIONS 
Two major approaches are described for upgrading of synfuels in 
combination with a petroleum refinery and in a stand-alone refinery. 
In Case I, for shale oil, H-Coal and SRC-II liquids, severe 
hydrotreating of the whole liquid (C4 to approximately 950°F for SRC-II) was 
assessed. In Case 2, for the same liquids, severe hydrotreating of the 
individually distilled fractions was applied. Using Cases 1 and 2, a wide 
range of synfuel upgrading possibilit:l.es could be considered for fixed and 
undetet'J.I)ined product slates and quantities. 
The turbine fuels produced by the different refinery complexes 
and different crude feeds are mainly classified as distillate fuels and 
heavy/residual fuels. Thest' are distingc1shed by endpoint restrictions for 
distillates, and no eildpoint limit and high viscosity for heavy fuels. '!'hese 
fuels were produced with a maximum nitrogen content of 0.25 wt% and a maximum 
nitlogen content of 1.0 wt%. 
These turbine fuels are within the specifications defined in 
Table 6-1. Existing limited data hampered ~ssessment of the effect of 
refin1~g on metals content. Additional metals content data is necessary. 
Since the turbine fuels have gone through several catalytic processing steps 
before being blended to turbine fuel, a low metals content would be expected 
due to deposition in the catalyst beds. Only in the case of SRC-II, where a 
h~avy ~u~bine fuel is produced, is the heavy resid from the liquefaction 
process blended into the turbine fuel. This fraction may contain a large 
amount of impurities which could be unacceptable as turbine fuel. Production 
6-88 
and analysis of this proposed turbine fuel will be required to determine its 
acceptability. 
In most of the cases where turbine fuel is a product of the 
combined petroleum/synfuel refinery, the blendina stocks for turbine fuel 
or1ainate mainly from the petroleum a8S oil. Th'e synfuel fractions in t~.e 
combined refinery are mainly blended into fuel oils other than turbine fuels. 
This is a result of the internal value of different stocks in the refinery. 
In the stand-alone sync rude refinery, the nitroaen limit results 
in uparadina of the fractions and thereby reduces the metal impurity level as 
well due to catalyst contact. The only exception is the relatively untreated 
SRC-II liquid which in some cases is blended directly into the turbine fuel 
pool. Quantification will be possible throuah future experience. 
In a comparison of different methods for refining syncrudes in 
exhUna refineries and stand-alone synfuel refinina to produce marketable 
.products and additional turbine fuel, the turbine fuel value r~flects the 
relative econo~ics of the separate process configurations. 
A. Use of Existina Refinery to Upgrade Synfuels 
Of all the process calculations and economics evaluations, 
Case 2, with minimum or no hydrotreating of the whole syncrude, shows the 
lowest turbine fuel prices. This indicates that the hydrotreating of whole 
sync rude , as in Case 1, is more severe than product specifications demand. 
Further, an increase in turbine fuel endpoint and nitroaen content reduces 
the fuel cost 8ianificantly. Accordinaly, hydrotreating should be \held to the 
minimum level necessary to achieve required specifications. However, 
hydrotreatina is necessary to reduce the nitroaen content to the point where 
catalyst poisoning does not occur in subsequent hydrocrackina and FCC 
0t~era t ions. 
The range of turbine fuel pri~es for these combined process 
c~onfiaurat1ons is between $29 and $45 per barrel. The turbine fuels derived 
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from shale oil, based on the feedstock values and other parameters used in 
this study, are in the lower part of this range and show less upgradina 
costs. Turbine fuels from H-Coal and SRC-II are in the range of $36 to $45 
per barrel reflecting the more severe upgrading necessary for coal liquids to 
compete with petroleum liquids. 
These prices are relative figures which depend strongly on 
the feedcost and product values used in the economic evaluation~ 
B. Synfuel Refinery 
The turbine fuel prices from stand-alone synfuel refineries 
show a trend 81miJ.ar to the combin.ed refinery. The range of turbinE' fuel 
price is from $98 to $155 per barrel, with the exception of H-Coal in Case 2, 
which produced ov,er 6,400 BPD turbine fuel and so reduced the turbine fuel 
price. 
In nearly all the other calculations, hydrotreating after 
distill,atioll (Case 2) shows a lower cost figure than when hydrotreating the 
syncrude before distillation (Case 1). Shale oil products were in a lower 
cost range, between $98 and $116 pel: barrel, and SRC-II products were close 
to $150 per barrel with a strong decrease in price for Case 2 when the 
specifications were relaxed. 
6.7.4 SENSITIVITY TO CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND SYNCRUDE COST 
The sensitivity of required turbine fuel selling prices to plus 
and minus 30% changes in wtal capital investment and to syncrude feed costs 
were developed for each of the three syncrude feeds for Case 2, turbine fuel 
TF 1. Comparisons of the base value of the estimated required product selling 
prices (RPSP), presented in Section 6 with comparable values when the 
investment and feed costs are independently varied +30%, are presented in 
Table 6-38. The tabulations indicate that a given percentage change in 
syncrude feed price has a greater effect on the required product selling 
prices than a similar percentage change in the total capital investment. 
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Tables 6-39 and 6-40 summarize sensitivity ratios of ItPSP to 
capital investment and synfuel feed cost. Again, these results show the high 
sensitivity to feedstock cost. For example, a 10 percent change in SaC-II 
feedstock cost resylts in a $30 per barrel change in TFI turbine fuel cost. 
Availability of sensitivity valul!s as presented in Tables 6-38, 
6-39 and 6-40 will pe~it the reader flexibility in interpreting the results 
presented in this report. To expedite our analysis, specific synfuel 
feedstock costs were selected based on publicly available estimates. In a 
sense, these selected feedstock costs represented judgment but nevertheless 
somewhat arbitrary decisions. The availability of the sensitivity values will 
permit the reader to quickly and independently select an alternative 
feedstock cost and determine the impact of this alternative value on the 
refinery economics. Similarly, the effec ts of variations in refinery fixed 
capital investments can be quickly estimated. 
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Table 6-38 _ Required Product Selling Price 
Sensitivities 
Case 2, Turbine Fuel TF1 
$ per barrel 
1 
1 
1 
Existinl RefinerI New SIncrude RefinerI 
SIncrude Feed -30% Base Case 
+30% -30% Base Case +30% 
-
- -
-
Sensitivity to Total 
Capital Investment: 
Shale Oil 29 34 
40 57 103 149 
H-Coal 37 39 
41 49 67 84 
SRC-ll 41 
42 43 132 155 
178 
Sensitivity to 
Syncrude Feed Cost: 
Shale Oil 15 34 
54 26 103 180 
H-Coal 15 39 
63 - 8 67 141 
SRC-II 20 42 
65 65 155 245 
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Table 6-39 - Sensitivity Ratios of Turbine Fuel Required Product 
Selling Price (RPSP) to Fixed Capital Investment (FCI) 
Sync rude 
Shale oU 
H-Coal 
SRC-II 
Existing Refinery -
Sensitivity in 
ARPSP (S/bbl) 
A % FCI 
0.183 
0.067 
0.033 
New Refinery -
Send t1 vi ty in 
'> RPSP U/'bbl) 
A % FCI 
1.53 
0.58 
0.77 
Table 2-5 - Sensitivity Ratios of Turbine Fuel Required Product 
Selling Price (RPSP) to Sync rude ~eed Cost 
E~isting Refinery - New Refinery -
Sensitivity in Sensitivity in 
A RPSP U/bb1l A RPSP ~§Lbbll 
Sync rude A% Sync rude Cost A % Syncrude Cost 
Shale OU 0.65 2.57 
H-Coal 0.80 2.48 
SRC-II 0.75 3.00 
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SECTION 1 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
The pollutants emitted from gas turbines are those common to all combustion 
sources: particulates, hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur 
dioxide (S02), and nitrogen oxides (NOx). The mass emissions from stationary 
gas turbines will differ depending on several variables such as turbine 
fir ing tempera tUl"e, turbine pressure ratio, turbine load, combustor design, 
and atmospheric conditions. 1 
7.1 STANDARDS 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has issued New Source 
Performance Standards2 for stationary gas turbines as follows: 
Sulfur Dioxide: maximum emissions of 150 ppm or use of fuel containing a 
maximum sulfur content of 0.8% by weight. 
Nitrogen OxIdes (as nitrogen dioxide): 
Gas turbines of heat input greater than 100 MM Btu/hr: 75 ppm 
Gas turbines of heat input included between 10 and 100 MM Btu/hr: 150 ppm 
Additional allowance for fuel bound nitrogen: up to 50 ppm for nitrogen 
content of 0.25% or higher. 
Additional allowances are provided for thermal efficiencies greater than 
25%; emissions are based on 15% oxygen content, no water present. 
It is assumed that large turbines can meet the 75 ppm limit by injection 
of water or steam, while smaller turbines can meet the 150 ppm limit using 
dry controls. The fuel bound nitrogen allowance of additional 50 ppm of N02 
may permit use of fuels containing a maximum 0.25% nitrogen content. l ,2,3 
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While EPA has not issued emissi~n standards for the other pollutants, 
emissions have to meet ambient air quality standards after dilution from 
atmospheric dispersion. 
Occupational Safety and Health (OSHA) standards also must be met within 
the battery limits of gas turbine plants. Of particular interest when firing 
synfuels is the OSHA Standard of 0.2 mg/m3 (8-hour average) for coal tar 
pitch volatiles (anthracene, benzo(a)pyrene, phenanthrene, acridine, 
chtysene, and pyrene). 
7~2 PARTICULATE EMISSIONS 
Particulate emissions are defLned as "solid or liquid particles 
suspended in air with the exception of water in all its physical forms." 
particulate e~issions from gas turbines consist of ash from the fuel, carbon 
part1cles and hydrocarbons resulting from incomplete combustion. Fuels 
containing high ash and vanad ium contents, such as crude or residual fuels, 
will result in higher particulate emission rates than light distillate fuels 
or natural ga8. Particulate emissions may be decreased by combustor 
modifications which provide more complete combustion of hydrocarbons and 
carbonaceous particles. 
Specific aspects of particulate emissions are their increased hazardous 
nature when consisting of high boiling hydrocarbons (see Section 7.6). and 
the persistent visibility ("smoke") of the small-size fraction (particle 
diameter of less than one micron). The latter effect is due to increased 
light scattering by particles with diameters of the same order of magnitude 
as the wave length of visible light. 
Paraffinic saturated fuels tend to "smoke" less than the arumatic or 
unsaturated fuels and this smoking tendency is related to the chemical bond 
energies necessary to completely consume the fuel. Fuel hydrogen content and 
residual carbon content also affect visible emissions. A reduction in 
hydrogen content or an increase in residual carbon, or both, can increase 
visible emissions. Major reduction9 in visible emissions have been achieved 
7-2 
through combustor redesign to provide more effective fuel and air mixing in 
the primary zone and sufficiently lean regions within the combustor for smoke 
burnout. 
7.3 HYDROCARBONS AND CARBON MONOXIDE EMISSIONS 
Incomplete combustion is the principal cause of emissions of hydro-
carbons (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO). Gas turbines are typically designed 
for optimum combustion efficiency in excess of 99% at full load. This 
efficiency, however, may drop to the 90 to 95 percent range for operation at 
idle or low power conditions. Because of this drop, emissions of HC and CO 
f~om the turbines will be higher for turbine start-up and operation at low 
loads and will be a minimum at full load operations. 
The control of HC and CO emissions is primarily a function of fuel 
injection and atomization and fuel-air mixing. Decreased HC and CO emissions 
are therefore accomplished by combustor and fuel injection modifications 
which promote better fuel atomization and fuel and air mixing. The chemical 
kinetics of combustion reactions show that HC compounds are consumed faster 
than CO, with the result that, as gas turbine efficiency is increased, any 
remaining non-equilibriUtll products of combustion will tend to exist mainly as 
CO. Therefore, reductions in HC and CO emissions can be obtained by 
controlling the residence time at temperature, as necessary, to provide 
combustion of He in the primary zone of the combustor and combustion of CO in 
the primary and intermediate zones of the combustor. 
The type of fuel burned can affect CO emissions. Tests by Westing-
house l indicate that higher CO emissions are produced by heavier fuels. This 
effect is reduced by proper design of the combustor to burn specific fuels. 
7.4 SULFUR DIOXIDE EMISSIONS 
S02 emissions from gas turbines are strictly a function of the fuel 
sulfur content, since virtually all fuel sulfur is converted to S02. The 
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only technique used at present to control 502 emissions from las turbines is 
to burn low sulfur fuels. Stack las scrubbinl for S02 removal has not been 
applied to las turbines primarily because of the larle voluaes of I£s which 
have to t. treated; EPA has expressed consensus with this conclusion. 3 
Pract~cally all synfuels have specification. limitinl the sulfur content 
to levels lower than the 0.8% maximum specified by EPA. 
7.5 NITROGEN OXIDE EMISSIONS 
Nitrolen oxides (essentially nitric oxide. NO) produced by combustion of 
fuels in stationary las turbines are formed by the combination of nitrolen 
and oXYlen in the combus tion ai r (" the rmal" NOx) and by the combination of 
nitrolen in the fuel with oXYlen from the combustion air ("orlanic" NOx). 
Thermal nitric oxide formation rate is extremely sensitive to the flame 
temperature. increasins exponentially with increases in flame temperature. 
The exact mechanism of formation of orlanic NOx is not known. Experiments by 
General Electric show that the actual amount of fuel bound nitrolen converted 
to NOx decreases as the fuel nitrolen content increases. reachinl a steady 
value of approximately 50% conversion at nitrolen contents of 0.3% or hilher. 
The followinl major control procedures can reduce NOx emi~s1ons: 
(1) Reduction of fuel bound nitrolen 
(2) Injection of water or steam into 
(3) Combustor modification 
(4) Flue las treatment 
7-4 
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7.5.1 REDUCTION OF FUEL BOUND NITROGEN 
Reduction of fuel bound nitrogen is achieved when the fuel is 
hydrotreated. Synfuels may exhibit nitrogen conte~t ranging up to 1~ or 
higher. Hydrotreating can lower the nitrogen content to 0.25% or less, 
thereby meeting the EPA standard. Additional advantages of this procedure are 
the upgrading of the fuel and the decreased biohazard (see below). 
7.5.2 INJECTION OF STEAM OR WATER 
The injection of steam or water into the combustor is a well 
established procedure achieving 70 to 90% reductions of thermal NOx and more 
modest reductions of organic NOx when a water/fuel ratio of 1.0 is used. 
Water injection reduces gas turbine efficiency by approximately 1%, while 
steam injection increases it by a similar amount. 
7.5.3 COMBUSTOR MODIFICATION 
Combustor modification techniques have been applied individually 
or in combination to reduce NOx emissions. The following design modifications 
have been tested: 
a. air staging and redistribution 
b. fuel vaporization 
c. fuel staging 
d. two-stage combustion and off stoichiometric combustion 
e. premixing of the air and fuel prior to introduction to the 
combustion chamber 
f. variable combustor geometry 
I 
I 
. .f~ ~ 1 
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g. exhaust gas recirculation 
h. catalytic combustior. 
i. external combustion in a larger combustion chamber(s) where 
the combustion conditions car! be lDore easily controlled than 
in a conventional gas turbine combustor. 
Many of these procedures are effective. The NASA-Lewis Research 
Center has sponsored a number of projects as part of it!! "Clean Combustor" 
program to demonstrate practical combustor technology for the reduction of 
pollutants in future g£neration aircraft turbines. Within this program, 
reductions of NOx emissions up to 94% were obtained. 
Pratt and Whitney performed for EPA during the period December, 
1975 - November, 1979 an exploratory development program to identify, 
evaluate and demonstrate alternative combustor design concepts for 
significantly reducing the production of NOx in stationary gas turbine 
eng ines. 4 Based on this program, the "rich burn-quick quench" concept, shown 
in Figure 7-17 of the Appendix volume, was selected for implementation into 
the design of a full-scale (25 megawatt engine size) gas turbine combustor. 
Preliminary test results showed that substantial reductions in NOx from both 
nitrogenous and non-nitrogenou~ fuels could be obtained. The properties of 
the fuels and the NOx emissions measured are presented in Table 7-1. As shown 
in the case of SRC-II middle distillate, acceptable NO x emissions were 
generated by a fuel containing close to 1% nitrogen. 
7.5.4 FLUE GAS TREATMENT 
NOx control can be achieved by post-combustion treatment of the 
flue gas with ammonia, with or without catalysts. 5 
Uncatalyzed reaction with ammonia is used in the Exxon Thermal 
DeNOx process, which has been applied for NO x control in boilers and 
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furnaces. 6 In this procells. ammonia is injected into the flue gas at a 
temperature range from 1000 to 1800·'; NOx reductions of 70% are reported. 
Hitachi (Jap~n) has developed catalysts resista' ~ to S02 
poisoning7•8 which can reduce NOx to nitrogen by reaction with a .. onia in the 
presence of oxygen in a temperature range of 400 to 7S0·'. NOx removal rates 
ranging up to 90 percent are claimed. 
Flue gas treatment procedures have been applied mainly to 
conventional steam boilers rather than gas turbine operations. because the 
high velocity and high volume of turbine exhaust would require elf,tremely 
large catalyst beds. 
7.6 Bl"OHAZARDS 
Carcinogenic compounds may form during direct liquefaction of coal and 
pyrolysis of ~il shale; to a lesser degree, these compounds may also be 
present in petroleum reside They typically have boiling points higher than 
480°F, and consist mainly of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and amines. 
This synfuel biohazard affects mainly plant workers who come into .Hrect 
contact with the fuels. Occasional exposure to the carcinogens is not 
sufficient for cancer development. Strict application of industrial hygiene 
practices is ~xpected to avoid the development of any effects. Carcinogenic 
effects. even of a mild nature. such as skin cancer, have not ever appeared 
among the workers at the S,RC-II D£'monstration Plant at Tacoma. Washingt.on, 
over many years of plant activity. This plant practices strict personnel 
protection. 
A recent cbemical and biological study of an SRC-II distillate blend9 
found that most of the mutagenic activity (related to carcinogenic acthley), 
as revealed by the Ames test, could be attributed to primary aromatic amines. 
Hydrotreating of the fuel caused a significant reduction of the primary 
aromatic amines as well as of the polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, with 
concurrent reduction of mutagenic activity. Therefore, hydrotreating, which 
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is used to upgrade the fuel and reduce its nitrogen content, can also reduce 
its biohazard potential. 
Use of non-hydrotreated high boiling synfuels or resid in gas turbines 
may lead to particulate emissions of unburned fuel on startup and shutdown. 
If !urther studies Hnd these emissions hazardous, they could be avoided by 
burning distillate fuel on startup and shutdown, and switching to the heavier 
fuels when the turbine is operated at peak load and complete burning of the 
fuel is assured. This practice has already been followed with gas turbines 
burning heavy resid which has to be heated prior to use. 
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Table 7-1 - Fuel Properties- and NOx Emissions of Some Natural and 
Synthetic Fuels Used in the EPA "Rich Burn-Quick Quench" Program 
Property 
Specific Gravity 
Viscosity, 
centistok£8 
Surface Tension, 
dynes/em 
Heat of Combustion, 
(net) Btu/Ibm 
Pour Point, c; f 
Flasl Point, of 
Ultimate Analysis 
Carbon % 
Hydrogen % 
Nitrogeii ~ 
Sulfur % 
Ash % 
Oxygen % 
NOx Emissions, 
ppm 
Conradson Carbon, 
Residue % 
Endpoint, of 
(Atm Distillation) 
No. 2 
(Typical) 
0.84 
(60°F) 
18,700 
< 5 
>130 
87.0 
12.8 
< 0.02 
0.04-0.48 
< 0.003 
< 0.09 
40-45 
< /).30 
640 
SRC-II 
Middle 
Distillate 
6.3 
(60°F) 
)3.3 
(60 oF) 
17,235 
<-45 
>160 
85.77 
9.20 
0.95 
0.19 
0.001 
3.89 
90 
0.03 
541 
Indonesian/ 
Malaysian 
Resid 
11.6 
(210°F) 
22.6b 
(210°F) 
17,980 
61 
210 
86.53 
11.93 
0.24 
0.22 
0.036 
75 
3.98 
NA 
Shale 
Resid 
3.3 
(210°F) 
20.6b 
(210°F) 
18.190 
90 (remains waxy) 
235 
86.71 
12.76 
0.46 
0.03 
0.009 
0.03 
65 
0.19 
700 
a Fuel properties are given at stand delivery temperatures to be maintained in 
test program. 
b Estimate on basis of fuel specific gra'/ity. 
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